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Chapter 1 

Pirate’s Treasure 

 

Take to the seas 
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A sailor's life you please 

Plunder 

Pillage 

Do what you do 

Man that ship 

Man that crew 
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Parson Slang woke up and opened his eyes. Something was strange about the 

night. The thick darkness was now invaded with light. No. It wasn’t light. It was 

illumination. This illumination hung over him, soft, creamy white. It oozed and 

pulsed as it highlighted his half exposed body, where a cold sweat had started to 

form.  

A sharp gust of wind cracked the window causing Parson to jump and he knew 

what you may or may not already know. Something was standing by his bed waiting 

for him to turn and see. To see what, Parson wasn’t sure. The mind raced with 

possibilities. Anything and everything could have crawled up out of the dark and 

formed while he slept. With hesitation Parson turned, turned to see the horror that 

had awakened him from his dreams. 

Standing beside the bed was the ghost of a pirate. This pirate stood about six 

feet tall, and he was decked out like a pirate from head to toe. He had long dread 

locks for hair, a shaggy black beard, and a red feather sticking out of his hat. He 

wore pirate clothes and boots the color of gold. If you wanted a cliché pirate to look 

at, then this guy was your guy. 
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Parson didn’t hesitate or pause when he saw the apparition. He flew across the 

king size bed (more cushion for the loving) and onto the floor with a hard thud. His 

butt hit the floor first, and then his head hit the wall. Parson looked up at the 

unmoving pirate who just stood there with its cold dark empty eyes, deep and 

haunting. It didn’t speak or make any gestures before it just poofed out, leaving a 

lingering white mist in the room which also disappeared. 

Parson was speechless.  

He got up off the floor (this part is important) and ran, not walked, over to the 

light switch. Light flooded the room as he stood there planted to the wall, cold 

sweat drying on his back. There was no one there. The pirate was gone. 

Parson checked the clock. It was just after 4 in the morning, and work would be 

calling by 7. He checked his sleep impulses and realized they were gone. The sleep 

he would have had tonight was done. 

The wind howled again, and this time Parson could have sworn there was a voice 

on the wind –  

PAAAAARRRRRRRSSSSSSOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNN – it said.  

He ignored the voice as he slipped on a shirt and walked into the hallway 

(another light turned on) and then into the kitchen (more light). He made coffee, 

had breakfast, and then waited for the day to arrive. 
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The day passed as usual from that point forward, 7 A.M.-4:30 P.M., typical 

warehouse work, nothing special to see here folks.  
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Once the day was finished, a tired and aching Parson drove 7 miles back to his 

house and parked in his gravel driveway. He shut off the car and looked at his 

house, the white structure, no bigger than a trailer. It had been such a peaceful 

house before the pirate showed up. Now when he saw his home, the word 

“haunted” was all that sprang to mind.  

Parson got out of his car, and he looked over at the dying winter sun. The world 

would go dark and cold pretty soon, and he still needed to get a run in. The wind 

gusted, and Parson braced himself against it.  

He found his feet and walked up to the door. He took out the key and pushed it 

into the lock and turned. He was sure he would see that pirate on the other side of 

the door. He was sure that pirate would be standing there with those empty eyes 

staring back at him.  

He opened the door slowly; and then, when he found the courage, he shoved it 

open all the way – hard! The door banged against the wall. No pirate to be seen, 

just his house filled with the light of a dying day.  

Parson went inside and closed the door behind him. He was concerned with 

getting in a run before the weather turned bad, so he focused on that as he went 

into the bedroom. He grabbed his running gear and then walked over to the 

calendar. He always did this before he ran. It was self mojo, and it worked.  

Parson stared at the calendar and the circle he had placed on it. In that circle 

was this statement 10K (6.2 Miles). He sighed, “Never going to make that goal.” 

The wind caught hold of the house and nearly took the roof off the place. It was 

a foul February wind that raced across the world outside.  
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He dropped the calendar sheet he was holding, and let the correct month settle 

in its place. The circle for the first day of this month read – 3 miles. The wind picked 

up another gust, and it seemed to mock the man as he stood there trying to find 

not only the nerve but the warmth to go for his run. 

“I really should be heading south if I want to be a full-time runner,” Parson 

replied. He hated the cold, but he didn’t have the funds to do anything about it. 

“Only the rich have the right to enjoy the life they want.”  

He walked away from the calendar and into the living room. He turned on the 

one song that always got him out the door when he didn’t want to go, “The 

Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner” by Iron Maiden.  

Parson stood there a moment and let the music build, and then it was blasting 

off. Bruce Dickinson roared through the vocals, Steve Harris thumping the bass 

like his life depended on it, Adrian Smith and Dave Murray blasting out the twin 

guitar power, and Nicko McBrain handling the thundering drums. 

How could you not get pumped to run while listening to this kind of song?  

Parson started to feel good about his three miles just as the wind shook the 

house again. This time it not only tore at the walls and ceiling, but it managed to 

rattle the place on its foundation. That wind didn’t want him outside, and it didn’t 

want him to keep running.  

“If I don’t go today, then that will be three days in a row that I haven’t run. Do 

you not understand that? I have to go today.” Parson said this to the wind as it 

answered a howling response. Since he became a runner about a year or so ago, he 

found he had been doing a lot of crazy things for his running career. One of them 
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was trying to talk to the wind or weather so he could squeeze out just a small 

window for a run.  

When he was through with stretching, he hit the stop button on the CD player. 

He flipped on the T.V. and looked for the weather report as he let his new GPS 

watch find a signal.  

“Temperature is about thirty one degrees with the wind chill pushing it all the 

way down to twenty. If you’ve got to be out in it then you better bundle up.” The 

weather girl with her perky smile said this as she hugged herself to show how cold 

it was.  

“Cute,” Parson mockingly thought. He wasn’t a violent man, especially towards 

women, but he wanted to smack her for that. 

Parson turned off the T.V. and suited up.  

When he was finished getting ready, he had on two shirts (one thin short sleeve 

wick away shirt that touched his body and a thick long sleeve shirt over it), a vest 

that could be seen in the nighttime, compression sleeves for the shins, running 

pants (he hated wearing them, but shorts wouldn’t cut it tonight), and thick socks 

for his feet. He slid on a runner’s cap to keep his head and ears warm and applied 

protective gel to his lips so they wouldn’t get chapped in the wind. 

He checked himself in the mirror and smiled. “All this for a run? Man you must 

love doing this.”  

He then put on his two pairs of gloves. One pair was kind of thin and black that 

fit easily over your hand or hands while the other pair was much thicker. This outer 

layer didn’t wick away the sweat like the inner one, but Parson found his hands 

stayed warm and dry even with the outer layer not being true running attire.  
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He reached for his keys and I.D. and tucked them away. He turned off the T.V. 

and then opened the door on a cold grey night.  

Snow had started to fall.  

He closed the door and stepped outside. He breathed in the cold air and looked 

up at the flakes of snow. The ground already had a small white covering.  

Parson looked down at his shoes. “I hope I don’t bust my ass.” 

He gave himself a ten minute warm up walk and then started running. 

It was brutal. 

I mean BRUTAL! 

The shins were the first thing to start responding to the cold. They screamed at 

him as if they were creatures, shin creatures, trying to crawl out of their dormancy 

from some deep cave. The compression sleeves pushed those shin creatures back 

into their cave each and every time, but man, they were angry; and their anger 

showed itself in pain.  

The snow picked up in intensity, and the makings of a blizzard were setting in.  

The shoes he loved so much, all summer, now seemed to turn traitor as the cold 

air sucked out the cushion. It was like running on two hard slabs of concrete. 

Parson was glad he stayed on the roads and not taken the sidewalks. He imagined 

himself trudging down those sidewalks and then seeing in horror as his legs 

shattered from the pounding. The asphalt wasn’t that much better, but it helped. 

Lucky for him, with the weather setting in, the road was about deserted.  

Parson was glad for two things on this run today.  
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The first, when he saw he was at 1.5 miles so he could turn around; and the 

second, when he saw his home in the distance.  

He made his way up to the door and unlocked it. Ghost or no ghost, he didn’t 

hesitate this time. He opened the door and rushed in with flakes of snow chasing 

after him. 

The door closed hard.  

Parson turned the lock and made his way towards the bedroom. There was no 

stretching this time, legs be damned, he was an icicle from head to toe. He was out 

of his clothes and into the shower as quick as he could be.  

When the shower was done, he toweled off and did what he always did after a 

run. He stood in front of the mirror to see the changes running had made to his 

body. He still wasn’t the weight he wanted to be, enjoyed junk food a little too 

much, but he was getting there.  

Parson stood about five three with short brown hair that was still thick despite 

his forty-year-old age. He didn’t look forty, maybe early thirties. He had a clear 

complexion and almost wrinkle-free skin. His body wasn’t hairless and most of the 

women he had been with thought it was sexy even with the extra weight. He was a 

handsome looking man, rugged and tough. Somehow, through all the years of hard 

work, he had managed to keep himself looking youthful. He had brown eyes, strong 

hands; in fact, he was told he had one of the strongest grips around. He had to hold 

back on the pressure when he shook someone’s hand because he thought he would 

break it.  

Parson put on comfortable clothes (house pants, tee shirt – Jimmy Buffett on 

the front, concert dates on the back, socks on his feet) and then went into the 
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kitchen. He made coffee, and sat down on the couch with his lap top. He looked at 

his watch and logged his time, something all runners do. They obsess over their 

miles and time. Parson was no different from the rest of them. He had to know. He 

always had to know. 

Since he had started running, he struggled to get under a ten minute mile. He 

had on occasion broken that elusive barrier, but most of the time he just hovered 

right around it. Tonight’s run found him doing three miles in about forty two 

minutes, which came out to be about a fourteen minute mile. That wasn’t very 

good. 

When he was done, he put the lap top on the side table and picked up his coffee. 

He sipped it slowly. The liquid was doing what the shower couldn’t do, warm his 

insides. 

 Parson put his head back for a moment in order to just let the day wash over 

him and the coffee take hold. Standing behind him was the pirate he had seen the 

night before, pointing downward. 

Parson scrambled off the couch and onto the floor, spilling his coffee and 

somehow missing his lap. He landed hard on his back as the breath left his lungs 

for a moment. The wind outside howled, or did it laugh? Parson wasn’t sure.  

He collected himself while he lay there and looked over at the coffee table which 

was now directly in front of his face. He could see the lines of wood on the coffee 

table legs, the gold pegs underneath them, and the writing on the books that lay on 

the shelf below. If he had fallen an inch to the right he would have gashed his head 

wide open, thank you small miracles.  
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He then looked from the table to the broken coffee mug, his favorite, one 

depicting Spider-Man in his entire web slinging glory. A blood like splatter of coffee 

covered the carpet where the mug had exploded its insides. 

Parson turned back to stare at the ceiling and steadied his nerves. 

He looked towards the pirate.  

The pirate was gone. 

The kitchen timer clicked off.  

He jumped.  

His steak was done.  

Parson lay there a moment longer and let his heart rate return to normal. He 

looked at the spot, where the pirate was standing just a moment ago, pointing to 

the floor. 

Parson got up and walked around the couch to investigate. It was then and there 

he saw the rolled up piece of paper. He picked it up as the wind tore into the house 

and stretched the pieces that made it a house to their very limits. Parson was 

thinking about none of it. He was more interested in the piece of paper on the floor. 

His stomach let out a long growl. He remembered his steak (very red in the 

middle, anything else was a waste) and rushed into the kitchen before it got too 

done. He placed the piece of rolled up paper on the table and pushed it out of his 

mind while he prepared dinner.  

When he was done he sat down at the table and ate with the piece of rolled up 

paper sitting in front of him like some silent uninvited dinner guest.  

Once dinner was over, Parson took the rolled up piece of paper into the living 

room and placed it onto the coffee table. He was unsure if he should open it or not. 
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The paper looked old, fragile, like it would come a part in his hand if he unrolled 

it. Parson flicked the little red bow that was currently tied around it. He debated 

some more, even though curiosity was tearing away at his insides trying to force its 

way out.  

While he was sitting there debating, the piece of paper decided to make the 

decision for him. The little bow untied and fell away as the map started to unroll. 

It spread out forward and to the sides, pushing objects off the coffee table as it 

opened. When it was done, its perfect rectangle shape was lying there in front of 

Parson, all for him to see. On this map was an image of the good old U S of A, 

Central America, and South America. No other place in the world was shown, just 

those three areas in their current shape and size. 

Parson noticed that this particular piece of paper seemed alive, like it was 

breathing, rising and lowering as it lay there with a steady rhythmic beat. The 

latitudes and longitudes running across it pulsed and moved like ants scurrying 

back and forth. Was this the blood of the map, coursing its way through the 

latitudes and longitudes? Parson wondered, as he watched, if he took a knife and 

sliced through them, if they would bleed or would the map scream in pain? The 

idea of a bleeding screaming map with howling winds outside was a little too much 

spooky for him on this evening, so he pushed the thoughts aside. 

He looked at the cities listed on the map. The cities were marked with dots that 

looked like diamonds sparkling in the light. The names of the cities spread out 

below these dots in fine black letters. Parson trained his ear as he heard noises 

coming from those cities. It was the sounds of life and people, the sounds of the 
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everyday hustle and bustle that we all go through as we live and breathe. These 

sounds flowed up from the cities, converged over the map, and then flowed into 

Parson’s ears in one long stream. It had no real rhythm or groove, but it was there. 

Parson could hear it.  

He also noticed, as he explored further, that the waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, 

and the Caribbean were moving, washing onto the shores of the countries listed. 

He could hear the waves rolling back and forth as they do every day. The sounds of 

life on and around the water emanated from the oceans of the map much like they 

did from the cities.  

In the spot where Parson’s town was located, a round circular light house made 

of hard white stone and concrete appeared. This lighthouse popped up like 

something out of a child’s pop up book. Light was spinning inside the glass filled 

circle, and as it rotated around, it cast a tiny amount of light on the room. While 

Parson looked at it, this light crawled through the lighthouse glass and down the 

circular wall like a light filled snake. Parson watched as it slithered its way onto the 

map, into it, and then all the way down to some island in the Caribbean. This island 

was between Trinidad/Tobago and the shores of South America. When this light 

snake reached this island, it flashed out and formed an X. A name appeared on the 

map below this island in big red letters: Teschio (tes-key-o).  

The ghostly voice of the pirate suddenly filled Parson’s ears with this one word, 

a word that would spark a journey.  

Treasure! 

Parson flipped his head around expecting to see the pirate standing behind him. 

There was no one there.  
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“Go!” It said this time. 

“Who are you?” 

“Go!” It said this word again. 

Parson stopped looking around the room as another gust of wind tore at the 

construction of the house. He looked down at the map as the pirate (tiny – not life 

size – fitting perfectly) appeared beside the island. It pointed at it and said the two 

words again, “Treasure! Go!” The pirate evaporated. 

Parson got up and walked across the room. 

He ran his hands through his hair 

He blew out a couple of deep breaths. 

He tried to look away.  

He stared at it. 

He didn’t know what to do. 

A gust of wind caught the eaves and worked the nails holding the roof in place.  

Parson looked to the window and back to the map. 

The night passed. 

3 

Parson woke up the next morning at his normal time – 6 A.M. No nightmares 

or ghost pirates had awakened him the night before, so he was well rested. 

He stretched and yawned as he thought about the long day of work that lay in 

front of him. It was at least Friday, and he could take comfort in that. 

He had showered the previous night; so, this morning it was roll out of bed, put 

on your clothes, and get to work by 7. Then he remembered something. 
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He walked over to the window and looked outside. A heavy layer of snow covered 

the ground, and it was at least six inches deep, maybe more. 

He went into the living room and turned on the news. 

“The area received anywhere from 2 to 5 inches of snow depending on where 

you live. Road crews are advising you to stay home if you don’t need to be out.” 

Parson turned off the T.V. and let his thought process kick in. Was risking your 

life enough to take him all the way to his job? A job he didn’t like, a job on the best 

of days he hated driving to, a job that he was so burnt out on, it made his stomach 

turn. The answer came back with a thundering, “No!” I guess that isn’t too 

surprising. 

Parson picked up the phone and dialed the number to the warehouse. The 

automated snow alert phone system was working. This was a good sign, he thought. 

Maybe nobody else could get in there either. “Due to inclement weather 

conditions,” The monotone voice said. “The warehouse will be closed today.” 

Parson smiled. That smile quickly faded. “Tomorrow will be a make up day and 

everyone should be there by 10 a.m.”  

“Why can’t you just give us a three day weekend? I just don’t understand it.” 

Parson replied to the phone as the message clicked off. It, of course, didn’t answer 

back. 

If there was one thing Parson disliked more than his job, it was working on 

Saturdays. His whole thought process was this: You have me there for forty to sixty 

hours a week. Why do you need my Saturday as well?  

Parson put the phone back in its cradle and went into the kitchen to get the 

coffee brewing. He turned on the T.V. and flipped the channel over to ESPN 2 for 
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Mike and Mike. That was his routine every morning. A little bit of Mike and Mike, 

catch up on the sport’s scores and then when he was in his car it was either listen 

to the show on the radio or music. It kind of just depended on the day. 

He took a seat and listened to them talk about the NFL for a moment.  

The coffee finished brewing, and he went in to the kitchen to make himself a 

cup. He also poured out a big bowl of Honey Smacks. It might not fill you up for a 

whole morning, but it was certainly a tasty way to start the day. Coffee and Smacks 

in hand, he went back into the living room and watched T.V. for a while. 

The morning passed. 

The phone rang just around 11 A.M. while First Take was having their lively 

debate about who was better in the NBA.  

“Hello.”  

“How’s it going?” 

The voice on the other end of the phone was his running partner, co-worker, and 

best friend – Tony Black. They had taken up running together; and each race 

Parson had been in, Tony had been right beside him, encouraging him all the way. 

Tony stood about six feet tall, lean and thin, somewhere around 30 years of age.  

“It was great when I thought I had a three day weekend.” 

“It’s still nice to be off work for a change. I’m already at 50 hours this week.” 

“I’m trying not to push beyond 40, but they keep making me.” 

“At least it’s money, right?” 

“If you say so.”  
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Parson couldn’t stand when people put over time into such black and white 

terms. Does it always have to be about the money? Life doesn’t revolve around that. 

It couldn’t because if it did, Parson was in for a world of hurt. He was the kind of 

guy who enjoyed working to make sure he wasn’t a bum. Working to make sure he 

could provide the necessities for himself (a life long bachelor with no kids). 

Working to make sure he could keep food in his belly and the lights turned on, 

working to cover the mortgage. You can see where I’m going with this. Parson 

worked because he had to, not because he was driven by money. Maybe that was a 

foolish way to look at it, but that was the way Parson thought.  

“It’s nice to be home. The whole family got a snow day today. We are planning 

to go sledding soon.” 

“I guess the long run tomorrow is off,” Parson asked. 

“I don’t see how we can get it in with the weather and work.” 

“I figured as much. Should we shoot for Sunday?” 

“We have church on that morning, but hold on.”  

Church. Parson wasn’t much into it, but he had nothing against it. In fact people 

might be surprised to find he had a lot of faith. He just didn’t believe in going every 

week to a building. He didn’t think that was all that necessary.  

Tony came back on the line. “If the trail is clear I can swing it by seven.” 

“Seven it is then.” 

“We have to get the kids . . .” Tony stopped for a minute. “Put your sister down! 

Do it right now! You don’t need to be wrestling like that!”  
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Parson smiled at the thought of that scene playing out on the other side of the 

phone. He always hated he didn’t have kids, but he just never sat down at the right 

table with the right cards stacked in his favor.  

“Sorry about that. They are all ready to get outside. I guess I should go and let 

them burn off their batteries. See you tomorrow.” 

“Tomorrow.” Just as Parson hung up the phone, he heard Tony say something 

to one of the kids about being better than that when he was on the phone. The line 

went dead before he heard anymore. 

Parson sat back for a moment and thought about the one chance he had at 

having a family. That shipped sailed so fast that it sometimes took him by surprise 

how long ago it had been. They had met at a grocery store, and they had hit it off 

right away. That Dan Fogelberg song was playing at the time. It was the one that 

said something about meeting his old lover in a grocery store. She wasn’t an old 

lover, but there was irony there. Anyway, they met and hit it off, but before they 

were to get married she left him for another guy. It had crushed Parson. They had 

been talking a lot about having kids soon after they were married. He was really 

looking forward to domestication, but it didn’t happen. That’s life, or so they say. 

From that point forward Parson had met and slept with a lot of women, but he 

never clicked with any of them. There were at least three who made it about a year, 

but that seemed to be the spot where it always went wrong. It seemed like to him 

there would always be just that one.  

“Vicky is ancient history Parson.” He pushed the thoughts away and settled back 

into his morning. He napped for a bit and woke up around 1 in the afternoon.  
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The sun was high. 

Parson got up and made his way to the kitchen. He fumbled through the fridge 

and tried to find some food. He just wasn’t in the mood for what he had to eat.  

He picked up the phone and called the local pizza place. Surprised they were 

open; he went ahead and ordered a pizza. He climbed into the shower and cleaned 

up for the day. 

The afternoon passed into the evening with the ghosts of the pizza still lingering 

on his intestines (Parson had reached the age where food started fighting back). It 

was while he was sitting on the couch (stomach on fire, bathroom time coming up 

pretty soon) that it dawned on him – the map. He hadn’t even thought about the 

map one time today. 

Parson got up off the couch and went into the bedroom. The map was lying on 

the bed side table, rolled up. He grabbed it and took it into the living room. 

This time he had to unroll it himself and use four different objects to hold it 

down, three remotes (DVD, T.V. and stereo), and a bag of chips.  

He munched on the chips and drank a soda while he looked at it. This time the 

map was dead of activity and all the stuff he saw the night before was gone. Lying 

in front of him was a large rectangular square map – brown and lifeless with the 

images of the U S of A, Central America, and South America. He couldn’t hear the 

commotion of the cities or ocean this time or see the light or lighthouse for that 

matter. There was no tiny pirate pointing at the island. It was just a regular map, 

just a dull regular map. 

Parson looked down towards the spot the pirate pointed to the night before, and 

that island was still there. He had never heard of such an island, and he was an 
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avid reader of all things Caribbean. It had been a life long dream of his to sail the 

islands, to feel the soft rolling of the gentle seas, to hear the palms flapping and 

cackling in the wind. He knew he would never have the money to do it, but in his 

dreams he had sailed those islands a thousand times. 

Parson turned on his computer and did a search for the island named Teschio. 

It didn’t exist. 

Parson searched for at least an hour before finally giving up. He chocked it up 

to one reason – the island must have been so small that it just didn’t fit on a modern 

map or maybe the map he was looking at was just so old and out of date that some 

of things on it weren’t mapped anymore. 

Something stirred in his mind, so he went on line and found about five current 

maps of the U S of A, Central America, and South America. He did a side by side 

comparison, and he found the map he had found the night before was current and 

up to date. The only thing his map had that all those others didn’t was Teschio. 

“Go!” The voice of the pirate filled the house. Parson looked around and nearly 

spilled his drink in the process. The voice was disembodied, and there was no ghost 

to be seen.  

“What the hell do you want?” Parson had seen some of the shows on T.V. that 

captured spirit voices, and he wondered if this is what it felt like when they heard 

them. “It’s not on a map anywhere. How am I supposed to go if it isn’t on a map! I 

can just see myself going to the local travel agent. Can you book me on a flight to 

Teschio? A ghost pirate told me to go there. They might get out the white coat and 
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net if I do that.” Parson waited for a response, but he never heard one. The voice of 

the pirate didn’t come again that night.  

Parson abandoned the map search, surfed the net for a bit (naughty, naughty), 

and then decided to call it a night. He shut the computer down, rolled up the map, 

and made his way to bed.  

4 

Parson woke up just after 6 the next morning, like he always did, if he was 

working or not. “I guess it’s just engrained in your brain,” Parson replied to the 

clock, which was set to go off at 8 A.M.  

He lay there a moment before getting up to check the road conditions. To his 

dismay, the roads were clear, no chance of getting out of work today. On a positive 

note, Saturday’s warmer temperatures were going to allow for major melting. That 

would be a good thing for Parson and his long run on Sunday.  

Parson got ready, and just as he was about to leave he stopped to look at the map 

on the bedside table. It was just laying there rolled up, lifeless, but Parson could 

hear it inside his head. He could hear it calling out to him. It was putting thoughts 

into his head, thoughts he shouldn’t pursue, thoughts that scared him all the way 

down to his core. 

Parson pushed those thoughts aside and made his way to work. 

That Saturday was a typical kind of Saturday – hell it was a typical kind of day 

as days in this industry sometimes go. You got to work, collected your orders, and 

went about the business of filling those orders. That was it. Parson was fond of 

saying “It ain’t the work that will kill you, it’s the routine,” and jobs like this were 

all about one thing – routine. The challenge of this job was usually dead and buried 
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by the second or third week. By that point, anybody with a decent brain could have 

it mastered.  

While Parson was organizing his small stack of orders, Tony walked up to him. 

“Did you hear the news? Boss man has been over heard talking about lay offs.” 

“Really, I thought we were doing okay.” 

“We are, but corporate has found a couple of spots that don’t need a person in 

it. They think we can cover those spots even though we have our own work to do, 

which we can barely get done as it is.” 

“Anyone we know?” 

“I don’t have any names, but I thought I would give you a heads up.” 

“Thanks.” Parson let this information sink in for a moment. The layoff, a putrid 

and evil word, vile in its meaning and all it has done to the American working 

industry. In this industry and in this day and time, the layoff was as common as 

the paycheck. Parson thought of his longevity; and he hoped it would account for 

something, but in this working world it really didn’t amount to much.  

“The guys are talking about going out for some beers tonight in order to take our 

minds off of it. Are you interested?” 

Parson pushed the thoughts away. “Are you still up for a run in the morning?”  

“Sure, but it doesn’t mean I can’t grab a quick beer after work.” 

“Would the wife be okay with that?” 

Tony smiled, which lit up his face. Tony was one of those people who had a smile 

that would put you at ease. Parson imagined that smile got Tony his fair share of 
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ladies back before the marriage set in. “I can talk her into about anything if she will 

allow me to.” 

Both men laughed. 

“To tell you the truth Tony, I think I might sit this one out, check out the game 

at home, and get some rest.” 

“Is seven miles too tough on the old man?”  

“Seven miles is tough on any man. I don’t care if you are old or not.” 

“True. Door’s open if you want to come.” 

“Thanks.” Parson turned back to his orders as Tony walked off. He smiled as he 

heard Tony say to the other guys. “I told you he wouldn’t go!” A couple of the guys 

threw some insults towards Parson. It was good natured fun and something they 

always did to each other. They were just feasting on Parson’s willingness to stay 

home when he had a chance to go out and hang with them. Parson wasn’t a bar 

guy. He preferred to be home doing his own thing. It was just who he was.  

Parson finished up with his task and placed the orders on a clip board. A routine 

check of the machine, and then Parson climbed aboard, slipping into the small 

cockpit of the stand up forklift. He strapped himself in and got started.  

The day passed. In fact, ten hours passed before Parson was finally released 

from his job and allowed to go back home. His body ached and so did his mind. 

Sunday was only one day, one full free day from work, and then he would be back 

to it on Monday morning. There really wasn’t going to be much of a weekend.  

When Parson reached his home (the night had already settled in), the first thing 

he did was get a shower. The second thing he did was get some food. The third 
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thing he did was sleep and he slept soundly until the clock woke him up the next 

morning.  

Parson slipped out of bed and stretched himself awake.  

He turned on the weather and suited up according to what they were forecasting. 

It was going to be about forty degrees, and the wind was going to make it at least 

ten degrees colder. He covered himself accordingly – long sleeve with a short sleeve 

over it, long pants, thick socks, and compression sleeves. 

“I hate running in winter.” Parson said this to the empty house as the wind blew 

against the eaves in a taunting way. He looked over at the map and then went into 

the kitchen and made breakfast. 

5 

He arrived on time just like he always did, but there was no sign of Tony. He had 

kids and a wife. It was to be expected.  

Parson leaned over and grabbed his gloves along with his running water bottle. 

No matter how cold it was, he always carried that bottle with him. Parson had 

learned that lesson the hard way. While he sat there waiting, he thought about the 

map and the thoughts that had been running around in his head since he first saw 

it – could he leave, should he leave, would he leave, could he take a leap of faith, 

he was comfortable so why mess it up, etc.etc.etc. and blah, blah, blah. The 

thoughts just kept on a running. When Parson got his brain on something, he rarely 

let it go. He sometimes had nightmares about a gigantic monster with a flashing 

sign on its head chasing after him. This sign would just keep blinking the words 

“Do it now” over and over again. He would wake up in the middle of the night and 
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just do what it was that was bugging him. When he went back to sleep, that monster 

was always gone. 

“Morning Parson. Still wearing shorts I see.” A tap on the glass took Parson out 

of his thoughts. 

Parson waved to Tony as he climbed out of the warm car. He had decided against 

the pants at the last minute. He felt like a longer, thicker pair of shorts would work 

this morning as long as the shins had proper coverage. It was a funny thing about 

running. Most of the time, if you kept the top parts warm, the bottom part of 

yourself rarely complained.  

Tony was dressed similar to Parson with the hat, the shorts, the gloves, but he 

had only one long sleeve on and that was it. When Tony ran, he heated up fast so 

he tended to wear less than Parson – less than most actually. 

“What a cold morning.” 

“We should warm up quick,” Parson replied. 

“So how was work last night? I can’t thank you enough for staying. The guys said 

the same thing.” 

“It’s the least I could do. You guys have lives.” Parson hadn’t wanted to stay, but 

he had taken one for the team so to speak. He did it for his friends and not for the 

over time. He would be quick to point that out if you asked him.  

“You have a life, Parson. I don’t know why you have to think like that. Someday 

you will change the way you think. There will be a woman who just sweeps you off 

your feet when you least expect it.” 

“Not to switch subjects, but how are you feeling about seven miles today?” 

Parson slid on his gloves and started to stretch. There was another thing he hated 
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about winter. It took so damn long to warm up when you got started. In the 

summer, it was hot and the body was already warm so it didn’t take as long to get 

the legs moving. In the winter though, it could be three miles in or longer before it 

all started to come together. 

“I think it will be fine. You still up for it?” 

“I just don’t know. The legs aren’t where I want them to be right now.” 

“Like you said, we’ll warm up,” Tony replied, running in place for a moment, 

trying to stay warm, as Parson finished stretching. Tony didn’t stretch all that 

much. He was one of those gifted runners who could run a six minute mile and 

barely stretch.  

“I’m ready. Are you?” 

“Sure.”  

Parson followed Tony onto the trail. They didn’t talk for a few minutes as they 

took a small warm up walk. Both men tried to get loose as the cold tried to keep 

them tight. The trail had a lot of trees pushing in on either side of it so the limbs 

made a nice canopy over the sand/dirt path. This canopy had shielded some of the 

trail from the recent snow, so it wasn’t as muddy or wet as it could have been.  

Tony looked over at Parson when he figured it was time to start. “Are you ready 

to go?” 

“Sure.”  

GPS Watches clicked. 

Satellite found. 

Time to go.  
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It was another brutal start for Parson.  

A mile in and he was hurting, Tony was lagging beside him, and Parson could 

tell Tony wanted to speed up. “Why don’t you go ahead Tony? My shins are bugging 

me today.” 

“I’ll stay with you. The shins will warm up. Just keep moving those legs.” 

Encouraged Parson kept going. 

Two miles in and the shins were starting to come around. Parson was happy 

about that. The men ran on and kept the talk to a minimum. 

Three miles in, and the shin pain was gone. Parson was feeling good, but Tony 

was starting to pull away.  

“Go on Tony. I know you want to. I’ll meet you at the end.” 

“Are you sure?” 

“Go, I’ll feel bad if you don’t.” 

“Thanks.”  

And like that, Tony was off. Parson kept his speed as he watched Tony go up to 

the three and a half mile spot and turn around. When Tony passed Parson he gave 

him a wave. Parson waved back, made his turn, and then watched his friend 

evaporate into the distance.  

Four miles, no sign of Tony in front of him, Parson was feeling great. This was 

going to be a good run. He checked his watch, and he saw he was sitting at about a 

ten and a half minute mile. He told himself he would take it.  

The rest of the run went like this: Five miles – getting faster – quick burst of 

speed. Six miles – losing focus – got to get that last mile. Seven miles – a slow stop 

– a cool down walk. 
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Parson checked his time. He had run today’s mileage in an hour and sixteen 

minutes. That wasn’t great, but it was a run, and a long run at that. He would of 

course, take it. 

Parson walked back to his car, and he saw Tony leaning there against it. 

“How was it, Parson?” 

“I assume you did a few more miles than me.” 

“I did about ten.” 

“And you don’t look like you did three.” 

“I feel like I did.” 

The two men were in silence for a moment as Tony leaned on the car and Parson 

stretched.  

“This was a good run, once I got past the shin issue.” 

“Maybe it’s the shoes,” Tony replied. 

“I think it’s the cold.” 

“I guess some of us are better at the cold than others.” 

“I can’t stand it.” 

The men again took a pause in the conversation. They watched a few runners 

and cyclists move onto the trail. 

Parson broke the silence. “I need to talk to someone about something, and I 

need a good ear. You’ve been there for me before. I was wondering if you could do 

it again.” 

“You know you have my ear anytime you need it. Shoot.” 
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Parson thought about it for a moment and then began. “I think I’m leaving town 

for a while, maybe for good.” 

“What?” Those words hit Tony pretty hard. “Why?” 

“It’s not set in stone, but I think I have to. I don’t think I have a choice.” 

“Are you in trouble with a woman or some gambling debts? I can help you if you 

need it.” 

“It’s nothing like that, Tony.” Parson trailed off. “I know what I’m about to say 

is nuts, but you have to go with it.” 

“My ear is your ear. Spill it.” 

“I mean, really, you have to go with it. You have to understand and believe.” 

“You know me Parson. Friend to friend, I can handle it.” 

Parson studied Tony for a moment. Tony seemed to be ready, so Parson told 

Tony all about the pirate, the map, and the mysterious island that did not exist on 

any map that he could find. Parson told Tony he had been thinking about leaving 

since it happened, and the “to leave or not to leave” thoughts were about to drive 

him crazy. When Parson was done, Tony leaned on the car and drew in a cool 

breath of fresh air. 

“Crazy?” Parson asked, even though the answer was written all over Tony’s face. 

“Yeah, a little. I’m trying to keep an open mind, but first things first. Do you even 

have the money to leave? I mean this is pretty quick.” 

“I have some saved up, maybe not enough for this, but I can make it work.” 

“Parson you really need to think about this. Don’t rush into it. I know you may 

be feeling a little burnt out right now, but this is a major decision.” 

“I know that, believe me. The problem is. I think I have to rush.” 
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“Why?” 

“It feels like a ticking clock in my head. The longer I wait, the faster the clock 

ticks. I know that also sounds crazy, but it’s true. I just have the nagging feeling all 

of this will go away if I don’t act on it.” Parson heard the word “Go!” come 

screaming out of some dead world void. It was disembodied like before and it was 

so loud in Parson’s head that he turned to see if Tony had heard it. Tony was off in 

thought and obviously no ghostly voice had disrupted those thoughts. At first, 

Parson was happy about that and then kind of sad. There was a possibility that he 

might be going insane. If one person beside himself had heard that voice, maybe it 

would provide some validation for him; but Tony, of course, didn’t hear it. Parson 

returned to their conversation. “I know it sounds crazy, but I feel like it’s my 

destiny. I’ve been chosen.” 

Tony was still silent, studying the face of his friend, looking for any signs of 

possible craziness. He saw nothing, of course.  

“Hold on. I thought you might be feeling this way. Let me show you something.” 

Parson leaned into the car and grabbed the map. He looked around the parking lot 

as he walked to the back of the car with Tony following after him. He unrolled the 

map on the trunk and watched as Tony’s eyes lit up. The map, either charged by 

the sun or ready to show a new person it was true, decided to light up once again.  

The lighthouse was back and flashing with its pulsing light jumping off and 

running down the map to Teschio. The cities and oceans were alive with even more 

noise than the day before. The lines of latitude and longitude were racing faster 

now, and the map seemed to be breathing heavier. Parson wasn’t sure if this was a 
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good thing or not, but at least his point was proven. The only thing missing was the 

pirate. He wasn’t on the map. He wasn’t anywhere to be seen. 

“Wow.” That’s all Tony could say, but if you were Tony would you have more 

than that crossing your lips?  

“It did this a few nights ago, and you see that spot? That’s where it led me. The 

pirate I saw in my living room was standing beside it and pointing. It said “go” like 

it wanted me to, well, go.”  

“Okay. I’ll give you the map, pretty impressive, but it’s thin. Thin enough to have 

doubts.” 

“I was hoping that would convince you.” 

“Parson, I can’t tell you if you should do it or not. I can’t be your second opinion 

if that is what you’re looking for, but I can tell you this. Think it over. Think it over 

again and then think it over one more time. The map is impressive, but who knows 

what is really making it work like this. You might be setting yourself up for a major 

disappointment.” 

Parson drew in a cool breath of air, looked up at the blue Carolina sky, and the 

sun shooting its rays through it. “I guess you’re right. I should give it some 

thought.” 

“I know you, Parson. When that little bug gets in your head, you can’t let it go. 

“Just think on it, for me. I just don’t want to see you throw your life away on a whim 

and a ghostly pirate.” 

Was there something off about that statement? Was Tony just humoring him, 

so to speak, while deep down inside he thought Parson was nuts? Parson pushed 

those thoughts away as he turned back to Tony. “I know. Sometimes you just have 
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to take the leap. Sometimes you got to jump over the cliff before you realize the 

water is deep enough to jump in. It’s like that moment in the third Indiana Jones 

movie with the invisible walk way. I kind of feel like that right now. I’m Indy, and 

I’m standing there either heading for the cup of Christ or turning back and going 

home.” 

“Remember they named the dog Indiana, and they made a fourth one.”  

“Let’s not go down that road.”  

“I have taste, and you don’t.” 

“Crystal Skull wasn’t all that bad. Some poor CGI, and a few other minor things, 

but that was a solid movie.” 

“Your opinion.” 

Parson rolled up the map. “Would you keep this between us?”  

“The movie, of course, I’m embarrassed you liked it,” Tony smiled. 

“I’m serious.” 

Tony saw the concern on his friends face. “I wouldn’t know where to begin” 

“We better get home.” Parson put his stuff into the car, disappointment filling 

his mind. He had really hoped Tony would see his side and say, run, go for it, be 

free, chase this dream, but he hadn’t. It was now an even split. This morning it was 

70 in favor of doing it and 30 not. Now it was 50/50. Parson was back to square 

one. He was back to deciding for himself. 

“Are you okay?” 

“I’m fine.” 

The men paused.  
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Parson got the hint. “Yes Tony, I’m fine. Tell the wife and kids I said hello.”  

Tony didn’t push it any further and changed the subject. “Any chance we will 

see you at church today?” 

“Maybe.” 

“I’ll turn that “maybe” to a “yes” someday.” 

“I’m sure you will. Take care.”  

“You too, later man.” 

“Yeah, later.”  

Tony moved on to his car. Parson watched him leave and gave him one final 

wave. Tony returned it with a bump of his horn. Parson climbed into his car and 

sat there a moment. He fished out his granola bar and ate it while he let the car 

warm. He finished his snack, put the car in drive, and drove home. Once home, he 

took a shower and spent the day on the couch.  

That night, he went to bed early and slept till his alarm clock woke him up. It 

was Monday morning again. It was another long week. It was another week of 

doing something he had no desire to do.  

 

Chapter 2 

To leave or not to leave, that is the question? 

 

You have to break out 

Jump ship for a beach 

Somewhere no one knows your name 
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Where normality will never reach 

Then you can be happy 

Free from the stress and strife 

Set away from the endless routine 

A castaway for life 

 

 

1 

For Parson the end of the work week was normally a welcomed change, but not 

this week. Trying to work and stay accurate while contemplating one of his biggest 

decisions-hell, his biggest decision-was affecting his personal life as well as his job. 

All week long he had been plagued with thoughts of should he go or shouldn’t he? 

That statement rang in his head like a bell from the moment he woke up till the 

moment he went to bed, almost each and every day. Ding Dong! You better move 

along, seemed to be the winning answer so far. 

The work week was brutal because of this constant chatter in his head. 

Monday:  

Parson managed to knock an entire pallet off the dock, smashing the pallet and 

its contents into thousands of tiny pieces. It was the first time he had gotten a 

warning in the entire time he had worked at this company. He didn’t make 

mistakes, and he didn’t screw up, so this error was a huge blow to his ego. 

Tuesday: 
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 He loaded the wrong stuff on a truck and had to delay that truck in order to 

unload it and load the right stuff onto it. Tuesday also saw him nearly turn a pallet 

over as he tried to put it on the top shelf. He remembered looking around and not 

seeing anyone catch that one. He was lucky for that.  

Wednesday: 

This was a good day. That was the only day that week he didn’t do something 

stupid, and it was also the day he had the fewest thoughts about leaving. 

Thursday: 

 He pulled an entire order wrong, and it unfortunately was only caught by one 

person, his boss.  

Friday:  

He was late because he had stayed up the night before studying the map until 

somewhere close to 1:00 in the morning. When he did finally push himself to go to 

bed, he spent the rest of the night tossing and turning. 

The runs that week were also plagued with problems. 

Tuesday’s run found him with nasty shin splints; and, by the time he made it 

home, he had only gone about two and a half miles.  

On Thursday, a cold wind had settled in to the region; and, even though Parson 

tried to run against it, the wind was just too much. After two miles, he called it 

quits and retreated back to the warmth of his home.  

So that was the week, and now Friday was drawing to a close as Parson was on 

a trip to his boss’ office, which is the last thing you want before your weekend 

begins. Those two days are “get your mind straight before Monday morning” days, 
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and you don’t want something work negative clogging up your grey matter. It can 

and will effect your entire weekend.  

When Parson walked to the office on that Friday, (with calls from his friends 

referring to him either getting into trouble or doing something nasty to his boss) 

he thought about the week and the stuff he had done wrong. He knew that was 

what the meeting was about. It had to be, and it scared him because he knew that 

he may walk into that office with a job and walk out without one. That would make 

his decision a lot easier though, so in a way getting fired would turn out to be a 

positive. Without the safety net of the job and the check, he would be free to leave 

at his own leisure.  

Parson stopped when he reached the metal stairs (about seven in all). These 

stairs led up to the boss’ office, which was off the ground and high enough for the 

boss to watch the warehouse and its employees, like a God looking down from his 

heavenly perch. The outside walls were white, faded from the years of summer heat 

(though inside the office it was climate controlled). There were four windows, one 

on each wall so the boss could see everything that went on if he or she wanted to 

(currently it was a he). The windows themselves were clean and spotless, thick 

protectors from the warehouse elements.  

As he stood there, Parson could almost hear the knock as it rang into the room. 

He could almost hear the boss’ voice radiating through from the other side.  

“Go!” The voice was from somewhere distant, echoing from some dark spiritual 

world. Parson looked around, and he saw the pirate standing by a crate of cat food 

– give em food so they won’t get a tude – the slogan said on each and every box.  
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The pirate evaporated, and Parson stood there a moment longer. Should he go 

or shouldn’t he? That question ran through his head lightning quick, and then it 

was gone.  

He made the climb, each stair making a clanging sound against the bottom of 

his work boots. He reached the landing, and stopped again. The boss’ door now 

stood in front of him, a wooden door with a tarnished gold handle. How many 

hands had turned that handle either for something good or something bad? Parson 

didn’t know that answer, but what he did know, was that he needed to steady his 

nerves.  

He stood a moment and drew in a couple of deep breaths.  

His hand rose. 

He knocked.  

“Come in,” The boss replied, from the other side, God like in his response, sitting 

in his God perch.  

Parson opened the heavenly gate and entered the room, which was quiet 

compared to the hum of the working warehouse. He closed the door; and, as the 

lock clicked into place it sounded like the click of a door to a prison cell.  

The boss, with an agitated hand gesture, pointed to the seat in front of the desk. 

Parson noticed that the boss’s chair was plush and soft with real leather and a high 

back section. The chair Parson was about to sit in looked like something from an 

old school room. It was hard and wooden with no cushion in the seat. It hurt to sit 

on, but of course the goal here wasn’t to have the worker spend too much time in 

this office. Sitting would be kept to a minimum so he or she could go quickly back 

to work. 
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Parson took his seat, and it reminded him of being in the principal’s office when 

he was younger. The punishment back then was usually a spanking, hand or 

paddle, depending on the crime committed. I guess its lucky bosses can’t do that 

in the working world. Imagine what it would be like if they could? 

Parson looked up at his boss as he sat reading Parson’s work file.  

The boss was a somewhat tall man with grey hair and a soft grey beard. He 

(around 50 years on this Earth) wore collared shirts, business shoes, and slacks, 

while your average worker wore steel toed shoes and something casual to fit the 

day’s current weather conditions.  

“Tough week Parson?” The boss didn’t even look up from the file he was reading 

when he said it. Compassion from his boss, this was a first, but that compassion 

didn’t last. “You messed up, a lot this week. I guess you are aware of that?” 

Should he answer? Parson wasn’t sure, so he kept quiet.  

The boss didn’t seem to mind that he didn’t respond and kept on going. “I’ve 

been trying to figure out what to do about it.”  

Parson could feel an icy sweat run down his back even though the office was nice 

and warm. He thought of the pirate and the map. He thought of the warm weather 

and the tropics. He thought how nice it would be to just leave this uncomfortable 

situation far, far behind.  

“I don’t want to fire you because you are too good a worker. I know I can be a 

hard ass most of the time, but I realize people have things happen. They have 

moments in their lives that mess with them and make them screw up. Maybe you’re 

not getting laid enough, maybe you can’t meet your bills, or maybe your favorite 
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team got beat over the weekend. I’ve seen workers with all kinds of things clogging 

up their brains. I get that, but Parson you really did it on Monday.” 

Parson thought of the smashed pallet and its contents.  

The boss continued. “That mistake cost us at least ten thousand dollars, more 

actually, when you factor in what I am about to tell you next.” The boss laid the file 

down. Parson could see the nicotine stains on the guy’s fingers as he leaned back 

and ran them through his hair. “Parson, that’s the one that got you fired. That was 

an important shipment going to a very important customer. We lost their account 

because of it.” Parson’s boss leaned forward and stared at him with those beady 

little boss eyes, the ones all bosses seem to have. “You were okay until we lost that 

account. Then corporate got involved; and you were but a cog in their wheel, a cog 

that could be easily replaced according to them.” The boss leaned back, and his 

beady eyes found something else. “I tried Parson. I tried to tell them this wasn’t 

like you, but someone had to go and that someone was you.” 

The boss got up from his seat and walked over to Parson who, at the moment, 

felt like a man that had just gotten socked in the gut. The boss sat down on the edge 

of the desk and looked at Parson, beady eyes locked on tight.  

“We did do some things to help you though. I don’t want to be a hard ass here 

because I could. I could fire you, send you out into the world, and call it a day. But 

you are a good worker, and I think you just had a bad week. It happens to us all. So 

here’s what we are going to do. You get two week’s severance and a good letter of 

recommendation from me. That’s it. You can’t draw unemployment, and you can’t 

sue us for firing you. Check the North Carolina law on that one. You will have two 

weeks to get your shit together. If in that time you can’t, well, it’s on you.” 
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There was a knock on the door, which caught the boss’s attention. “Come in.” 

Parson looked up, and he saw two security guards walk in. “Now these guys are 

going to take you to get your things. I don’t think you will cause any trouble, but its 

company policy.” The boss reached out his hand to Parson. Parson stood up; and, 

like a man, shook it. “I’m sorry it went down this way, Parson. I do wish you all the 

best.”  

Parson turned and left with the two guards. He didn’t utter a single word when 

he entered the office, and he didn’t utter one when he left. 

He walked across the warehouse, embarrassed to be seen like this; but he held 

his head high. His friends didn’t say anything to him, they knew, and they left him 

alone.  

Parson collected his things, turned in his badge, and left. Goodbye and good 

riddance. He drove home with some loud music playing and his mind at ease.  

The decision had been taken out of his hands and made for him. With no job to 

hold him back, he was a free man, free to do what he wanted to do, free as free can 

be.  

Sometimes it just works out that way.  

Sometimes the cards are just in your favor when the dealer cuts the deck. 

2 

Friday night Parson was invited to have a beer with the fellows, but he declined. 

He didn’t feel up to it, but he did ask Tony to stop by once they were done. Tony, 

of course, skipped the bar and arrived at Parson’s house with a pizza and drinks – 

ready for some man talk. Parson answered the door and ushered his friend inside. 
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The house Parson lived in was a small two-bedroom-one bath unit decorated as 

a guy would decorate – minimal style and design. It was a typical house with typical 

furnishings, the kitchen needed updating, the bathroom as well; but it was livable 

and clean, cleaner than most single men homes. That was the one thing Parson 

always made sure of. When you came to his house, you might not be wowed by the 

design, but you would at least find a place that was neat and clean.  

Tony took a seat on the couch and put the pizza box on the coffee table. He 

flipped the lid like the hood of a car; and both men stared at the steaming pie, 

double cheese, light sauce, half sausage, half pepperoni (heart attack city, but guys 

will be guys). The smell of the pizza wafted up from the box and danced upon their 

noses – raging hunger came along and tangoed in their stomachs.  

Parson planted himself in the recliner and turned from the pizza to the muted 

TV. A local basketball game was on with a silent crowd cheering a silent game. 

Tony (most guys are like this) allowed Parson to start the conversation. He 

munched on a slice of pizza as he waited. Parson ate as well, and the men sat in 

silence for a moment longer, watching the game.  

Parson broke the silence a few seconds later with one simple word. “Ice?” 

“What?” Tony looked over at Parson. 

“For your soda. Do you want some ice?” 

“They are pretty cold. I stopped by the quick mart up the road and grabbed them 

on the way in.” 

“Okay.” Parson grabbed his drink, and found the can cold enough for his liking. 

He opened it and took a sip. It was nice and cool, fizzy as well. He chugged hard on 

the soda for a moment, and then went back to eating.  
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The two men watched the game for a moment longer. 

“Well, I’m done.” Parson just blurted that one out. 

“I figured as much.” 

“I got the boot earlier today.” 

“Because of this week or the lay offs?” 

“It was for the pallet on Monday. Did you know that all that cheap shit can add 

up to at least ten thousand dollars?” 

“Serious?” 

“That’s what he told me. I destroyed at least ten grand that morning.” 

“That sucks, man.” 

“No unemployment. Two week’s severance, that’s it.” 

“That really sucks. It isn’t going to get you too far.” 

“Yeah, I know.” From somewhere in the house Parson heard the word “Go!”, 

and he checked to see if Tony heard it. He didn’t, of course.  

“Still thinking of the map?” 

“Am I that transparent?” 

“It’s been on your mind all week. I know that’s why you messed up so much.” 

“I can’t stop thinking about it.”  

“Go!” The words rang out again; and, like the last time, Tony didn’t hear it.  

Parson continued. “I mean, is it an accident that I got fired, or is it fate trying to 

push me down the road? 

“God does work in mysterious ways.” 
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Parson thought about that for a moment. He wasn’t a Christian man, but he did 

have some belief in a higher power. Maybe that’s what this all came down to. Maybe 

the pirate was a blessing from God. Maybe it was some kind of angel in disguise, 

or maybe it was just simply, a ghost. Maybe it was dumb luck that the ghost found 

him. What if the pirate didn’t understand where he was, and gave the map to the 

wrong person? What was our thought process on the other side? Do we have a 

thought process on the other side? The mind could race with limitless questions in 

times like this.  

“I guess he does.” Parson rejoined the conversation, which Tony didn’t seem to 

notice that he had checked out from. Parson then inhaled and blew out a deep 

breath. He looked at Tony, and then he said it – said it, and made his decision. The 

time for thinking was done. “I’m going to do it, Tony.”  

“Leave?” 

“I don’t have any kids. A few exes, whom I don’t talk to, an on again off again 

thing with Angie, but no real roots. In fact, I haven’t talked to Angie in about two 

weeks. I’m sure she wouldn’t even know I left. I think we are both only in it for the 

sex.” 

“I see your point.” 

“Why not, right? I could take this severance and what I have in savings and just 

go for it.” 

“You’d be broke if it didn’t work out.” 

“You know I’ve never sat down at a card table with a deck of cards in my favor. 

Maybe this time, the guy dealing the cards has dealt me a hand.” 

Tony’s phone rang. He looked down at it. “It’s the wife. Hold on.”  
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Tony got up and walked out of the room leaving Parson alone. Now that he had 

made the decision which he was 90% comfortable with, 85%, no make that, 75% 

comfortable with. It felt kind of good.  

Tony returned. “I have to get home. I was supposed to get dinner.” 

“Oops.” 

“Yeah, oops is right. She’s a little pissed.” 

“I could hear her across the room.” 

“That’s with the phone turned all the way down.” 

They smiled.  

“Thanks for stopping by. I mean that. It was nice to have an ear.” 

Tony finished his slice of pizza and downed his drink. “Pizza’s yours.” 

“Thanks. Are we running tomorrow?” 

“7:00 at the normal spot.” 

“I’ll be there.” 

Tony made his way to the door. He stopped before he left. “Whatever you do, 

Parson, just make sure you are sure. I will hate to see you go, but this might be 

what you need. It works out. Somehow this crazy plan of his (he pointed up towards 

the ceiling) always seems to work out. Just hang in there.” 

“I will. See you tomorrow.” 

“Yeah, if I survive tonight.”  

They both smiled, again. 

Tony turned to leave. Parson stopped him. “Feel free to tell the guys. I’m sure 

they want to know.” 
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“They already know. Later man.” 

“Later.” 

Tony made his exit, and Parson was now alone. He decided to give Angie a call 

because, at a time like this, a good screw would go a long way to clear the mind. Of 

course it could also scramble things up, but Parson didn’t care. He was just 

thinking about Angie, those lips, and what she could do with them. The decision to 

call her was an easy one for him to make.  

Parson reached over and grabbed the phone as he heard Tony’s car pulling away. 

He listened as the phone rang on the other side; and, to his surprise, he heard her 

pick up and say hello.  

3 

The night was calm and dark as they lay in bed together, basking in the afterglow 

– side by side. He could hear her breathing, and the very fact he had a woman 

laying there did wonders for his soul. Angie was by far the prettiest thing he had 

ever had the privilege to sleep with. She was at least ten years younger than him, 

maybe fifteen; they never talked about their age. She was a part-time stripper, part-

time college student, and all around great lay in bed. She had dark hair, beautiful 

inviting eyes, and a very athletic body. In fact, she ran with Parson and Tony a few 

times. She was faster than Parson (of course) and about even with Tony. A lot of 

times, Parson enjoyed hanging back just so he could watch them race each other. 

“Is everything okay?”  

Parson looked over at her as a shaft of moonlight fell through the window and 

lay perfectly across her exposed right breast. He took his hand and caressed it, 

leaned over and kissed it, then lay back on the bed.  
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“You can keep doing that if you want?” 

“I think I’m leaving Angie.” 

“Me?” 

“No, but I’m probably leaving town for a while,” he paused. “I had a decision in 

my head earlier this evening. Now, again, I’m not so sure.” 

“What’s the drill, spill?” 

So he did. He told her about the pirate, about the map, about getting fired, about 

every single thought that a man can think of as he pours his heart out to a beautiful 

naked woman. Silence filled the room when he finished.  

“Hold on, before you say anything.” Parson could see she was confused, but 

trying hard to find the words to reply. He got up and walked across the room, 

retrieved the map, and then brought it back to bed. He showed it to Angie who was 

now sitting up, pillows behind her. This time she not only showed one breast, but 

both of them. Parson knew that once this was done he would need another bed 

bounce with her. For now, though, it was all about the map, which Parson unrolled 

in front of them. 

She sat there with wide eyes looking at it. The map was mostly silent this time, 

and dark, except for the words under the island. 

“Teschio!” 

The words rang out across the house as Parson looked at Angie. She hadn’t 

heard it. He turned back to the map. The words below the island were alive with 

light, and this light pulsed like one of those red neon open signs in a cheap, dirty, 

motel window. Parson could almost hear the cracking and sizzling noises it made 
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– just like those heated neon tubes. The red light flushed the room with light, 

covering their faces, the walls, and the ceiling above with its redness. That light had 

energy, spiritual energy to it; Parson could feel it as it ran a tingle through his body. 

The hair on his arms stood up, and chills raced down his spine. He wondered if 

Angie felt it as well.  

“Wow.” That’s all she could say. 

“I know.”  

She reached over and turned on a lamp. In the light her breasts looked even 

greater. Parson was starting to rise. 

“So you think this is where you are supposed to go? This is where the treasure 

is?” She noticed Parson had started to rise. This gave her a stir. The map was about 

to become unimportant to both of them, very soon. 

“I’m scared. I’m scared to do it. All my life, I have played it straight. I’ve gotten 

up each morning and gone to work when I had work to do. I’ve been a good citizen. 

I’ve gone to jury duty. I’ve never broken the law or had a speeding ticket. I’ve played 

it by the books. I don’t do this sort of thing. It’s not in my D.N.A.” 

“You got to do it, Parson. Is that what you want to hear? I wouldn’t hesitate if 

the signs are this strong. I’d be gone yesterday. Down to the coast, spend a few 

days; find a way to head south. There’s nothing holding you here.” 

“I have you, my friends, and this house.” 

“We aren’t much Parson, and you know that.”  

Cold, but true, she was a passing ship in the night; and Tony was the closest 

thing to a best friend, but even he wasn’t concrete.  
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She continued and it was helping. “There. That part’s settled.” She paused. “I’ll 

look after the house or Tony will. Hell, one of us will even help you sell it, if you 

want? She paused again. “Now all that is settled. Is there anything else?” 

“Yeah.” 

“What?” 

“You.” Parson rolled up the map and put it to the side. He climbed onto Angie, 

and they started doing the do. Ten minutes later they were done, and twenty 

minutes later they were wrapped up in each other’s arms, falling into sleep. 

The night passed. A cold morning arrived. It was time to run. 

4 

Six miles in and going strong, Parson had two more miles to go, and the run 

seemed to be getting easier. The legs, those monsters that either love or hate you 

on any given run, were being kind and gentle today. They had reached a smooth 

spot, the spot where you don’t even notice them anymore, the spot where you are 

just gliding on two light feet – as a runner myself, I promise, this does happen. 

Parson’s mind started to drift away, just like his shimmering friends in the 

distance; drifting back to the one woman he had almost walked down the aisle with. 

That relationship had made it to a diamond ring, a yes to marry, and a date at a 

local church. That was as far up the Marriage Mountain that engagement had gone. 

It had, at first, lost steam when it saw the summit; and then that engagement 

started to go backwards down that mountain and not up. Somewhere along the 

way, it gave up the climb all together and just tumbled to the bottom, lying in a 
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twisted heap at the base of Marriage Mountain on top of so many other rotting 

corpses of dead relationships. 

Parson didn’t know why Vicky was popping into his mind all of a sudden, but 

she was. He had at least three other serious ex’s since her, but it was Vicky, that 

kept coming back to him. He knew deep down inside that he was going to have to 

call her and tell her he was leaving (final decision, like a judge’s verdict. He was 

sure he was going now. The positives by far outweighed the negatives).  

Parson and Vicky had parted on terrible terms, her cheating on him, but that 

guy had dumped her soon after. She had tried to come back to Parson, but he was 

strong enough to deny it. She was now married to a wonderful husband with a son 

and another one on the way. They had climbed Marriage Mountain and succeeded, 

somehow they had survived. 

He checked his watch and pushed the thoughts of her back into that dusty corner 

where they belonged. It was mile seven with one more to go, feet so light he thought 

he was floating. 

Parson pushed on as Angie and Tony caught up to him, coming back in the 

opposite direction, both of them half marathoners with a marathon for each of 

them, surely on the way. They had completed their miles, and now they were 

running back to him so they could all finish together. 

“How’s it feeling?” Angie replied as she took her place beside Parson. Tony got 

in line behind them. 

“The legs are great. How far up did you go?”  
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“Not too far.” Angie was sounding just as chipper as when she had started this 

long run. It’s amazing what a few years difference in age can make in the human 

body. 

“We thought we would finish with you, so you wouldn’t be lonely.” 

“Isn’t that sweet of you?” Parson replied, sarcastically. 

The three of them finished out the run together, and then stopped to take a cool 

down walk. Once that was done, they went back to their cars. Angie left quickly 

with a kiss to Parson and a goodbye to Tony.  

“You should marry that girl someday.” 

Parson turned to Tony as the two men stretched – the morning cold cooling 

their heated bodies. “I’m not sure I’m the marrying type.” 

“Maybe not, but she’s a catch.” 

“I’m not sure I could handle that kind of catch.” 

Tony changed the subject. “Did you have any more thoughts on leaving?” 

“Yeah, but it’s a funny thing about that. The mind stirs up things when you think 

about ditching it all for a tropical island.” 

“Such as?” 

“Vicky.” 

“The catch that got away.” 

“That’s the one that broke the line.”  

“Are you thinking about calling her?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Why?” 
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“I honestly don’t know. I’ve been trying to wrap my brain around it since mile 

six when it popped in there.” 

“Good luck. Is she vicious?” 

“Vicious?” 

“You know. Sometimes an ex is great and you can stay friends with them. Other 

exes seem to be vicious like they just want to take your head off each time you talk 

to them.” 

“We haven’t talked in a while, not sure how it will go or how she is now.” 

Tony checked his watch. “Gotta go, my woman’s waiting, and she’s still pissed.”  

“Good luck and I mean that.” 

“Yeah.” 

They shook hands, but this time Parson felt the need to hug him. So he did – in 

the guy way of course, crotches don’t touch. “Thanks for being there. It’s meant a 

lot.” 

“If you do go, just let me know; and send me a postcard when you get there.” 

“Done and done.” Parson paused. “Again, good luck at home.” 

“I’m going to need that.” They both smiled as Tony climbed into his car.  

Parson watched him drive away after Tony gave him a quick wave. They would 

talk one more time on the phone before Parson would leave.  

 He climbed into his car and fired up the engine. He turned on the heat and some 

Jimmy Buffett tunes. Boat Drinks was first on the CD player, and Parson agreed 

with that line in the song – he did need to go where it was warm.  
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Parson let the music drift over him for a moment before making his way to the 

exit of the parking lot. He turned the car onto the main road and made his way 

home. 

5 

Saturday passed.  

Parson spent the day in front of the TV watching sports and a couple of movies 

– Angel Heart and Constantine, the latter one being a movie that he always found 

to be much better than it was received. Keanu may have had the lead in it, but he 

did a good job in that role.  

While he was sitting on the couch, he was thinking of Vicky and wondering if 

she would pick up the phone or not when he called her. He had found her phone 

number and address by a couple of mouse clicks on the Internet. Parson couldn’t 

believe how easy it was to find someone these days. If he wanted to hurt her or, 

perish the thought, kill her. He could have walked up to her door; and, as she 

opened it, put six rounds into her face. It would have been that easy. He wondered 

how many murderers were surfing the net right now, with hellish glee sketched 

across their faces, salvation against the screaming head demons hours, if not days 

away. A click of a mouse, and then you’re dead. He shuddered, thinking about it.  

“It’s the world wide murdering web.” He said this out loud to himself and again, 

shuddered at the thought.  

Okay, Parson, you are starting to freak yourself out. He pushed the thoughts out 

of his head and looked down at Vicky’s number on the pad. Why call her? Why 

bother her now? He wasn’t sure, but it was just something he knew he had to do. 
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Parson turned from the note pad to the map lying beside it. He had taken out 

the map so he could start making plans. The map kept him focused, a muse if you 

will, as he made his list of goals, goals he wanted to have for his journey.  

His first goal was to get out of town and down to the coast as soon as possible. 

He was thinking Myrtle Beach to see if he could find a way south from there. Why 

Myrtle Beach? Parson couldn’t quite name it, but he just had a feeling that’s where 

he needed to go. It was some invisible force pushing him on and guiding him, so 

when it spoke he had to listen to it.  

He looked back at Vicky’s number; and, after a couple of moments of thought, 

he picked up the phone. He started to dial and stopped. He had no idea what he 

was going to say to her or even why he was calling.  

Should he say? “Hey, Vick, it’s Parson. I found a map that may or may not lead 

to buried treasure. A ghost pirate told me about it. I’m leaving everything behind 

as soon as my severance check comes in. Don’t know where I’m going or how I’m 

going to get there, but I’m going. How are you? How are things? Long time no talk.” 

He smiled at how stupid that sounded. He hung up the phone and put it back in its 

cradle. He leaned back on the couch, ran his fingers through his hair, and then 

watched the TV for a while. 

An hour later, he decided to try again; and this time he found the tips of his 

fingers cooperating with the numbers on the phone. Parson waited as the phone 

rang – cold sweat and fear dancing across his body. 

“Hello.” 

It was Vicky and not her husband. Dumb luck or fate, you decide. 

“Hey, it’s me, Parson.” 
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“Parson?” She paused for a moment.  

Surely to goodness you remember me, Parson thought to himself. I know I may 

not be as hung as some men, but there’s got to be something you remember about 

me. 

“Oh. Parson Slang. How have you been?” It was cheery and confusion mixed 

together in one big statement. 

“Good, how about you?” This was a messy start and an uncomfortable one, but 

there was still something there between them.  

“Good. The family is good. I have another one on the way.” Parson couldn’t see 

this, but she was rubbing her stomach as she said this. 

“I saw.” 

“How?” 

“Online. You’ve posted some pictures about it and started a blog.” 

“Oh yeah, that. I’m just trying to stay on top of things.” For a minute Parson 

thought of her on top of her husband, given him the cowgirl-ride of his life. That 

was her favorite position after all. “Still working that warehouse job?” 

“No. I’ve been through two of those since we split up.” 

“Tough times, right now.” 

“Yeah, I just got laid off from my last job.” Laid off sounded better than fired in 

Parson’s head, and it also led to less explaining as well, double bonus, ring the bell, 

we have a winner. 

“I’m sorry to hear that.” 

“I’ll manage.” 
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“You always do.”  

Vicky seemed to be getting to the point where she wanted off the phone. Why 

did you call her, Parson? Why did you dredge up those old memories today? Why 

put yourself back into the hell you went through years ago? He couldn’t answer it.  

“I’m sorry I called. I know you have a life and all that.” 

“It’s okay Parson, its all gasoline under the bridge.” 

“Sure.” Parson tried to find a way to close it. He was in the grey area of phone 

calls when you realize you shouldn’t have called, but there’s no way out of it. 

“Is there something troubling you? Are you dying?” 

“No, it’s nothing like that.” She’s good, Parson thought. All these years removed, 

and she can still read me like a book.  

“I know you, Parson.”  

“Right, of course, you always knew.” Parson searched himself for the reasons 

why he had called, the reasons why he had put himself in this awkward situation. 

“I just wanted . . .” he trailed off for a moment “. . . to make sure you were okay, 

and that we were okay.” 

“You’re not dying are you, really, because if you ruin this great Saturday with 

news like that I’m going to be pissed!” 

“No, it really isn’t anything like that. I’m leaving, and it might be a while.” Parson 

let that sit on her for a moment, and then finished it with this. “I guess I just needed 

to know you were okay, and that we were okay. I’ve beat myself up a lot over you 

since I let you get away . . .”  

“It was me who left, remember.”  
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Parson ignored her and continued. He knew the who, what, when, where, and 

why of their break up, but this woman was an important part to his life; and he 

needed official closure. “. . . and before I leave I just wanted to talk to you one last 

time.” 

“So, this isn’t a vacation. This is a permanent leave?” 

“Yes, no, maybe, I really don’t know. I just know I have to go away for a while, 

and I may or may not come back.” 

“Are you going to be calling all of the girls after me as well?” 

“No, just you, I only feel compelled to call you because of what we meant to each 

other. That’s it.” 

She was silent for a moment. Parson thought she might have hung up before she 

came back on the line. It was obvious she was crying. “Thank you Parson, but I 

should be apologizing to you. You are a great guy with a lot to offer, and I feel 

horrible for the way I left you. I’ve racked my brain so many times over it, but it is 

what it was, pure and simple.” 

Silence between them. 

“I’ll let you go now. I’m sorry if I bothered you.” 

“Sure. Take care of yourself and good luck.” 

“Thanks.”  

“Goodbye, Parson.” 

She hung up the phone, and Parson sat there with the empty line buzzing in his 

ear. He didn’t feel as great as he wanted to after that conversation, but he felt better 

than he did before he called. He honestly felt like he had closed the last bridge on 
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this current life. He had crossed that bridge, and they had brought the drawbridge 

up. On the underneath side of it were three words – Keep Moving Forward.  

Parson put the phone back in the cradle and turned back to the TV. That is where 

he finished Saturday, on the couch and sound asleep with the TV watching him. 

6 

Sunday was uneventful, and Parson spent the day at home, relaxing. The long 

run always seemed to get to him the next day, and Sunday was no exception. The 

bones ached, and the body was sore; so, rest was assuredly in order.  

Once Sunday was over, Parson faced his first Monday in a while that didn’t 

involve getting up and going to work. It felt odd to him to be home when the seven 

o’clock hour chimed and he wasn’t standing there waiting on orders with his 

friends. To clear his mind, he went for a three mile run. 

Once home he relaxed after a nice hot shower and waited for the mail, which 

arrived, on time, at eleven that morning. Parson went out to check it. 

He opened the mailbox, and there it was. The little white envelope that would 

help launch him out of this town and into what he hoped was another life. His 

former company had wasted no time in getting it here. It occurred to Parson that 

they probably cut this check sometime on Tuesday or Wednesday. Then they got a 

last bit of work out of him before firing him on Friday. Companies were always 

doing that.  

“They’re quick. I’ll give them that.” Parson said this to the now empty mailbox 

as he closed the door and walked back into the house. 

He took a seat on the couch, and tossed the mail he didn’t need to read onto the 

cushion next to him. He opened the envelope with the check and pulled out the 
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insides. He stared at it a moment or two. In the end, it had come down to this one 

slip of rectangular paper – black ink and numbers reflecting so many years of hard 

work.  

The phone rang. 

Parson checked the number. 

It was Angie.  

“This is a surprise. Usually I’m calling you.”  

“I was just wondering if you had ducked out on this life yet.” 

“Nope, still here.” Parson looked at the check in his hand when he said this.  

“Have you decided on where you’re going?” Angie was popping gum on the other 

end of the phone, probably twirling her hair as well, Parson thought.  

“I’m thinking Myrtle Beach.”  

“Do you have any reason?” 

“I can’t tell you why I want to start there. It just feels like the right place. You 

know how it gets when you get that feeling.” Parson paused for a moment and 

collected his thoughts, gum popping filling the silence. “I’m hoping I can find a 

pilot or boat captain or someone like that who’s been through that area. Maybe 

they’ve seen it. Maybe that island is just so small it isn’t on a map, but it exists.” 

“You know you can’t go blasting it all over the bars that you have a possible map 

that leads to buried treasure. Do you know how many people might try and take 

advantage of you for that?” 

“Yeah, I know.” 

“Found a hotel?”  
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“I’m staying at The Little Hotel on the Beach. Made reservations yesterday, set 

them up for this Saturday, after I spend a few days in the mountains. There’s a 5K 

up there that I want to run. Then it’s off to Myrtle.” 

“That’s not the greatest of hotels in Myrtle.” 

“With my money, I can’t go running up big hotel bills. It will run out quick if I 

don’t watch it.”  

“I just wanted to make sure you have your ducks in a row.” 

“I do. Are you going to miss me?” 

“Sure. You were a pretty good lay . . .” 

“. . . I know, what can you say?”  

She laughed after he said this.  

“Take care, Parson. Maybe I’ll see you down the road, somewhere south of here.” 

“Be good and take care of yourself.”  

“You too.” 

Her end of the phone went dead and Parson hung up. He grabbed his keys, put 

on his shoes, and left. 

Ten minutes later, he was standing at the bank window cashing his severance 

check and closing out his checking and savings accounts. The woman at the bank 

had encouraged him to keep the money there and she had politely told him, they 

had banks up and down the Carolinas. Parson had said thanks, but no thanks. She 

had mercifully left him alone after that.  

Once he was finished at the bank, he went home and spent the day packing and 

getting ready to leave.  

That evening, he made his last call to Tony.  
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Tony picked up quick, quicker than Parson thought he would. “I see you haven’t 

left yet.” 

“Tomorrow morning. Right after I run.” 

“I’m going to miss you at the 10K. It won’t be the same without you.” 

The race – the 10K, Parson had forgotten all about it. “It slipped my mind.” 

“I thought it did. I was thinking about you and the race just before you called.” 

“Funny, how that happens.” Parson paused for a moment. “I need you to do me 

a favor.” 

“Just name it.” 

“Do you still have the key to my house?” 

“Yes.” 

“Can you come over here from time to time and check on it?”  

“Sure.” 

“I’m also leaving enough cash to cover any bills that come in. I’ve gotten every 

utility ready to be turned off by week’s end. You won’t have to worry about them 

once you pay them. They’ll be done with.” Parson took another pause. “I also found 

a real-estate agent who is going to come by here on Saturday afternoon. She’s going 

to sell the house and everything I leave. I’ve put you in charge.” 

“Are you sure about that? You trust me with your money?” 

“Yes. I know you can handle it.” 

“If it doesn’t work, want you need a place to stay, once you come home.” 

“It’s best to tie up the loose ends now and worry about the future later.” 

“Your mind is completely decided, isn’t it?” 
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“I have to know. I have to take the chance. If I go bust, I just go bust.”  

“The runs won’t be the same. Work as well.” 

“I know, but I’m not turning this into a let’s see who can cry first contest. I’m 

not dead, and I will see you again. Let’s just leave it at that.” 

“Okay. Just take care, Parson, and be careful. Don’t forget that postcard.” 

“I won’t. Thanks, Tony, for everything. I know it’s a lot to ask of you, and I do 

appreciate it.”  

“Sure.” 

“Later man.” 

“Later.” 

Parson hung up the phone and wiped some moisture away from his eyes, guy 

tears, nothing more.  

He did a double check of all the stuff he was taking and placed them one by one 

next to the door. There they sat, staring at him, ready for his journey to what he 

hoped would be another life, another start. 

His mind now at ease, he decided to rest and to let the day finish without him. 

He went into the bedroom and fell onto the bed without taking off his clothes. He 

fell asleep just like that. 

7 

The next morning arrived with bright sunshine in a Carolina blue cloudless sky. 

Parson took advantage of this weather by getting in a three miler. It wasn’t a great 

run, but it wasn’t bad either. When it comes to running, anytime you run, bad or 

good, it’s a good run because you ran. 
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When he arrived home from his run, he stopped in front of his house and looked 

at it for a moment. He was going to miss this place, his friends, and the small life 

he had created in this town. It might not seem like a lot to most people, but Parson 

was happy here. Parson was content; and, in this world, that’s what we humans are 

always looking for, contentment.  

Parson found his feet and made his way into the house. He took a shower, had 

breakfast and then a cup of coffee. He sat on his couch and ate and drank. He had 

another moment like he did in the front yard. He realized that this was going to be 

the last time he would do this in this spot for a long time – how long he did not 

know. The good time feeling he always had of sitting here each day after work or a 

run was going to be gone once he locked that door. So much stuff he was leaving 

behind. Was it even worth it? That question haunted his brain like a ghost. 

He finished breakfast, cleaned the house, and packed the car with everything he 

was taking. Whatever was left, from clothes to furniture even some DVDs and CDs, 

was going to be sold with the house. He knew the new owners would probably sell 

most of it. He had no doubt about that. That didn’t bother him though. This life 

was done for and now he was onto the next. 

He doubled checked the house. Everything was off and unplugged by the time 

he stepped out of the front door. He stood there on the stoop for a moment, key 

poised inches in front of the lock, safe and secure on one side, no safety net on the 

other.  

“Go!” The words of the pirate echoed out from the empty blue sky. They poured 

into his ears, words of encouragement. Parson made his brain force his hand to 
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push the key into the lock and turn. It clicked into place, and the life he once had 

here was officially and literally locked and sealed. There was no turning back now.  

Down the steps he went, and once again he stopped. He turned to look back at 

the house and spoke out loud to himself. “You know, Parson. It may not have been 

much, but at least it was home.” 

He turned towards the car and stopped. The pirate was standing there; and, as 

Parson watched, the pirate evaporated. The door to the car opened, free of hands, 

inviting, welcoming Parson to take this next step. 

“Yeah, I hear you. Message received loud and clear.” Parson walked over and 

climbed behind the wheel. He turned on the machine and let it idle for a moment. 

Something caught his eye. He flipped them up to the living room window. There 

was something wearing black staring back at him. This wasn’t the pirate; this was 

something different, someone different. Parson blinked and it was gone. “Just 

nerves man. Get on down the road before you change your mind.” 

Parson pushed in the clutch, shifted the car into reverse, and backed out of his 

driveway. He pointed the car southward, shifted into first, and with that left the 

safe life, the familiar life, behind. Now he was on the outside of that safe world and 

into the wild. He could go and do whatever it was that he wanted. That idea thrilled 

him and chilled him all at the same time. 

Was this a gigantic mistake? 

Was this the right thing to do? 

Parson didn’t know, but what he did know was that he had some good tunes to 

listen to and nothing but time. Time to do what it is he needed and wanted to do. 

Parson smiled when he realized that. 
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He ventured onto the highway and merged into traffic. 

The day was sunny and bright. 

Parson’s journey had just begun. 
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Chapter 3 

One Last 5K 

 

Stretch 

Slide on your shoes 

Step out the door 

Feet start to pound 

Your legs are tight 

Push on 

Faster your heart 

Beating, racing 

The miles clicking away 

No pain, no gain 

Feeling the heat 

The burn 

Time drifts 

Finish strong 

The miles are done 

 

1 

Parson spent Tuesday in Greensboro, NC, at the big four-level mall, just off 

Interstate 40. He was off on a work day, so it wasn’t crowded. In fact, he was able 
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to spend a little extra time there without getting annoyed because he didn’t have a 

bunch of people pushing him around.  

Once he left the mall, with the afternoon sun dropping out of the sky like a 

fireball, casting the whole sky in a brilliant crimson red – red sky at night sailor’s 

delight. He headed west towards Winston-Salem. While he drove, he had Poison 

playing on the radio; and, even though they weren’t his favorite band, they still had 

a way to capture you when you were in the mood for them. “Talk Dirty to Me” was 

currently blasting out of the speakers, and Parson was doing his best to play all the 

instruments in an air sort of way. 

The miles clicked off. 

The day moved into evening. 

Parson saw his exit, and he took it. This exit took him off of the Interstate and 

onto a two lane black top, which led him into a small town full of downtown shops, 

homes, and businesses. As he drove through this town, he noticed a lot of the shops 

had closed for the day as if the owners were afraid of the approaching dark. It was 

as if they thought something would come out of that dark if they didn’t get home 

right away. In each store, that was still doing business; he could see a sign that said 

“closed” – either in big red neon letters of modern light or paper signs that seemed 

trapped in some ancient forgotten part of time. 

Parson checked his directions and turned off on the road that led up to the cabin 

he had rented for the rest of the week. An hour later, he splashed the car’s 

headlights across the front of the main office cabin. He pulled the car into a slot 

beside another car and turned off the engine. 
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Parson climbed out. 

He sucked in a deep breath of mountain air. It was cold and crisp, like the air 

back home, but it was fresher and cleaner. A soft snow had started to fall as Parson 

looked up and tasted a few flakes. To him, even the snow tasted cleaner up here. 

“Good evening.” 

Parson looked up at the door, and he saw a very large man standing there. The 

guy had to be at least six feet tall with a moderate gut, long flowing hair, and a long 

beard on his face, both mixed with brown and gray. He was covered in flannel from 

head to toe. Even his boots were made of the stuff. 

“Good evening.” Parson reached into the back seat and grabbed a duffel bag. He 

closed the door and pushed the button on the key chain to lock it. The locking beep 

echoed down the mountain side and disappeared into some silent void.  

“No need for that up here. I don’t think the forest creatures have learned to drive 

yet.” Parson cracked a smile as he walked up to the stairs that led onto the porch. 

The big man reached out his hand to shake. “My name’s Billy.” 

“Parson Slang.” The two men shook, and Parson was surprised by how big the 

man’s hand was. It swallowed Parson’s hand whole. “It’s just a force of habit.” 

Parson rattled the keys as he said this, and both men laughed. 

“Understood,” the man paused. “Well, fire’s warm. Come on in.”  

Parson always thought he had a strong southern accent, but this guy had a much 

deeper one, mixed and mingled with a mountain dialect – instead of hearing the 

word fire, for example, like you or I are accustom to hearing fellow reader, the 

word came out more like this, “far.” This dialect wasn’t hard to understand, but it 

definitely told him he wasn’t in the Raleigh region anymore.  
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Parson followed the guy inside closing the door as he did. 

The office was a small place.  

There was a front counter (made of a rich pine wood) with all the normal check-

in stuff on it. There was a display of brochures which showed the area attractions 

and several bins for local charities. A small desk sat behind this counter. It held a 

chair and a check in computer. On the wall, above the desk, was a peg board with 

twelve keys on it. There was a door across the room which was closed at the 

moment. Parson assumed it was a closet or maybe another office (this was actually 

the door to Billy’s small apartment, where all the food for guests were cooked). 

There was a large fireplace (complete with roaring fire) with a huge stone mantle; 

hanging above it was a flat screen TV that was currently blank and dark. In front 

of this fireplace was a couch, along with two chairs, and a rug. Littered across the 

end tables on either side of this couch, were dozens of magazines about fishing, 

hunting, and local stuff, talking about what to do when you were here.  

Parson warmed himself by the fire – far – as Billy did the necessary paperwork. 

“Not staying too long?” 

“Nope, just through the weekend.” 

“I think we are supposed to get about six inches of snow by then.” 

“I hope it doesn’t come at once.” 

“It’s not like Raleigh. Snow doesn’t mean as much to us up here. Six inches 

doesn’t even shut things down.” 
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“I guess not.” Parson walked over to the counter. He was wearing a big coat, and 

the heat and warmth of the room made him take it off. He was wearing an Iron 

Maiden concert shirt underneath it. Billy took notice of the shirt. 

“I saw their show. Down in Johnson City, Tennessee, a place called Freedom 

Hall. Bands like that don’t come around much anymore, but back in the day it 

seemed like they were constant.” 

Parson looked down at his shirt. He had forgotten which one he had put on that 

morning. It showed Eddie in all his glory looking mean and nasty, of course. 

“They’re one of my favorite bands.” 

“I’m a metal guy too.” 

“Really?” 

“I’m big into Metallica.” 

“I’ve seen them a few times.” 

“I never got around to it, but I hope to before they retire. Nice to see the Hall of 

Fame finally get something right for a change.” Parson smiled as Billy finished up 

with his computer work. 

“Finally, there are still so many bands that deserve it, that don’t have that 

honor.”  

“I couldn’t agree more. Still can’t believe Iron Maiden, Rush, KISS, and so many 

more like it aren’t in there,” he paused. Parson seemed interested, but Billy didn’t 

want to bore him with endless chatter because the guy looked tired. So he finished 

his spiel, which he gave to all the guests. “We have free breakfast in the mornings; 

rest of the day is up to you.” 

“Good. Free is good.”  
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“You’ll be in cabin 12.” 

“Is anybody else staying here?” 

“Empty so far, but by the time you leave; we should have a few more guests. Our 

business picks up in the summer, when folks want to escape the heat.” 

“I can understand that. No chance of getting stuck by a sudden snow storm.” 

Parson paused for a moment. “Do you have internet in the rooms?”  

“Wireless, yes.” 

“Great. I guess that’s it then.” 

Billy reached back and grabbed key number twelve, stood up, and walked over 

to Parson. “When you leave the office, hang a left. Follow the lighted path until you 

reach the end of it. You will then be at cabin 12.” 

“Thanks.” Parson took the key and picked up his bag. He noticed there was an 

open notebook lying on the desk with words written on the page. Some of the words 

were marked through and replaced. It looked like Billy had been working on 

something and just couldn’t get it right. Parson’s eyes moved from the notebook to 

something lying beside it, a book. The title on the cover said, “Big Book of Haiku”. 

Billy noticed Parson looking at it. 

“I write Haiku Poetry from time to time, but I’m not that good at it.” 

“What’s Haiku?”  

“In simple terms, it’s a form of Japanese poetry consisting of three lines. The 

first line is five syllables, second line is seven, and the third is five. Don’t quote me 

on this, but I think most of them involve nature-based themes. Though, the blogs 

I follow rarely stick to that subject.” 
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“Are they easy to do?” Parson had been known to do poetry off and on in his 

younger years, but work and age had pushed those poetic moments to the side like 

a bully on a schoolyard play ground.  

“The toughest part is not so much making that pattern work, but making that 

pattern convey what you mean. You can throw anything at it, but to really evoke an 

image is what you are going for when you write them.” 

“Can I borrow it?” 

“Sure.” 

Parson picked up the book and tucked it into his bag. “Thanks. If I need anything 

else I’ll let you know.” 

“Enjoy your stay, Parson.” His name being pronounced – Person, instead of 

Parson. 

The two men shook, and Parson exited the office. At the bottom of the steps, he 

turned left and made his way to his cabin. He noticed, as he walked, that the path 

was lit on either side by small lights that rested on poles that were at least three 

feet high. Parson assumed it was because of the snow that the lights were placed 

so high off the ground. Parson also noticed, as he walked, the other cabins on his 

left standing quiet and dark, like empty shells awaiting their next residence. The 

cabins were not combined together; and each one stood on its own, like a small 

little house, with a porch deep enough to hold two chairs and a small table. These 

cabins (identical to Parson’s cabin) held three rooms, a bedroom for sleeping, a 

small bathroom, and a dining room/kitchen/living room area with a real wood-

burning fire place. There was internet as Parson had learned and satellite TV, but 

not much more than that in the way of amenities. You paid for the quiet up here; 
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and, as Parson walked, he heard how quiet it really was. He tried not to think too 

much about the forest around him and the silent nature of this place. It was a little 

creepy walking it by himself, but Parson had tough skin. This kind of thing didn’t 

bother him all that much, with his kid-like imagination vanishing into adulthood 

so many years ago.  

He reached cabin 12 (the only one with the porch light on) and stopped in front 

of the steps. He looked up at the white door, which matched the outside color of all 

the cabins and the office, then turned his head to the sky. Currently the snow was 

falling lightly, but not at a rapid pace. Parson didn’t know this, but in an hour the 

snow would stop all together.  

After a few moments of soaking in the snow, he turned his eyes from the sky and 

back to the door. He walked up to it, pushed the key into the lock, turned it, and 

stepped inside.  

The door closed. 

2 

The inside of the cabin had one small lamp lit. This lamp was currently fighting 

the darkness and the darkness was winning. There was no fire in the fire place, but 

there was unlit firewood inside, waiting for the blaze. There was also firewood 

stacked up on the floor beside the fireplace, enough for the week.  

To Parson’s left stood two open doors – the bedroom and bathroom. He took 

his bags and made his way into the bedroom. He put his stuff on the dresser, tossed 

off his coat, and grabbed his lap top and the book of Haiku.  
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He went back into the main part of the cabin and placed the computer and book 

on the couch. Chairs stood on either side of the couch as if the furniture was having 

some kind of small conversation he could not hear or understand. The center of 

this conversation looked to be the rug at the furniture’s feet, a rug that was brown, 

and tan, with soft plush fibers.  

He made a fire (took about thirty minutes and a lot of f-bombs to get it going) 

and prepared to settle in for the evening. 

Hunger suddenly came alive in his stomach, sounding like thunder rumbling 

down the deepest part of a canyon. In all his excitement Parson had forgotten all 

about dinner, and now he was going to pay for it. He was sure there wasn’t a 

restaurant open for miles. He was also sure that there wouldn’t be any food in the 

place either, but maybe, maybe there was. 

He went into the kitchen to see if there was anything in the fridge or pantry. 

There was nothing in the pantry, but the small fridge held a sandwich, chips, and 

a soda along with a piece of pie for dessert. Parson saw there was a note beside the 

dish that said:  

“Welcome guest. I hope you will enjoy this complimentary meal.” 

“Thank you for staying with us.” 

Parson tossed the note and tore into his food, eating the whole meal, except the 

pie, standing up. He guzzled the soda and washed the salty taste away.  

When he was done, he grabbed the pie and walked over to the couch. He took a 

seat and watched the fire for a moment, eating the pie with his hand as he did – 

Blackberry was the flavor.  
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Done with desert, he decided to read on the book for a moment or two, but it 

wasn’t grabbing him. The Internet proved to be the same as the book. He was just 

too tired for either of them, so he shut it down and lay back on the couch. He was 

asleep in minutes, and he wouldn’t wake up till the first rays of the morning sun 

were falling through the blinds and into his eyes. 

3 

Parson woke up on the couch with that “I haven’t brushed my teeth since 

yesterday feeling,” and it felt like an army of plaque had invaded his mouth. He 

could about see that army on his teeth, waving their flags, and dancing a victory 

dance. Trying to erase that mental image from his head, he turned to the fireplace. 

The fire was nothing but ash and cold.  

Parson got up off the couch and went into the bedroom to grab his bathroom 

kit. He retrieved it from his bag and went into the bathroom. He realized that not 

only had he fallen asleep without doing the dentist’s favorite job, but he had also 

slept in his clothes as well. This took him back to some of the nights of his misspent 

youth when drinking and sleeping in your clothes seemed like a common thing. 

How many times had he woken up just like this when he was in his teens and 

twenties? Parson didn’t know the answer, but he did know it was a lot. 

He ran his hands through his hair and stared at himself for a moment. He 

brushed his teeth and went back into the bedroom. He stripped down to his boxer 

shorts and took a seat on the bed. The morning sun’s rays fell in through the 

window and across his body. He cherished the warmth for a moment and let his 

mind clear. When he thought he was ready to move, he checked the time and then 
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called the front desk to tell them he was going for a run before coming to breakfast. 

Billy told Parson to call when he wanted to eat because he was the only guest, so 

breakfast was running on his schedule. Parson hung up the phone with a thank 

you.  

After the phone call, Parson checked the temperature (28 degrees –no wind) 

and checked the conditions outside by peeking out the door. The ground was white, 

but not covered. The path and the parking lot looked clear.  

He closed the door and grabbed a granola bar from his bag while slurping on 

some water to wash it down. The morning’s hunger subsided as he got his mind 

run ready. The run was going to be short, so he wouldn’t need that much h2o, which 

was good, since he didn’t have his water bottle. He had somehow managed to leave 

that trusty friend at home, in the fridge.  

Okay, so food in his stomach, thirst quenched, he suited up according to the 

weather (shorts, still wearing shorts) and put on his running shoes. Parson 

stretched, set his GPS watch, and then made it out the door. He didn’t see any need 

to lock it since he trusted Billy, who also had the master key.  

Parson met Billy down at the end of the walk shoveling snow. He noticed that 

there was a third car in the parking lot, putting his car in the middle of a car 

sandwich.  

“Good morning Billy.” 

“Morning Parson.”  

“I see we have another guest.” 

“It’s my mom. She’s the food cooker up here.”  
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Billy’s strong accent seemed even stronger this morning, Parson thought. “She 

didn’t have to come out here just for me.” 

“It’s her job. She likes to do it. Besides she likes to feed me. The guests are just 

a bonus.” 

“Mother’s love, am I right?” 

“There’s nothing purer.” 

“Did you stay here last night?” 

“I live here. It’s all I need. Simple living is good living.” 

“I like that.” 

“Good advice this morning, since you’re running.”  

“Yes.” 

“Stick to the roads and don’t wander off onto the trails. The driveway leading up 

to the cabin is still covered. I haven’t cleaned it yet, but once you get down to the 

main road it should be clear.” 

“Thanks.” Parson started to walk off and stopped. Billy had returned to his 

shoveling. “Do you need any help?” Once a manual labor guy always a manual labor 

guy – right Parson?  

“You’re a guest. Enjoy your stay. Besides, I’ll have it cleared shortly enough; 

plus, the suns out. That’ll help.” 

“Okay. See you at breakfast.’ 

“See you then.” 
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Billy went back to work, and Parson made his way down the driveway to the long 

empty road, which had trees and the mountain itself trying to push in on the two-

lane black top.  

He started off with a brisk walk before starting his run. Parson didn’t see one 

car or one person on his entire run. It was a smooth, quiet, and easy 4 miles. 

After he finished, he walked up the driveway, heading back to his cabin, run 

done, happy times, when he did this involuntary turn. He didn’t know why he had 

made this turn or why he had looked to his right. Sometimes you sense something 

or feel something and maybe that’s why Parson did it. 

Anyway, he turned to his right, and he saw it. It was coming out of the woods 

and aiming straight for him. Parson scrambled sideways and tripped over a rock, 

falling easily into a snow bank piled up from earlier snows that year. Snow littered 

the air in a thick cloud and then settled down on Parson, who was now partially 

submerged in the white stuff. He now knew what it was like to be in a snow globe 

as he sat there with the flakes falling around him.  

He stared ahead, unblinking at what was coming out of the woods. It was no 

animal or human being. This was something ghostly that didn’t run around the 

trees, but passed right through them, leaving no foot prints in the snow. It was a 

pirate, dressed in black from head to toe. Even the feather tucked inside the cap 

was black, pure black, dark black, the color of the darkest parts of night. On its face 

was a look of murder and the intent to not maim, but kill, kill him dead. The eyes 

blazed when the apparition ran towards him, the color of pure evil. Parson saw that 

there was nothing but torment etched across every inch of its ghostly face.  
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Parson watched in horror as this pirate ran up on him with a large sword pointed 

forward. This sword was black from its tip to its hilt.  

Parson cowered, closed his eyes, and shielded his face, waiting for the death 

blow.  

It never happened.  

The pirate pushed the blade into Parson’s throat, but it passed right through 

without harming him. A moment passed as the thing stood there and looked at 

Parson. It then looked down at its trusty sword that hadn’t done its killing job. The 

blade went up to a point and stopped, disappearing into Parson’s neck and re-

appearing on the other side. There was no blood and no point of entry. The blade 

had simply passed through the flesh like the pirate itself had passed through the 

trees moments ago.  

Parson found his nerve and opened his eyes.  

The pirate was gone.  

Parson quickly checked himself to make sure everything was intact, and it was. 

He looked around at the woods, silent, and deep, with snow covering the ground. 

The trees were naked without leaves. The shadows of their limbs reached out to 

him like outstretched arms, and their naked branches were like fingers splayed 

open. No sign of the pirate in black.  

Parson decided to make his way back to his cabin when he stopped. He stood in 

the center of the driveway as this revelation hit him like a freight train. The pirate 

he had just seen was the one he had seen peeking out of his living room window as 

he backed out of the driveway yesterday. Confusion, you bet, raced across his body; 
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and a thousand questions fired up inside of his brain with angry voices screaming 

out for an answer.  

Parson decided to try and push that all away by checking his watch. Focusing in 

on his run and his run time was the best thing to soothe those screaming voices in 

his head. It gave him new focus as he started to walk. On instinct he scanned the 

trees one more time, but nothing was there. Quickness found his feet, and he 

hurried back. 

4 

Parson scrambled inside the cabin and shut the door. He bolted it and stood 

there a moment, catching his breath. He looked through the peep hole, and he saw 

no one had followed him.  

Nerves and tensions eased.  

Parson turned around, and the black pirate was standing there with the sword 

ready to swing. 

Eyes locked. 

Seconds ticked. 

A trickle of fresh sweat ran down across Parson’s face as the pirate swung the 

blade. If the sword had been real, Parson would have been beheaded, his head 

sitting beside him, his cold dead eyes looking up for an answer as to why this had 

happened. Fortunately for Parson, the blade still wasn’t strong enough to do its 

job; so it just passed through without harm. 

Rage flew across the pirate’s face, and then the apparition flashed out in a blaze 

of yellow flame. Parson shielded his eyes from the spiritual explosion; and, when 

he opened them, the room was back to normal. The black pirate was gone. 
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Good news, right? 

 

Wrong, because there was something troubling about this attack. Where the 

blade made its exit, the flesh was still intact, unmarked, but at the spot where the 

blade made its entry. There was a small scratch, fresh with blood. It wasn’t much, 

but it was something. 

Parson wiped the small drops of blood on his running shorts and tried not to 

think about it. He went into the bedroom and quickly undressed. He turned on the 

shower and washed the run away.  

Once done, he dressed, and then checked his neck one more time to make sure 

it was all okay. The scratch wasn’t bleeding anymore, and that was a good thing.  

He walked over to the couch and sat down. He looked into the empty fireplace, 

wishing for a nice warm fire, as the soreness from the run found his body and 

hunger started calling. 

The phone rang, Parson jumped. He picked it up by the fourth ring, hands 

shaken, yes, he was big time rattled. 

It was Billy on the other end. “I saw you come back from your run. Are you ready 

for breakfast now? My mom went ahead and started it a little bit ago.” 

“Sure Billy. I’ll be down in a moment.” 

“Okay.” 

Parson hung up the phone and looked around the room. The map, for some 

reason he thought of the map. He went into the bedroom to make sure it was still 

there.  
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It was. 

Parson picked it up and held the rolled up paper in his hands. A cold wave 

washed over him as he stood there holding it. He put the map back in its place, as 

his stomach screamed – feed me! It was time for breakfast.  

5 

The first thing to find his nose, when he entered the office, was the smell of 

cinnamon, which was one of Parson’s favorite smells (he loved anything cinnamon 

based). A quick look around the room showed that there was no one around, but 

there was commotion and people talking in the little side room where Billy lived. 

There was also a radio playing a twangy country song. This song was going on about 

a momma and her days in prison, the daughter she had in that prison, and how 

tough life was for her.  

Billy popped his head out. “Hello, Parson. Please take a seat. Food’s on the 

table.” 

Parson looked across the small room towards the fireplace with a roaring fire. 

The couch had been moved back against the wall, and in its place was a table with 

a couple of chairs around it. On this table sat plates, silver ware, glasses, and a 

covered dish.  

Parson walked over to the table and opened the covered dish. His stomach let 

out a roar. Laying in front of him was a big pile of french toast, and scattered beside 

it were sausage links and patties. Little things of syrup were there as well, in order 

to keep them warm. 

Billy arrived with some butter as Parson took a seat.  

“This looks great, Billy. You and your mom didn’t have to do this for me.” 
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“She likes to cook. Besides, we promised you a hot meal in the morning. I would 

hate to go back on that promise.” 

Parson turned his head to the radio as a song came on he hadn’t heard in a while. 

He wasn’t the biggest country fan, especially the pop-based country, which was 

really not to his liking, but he did enjoy anything that tried to have a twang. 

“I always liked this song.” Parson tried to invite conversation into the room. 

“Merle was a good one. “Mama Tried” was one of his best.” 

Parson piled up the french toast and sausage on his plate, and then lathered on 

some butter and syrup. He took a bite as Billy went back into the kitchen. This bite 

was pure sugar heaven mixed with bread-filled ecstasy. Cinnamon exploded in his 

mouth like an A-Bomb.  

Billy came back into the room. “I just put some coffee on.” He saw Parson 

smiling. “Enjoying it?” 

“This is great.” Parson ate some more. “Can I thank your mom personally?” 

“You could, but she’s half-way to home now. She only stays long enough to feed 

me and the guests.” 

“Thank her for me, will you?” 

“I will.” 

“Why don’t you take a seat Billy and talk up some conversation?” 

“I wouldn’t mind to. It gets a little lonely up here.” 

So that’s how breakfast went. Billy and Parson got acquainted over french toast 

and coffee, as the morning passed. 

6 
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Parson left around 11 A.M. and went back to his room. He built a fire in the 

fireplace, kicked off his shoes, and dropped his butt onto the couch. He watched 

the fire for a moment as he let the morning’s run, and all that had happened since, 

wash over him. He decided to take his mind off of the black pirate by doing some 

Haiku research on the web.  

He found a good site that was filled with Haiku. The site was called:  

apoetryjourney.wordpress.com.  

He read the guy’s bio, which was short and to the point, and flipped through this 

guy’s posted Poetry and Haiku. One of his favorites was a Haiku called Ghost 

Descending. He read it out loud to himself, and it gave him chills: 

She floats – transparent 

Ghost descending down the stairs 

She evaporates 

“I can totally see that,” he thought. Parson moved on from there to some other 

blogs and then decided to shut it down for a while. He closed his eyes and fell 

asleep. 

The day passed, in fact, the week passed, as time drifted by like clouds in the 

sky. A routine settled in. Parson ran in the mornings (three in all), had breakfast 

with the twang of country in the background, some good conversation with Billy, 

and then back to his room he went. That was it. No signs of the black pirate or the 

stench of death that followed him. No signs of the other pirate. No signs of anything 

whatsoever. It was just all Parson all the time. Saturday arrived quickly, quicker 

than Parson could believe. It was time for the 5K. 

7 
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The race started around 9 A.M. with the clouds thick and heavy; ready to blast 

the area with more snow. The runners gathered on the starting line, bouncing, 

jogging, stretching, doing anything they could to keep warm. They were all dressed 

in various styles and outfits, some in shorts, some in short sleeves, some in 

sleeveless shirts, some in long pants and long thick shirts, some in running clothes, 

and some in regular clothes. All kinds of colors were splashed across the crowd; it 

was a regular human rainbow. Each runner also had their own special shoes, plain 

shoes to outlandish shoes, thick soled shoes to neutral shoes, even those funky 

shoes that look like feet. If you have ever run in a race or seen one, you will know 

just what a motley crew of people that there are at the starting line.  

Parson took his spot towards the back. He wasn’t there for time, and he wasn’t 

there for glory. He was there to race a unique 5K, and that was it. He steadied his 

nerves as he waited, breathed in the cold mountain air, and exhaled it in a thick 

plum of white.  

The gun went off, and the runners began to advance. 

In every race there are those special runners, the ones that complete the course 

in unhuman like times – 15 minutes to cover three miles, a 5 minute mile. Those 

runners Parson watched drift off into the distance as he settled into the crowd 

around him. Snow began to fall by the end of mile one, when all the runners hit the 

trail and advanced towards the lake. It wasn’t a heavy snow, but a light one that 

slowly covered the course. Parson was unaffected by it as he found his pace and 

began to pick up speed.  
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By mile two, Parson was starting to pass runners as the snow was growing 

heavier, thicker. The cold and the snow were but an afterthought as his legs turned 

to liquid fire. This was going to be a good run, and he knew it. 

By mile three, the old snow on the ground was disappearing underneath the new 

snow fall, and Parson was feeling great. As people started falling back to a trot or a 

walk, he was speeding up, and there were no signs of slowing down.  

The finish line approached – the crowd cheered – his heart raced – the feet were 

lightning quick as he sailed across the finish line in a personal record time – though 

he didn’t know that yet. 

He pressed the stop button on his watch and carefully came to a halt. The chip 

was yanked off of his shoe, and he was now free to move about the crowd. Another 

5K (possibly his last for a while) was done.  

He made his way back to the car with some food (always free food at these 

events), and a bottle of water. He climbed inside the vehicle without stretching and 

slid into the driver’s seat. He cranked up the engine and waited for the car to warm 

up.  

He looked at his watch and checked his time. He knew it was a good run, but he 

didn’t know it was this good. He had managed to run this course in a time of 25:00 

minutes flat. That came out to about an 8.3 minute mile; and, for Parson, that was 

better than he could have ever dreamed of. 

He smiled, sat back in his seat, and let the euphoria pass over him. “Good job, 

Parson.” He said this to himself as he turned on the wipers and made his way, ever 

so slowly, back to the cabin. 

8 
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Parson parked in one of the open parking spots, shut the car off, climbed out; 

and then, without saying a word to the new guests, walked up to his cabin. He shut 

the door and leaned against it for a moment. It was a tough run, tougher than he 

thought, and now as the adrenaline wore off, he was starting to notice the aches 

and pains. He pushed off from the door, walked into the bathroom, stripped, took 

a hot shower, changed, and then packed up his few items.  

Done with all that, he took one final glance around the place, grabbed his key, 

and made his way to the office, dusting the snow off when he entered the warmth 

of the room. The fire was blazing high in the fire place; cookies were laid out on a 

tray on the counter, with some complimentary coffee to go along with them. 

Several guests walked around, warmed themselves by the fire, talked, ate, and 

drank, as they waited for their rooms or maybe they were just hanging out. Either 

way, it was a lot livelier in here on Saturday than it had been all week. 

Billy was currently talking to a couple who were checking in. When they were 

done, Parson stepped up to the counter. 

“Leaving already?”  

“Yeah, thanks again for cutting me some slack on that check out time.” Parson 

handed the Haiku book to Billy, along with the key, and a cash payment for the 

room. 

“Did you enjoy reading it?” Billy filed everything away while they talked. 

“I actually managed to write one this week.” 

“How was it?” 

“It’s probably not as good as yours.” 
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“Can I hear it?” 

Parson thought about it, measuring his awkwardness of doing it versus Billy’s 

enthusiasm. Billy’s enthusiasm won the contest, and Parson spilled out the Haiku. 

Cloudy rainy days 

Sitting all alone at home 

Sun breaks through the clouds 

“That’s really good Parson, beginner’s luck?” Billy chuckled and smiled. “You 

should keep it up.” 

“I plan to.” Parson paused. “I saw a lot of blogs with Haiku poetry this week. 

There are some good ones out there.” 

“One of my favorites is apoetryjourney.wordpress.com. I read that one a lot.” 

“Funny, I stumbled onto that one myself.” 

“I follow it and get updates. It’s good stuff.” 

“I was thinking, once everything settles down, of starting a blog myself.”  

“If you do, you have my email. Send me a note with your blog address. I’ll 

follow.” 

“You’ll probably be the only one.” 

“Well, at least you will have one, right?”  

They smiled as a couple walked in behind them, shaking off the snow. 

“I guess I should get on down the road, Billy.” Parson extended his hand. 

“Thanks again for everything. Tell your mom breakfast was the best part of my 

trip.” 

“I will. Thank you for staying. Be careful out there. Snow’s going to be bad 

today.” 
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“Already is. Thanks again.” 

Parson nodded to the people as they stepped up to the counter, and then he took 

a quick glance around the room. He longed for one of those breakfasts he had here 

each and every morning, but breakfast was long gone. It made him and his stomach 

sad. He had to get on down the road, so it was a good thing there was no food 

available. This was a hard enough place to leave without the temptations of a home-

cooked meal. Parson waved to Billy as he left, and Billy waved back.  

Once outside, he rushed over to his car, and scrambled into it and out of the 

heavy falling snow. He sat there a moment and let the car warm before turning on 

the windshield wipers. He backed the car up and moved forward, driving slowly 

down to the main road. The plows were out in force, so the roads were surprisingly 

clear. 

The snow lessened the further south he went, and for Parson that was a good 

thing. His nerves started to settle, and then he started to relax. He turned on Poison 

and once again, enjoyed their simple nature – the fun aspect of their music. 

Nothing wrong with a little music that just makes you feel good. The ninety’s era 

of grunge had done its best to kill that good-time vibe, but the music from the 

eighties stilled lived on with people like him. Parson figured as long as groups like 

Poison had people like him, they would always be around in some form or another. 

Even if the decades passed and that music grew dusty on the shelves. Someone was 

at least still listening. 
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Parson sang along (thank goodness no one could hear him) and drove, drove 

with a smile on his face and happiness in his heart. The next phase in the blueprint 

of how to change your life was just about to begin.  

If Parson knew what lay in store, would he proceed or would he tuck and run? 

Sometimes it is best that we don’t know what the future holds. Sometimes it is best 

just to take the future, one step at a time.  

 

Chapter 4 

Sweet Pea 

 

As I watch the boats 

Sailing on the blue ocean 

I feel my heart rise 

Lifting to a pirate notion 

Wanting to be amongst 

The motley cast and crew 

Wanting to be a pirate 

If only for an hours few 

Alas, I am a mere dreamer 

Casting out from the shore 

But how I love to cast 

If only for a moment, nothing more 
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1 

In North Carolina there is one main interstate that runs across the state, and 

that main artery is called Interstate 40. If you have to get anywhere in N.C., chances 

are, you will be on that road at one time or the other. Two of the worst spots leading 

out of the mountains on that particular interstate are the cities of Greensboro and 

Raleigh. In Greensboro, 40 splits off into two different roads, coming back together 

once you get on the other side of that city. Then, when you get to Raleigh, it isn’t 

so much the road but the traffic that is the problem. It gets heavy, and it gets busy 

in the capital city. 

Beyond Raleigh and the intersection of Interstate 95, traffic eases a bit. From 

there it is less than two hours to the town of Wilmington, NC. That town is run by 

a college and tourists; and, in the heart of summer it is a nightmare of traffic and 

traffic jams – lucky for Parson, he was traveling in the winter.  

If you are driving through Wilmington to get to Myrtle Beach (like Parson), you 

will eventually wind up on Hwy 17. That road leads directly into the golf capital of 

the south, and somewhere on Hwy 17, just past the turn off to Southport N.C., was 

where Parson was right now. He was listening to some good tunes and enjoying 

this late winter’s day. The sun was high, the snow was gone, and in his bones he 

could feel warmer weather fast approaching. His smile hadn’t been this big in a 

while. 

Of course, at the height of his happiness, he looked in the rear view mirror. The 

pirate in black was sitting like a passenger in the back seat of the car. Parson’s eyes 
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raced over him like an eager search engine crawling over an Internet Website. The 

pirate held a smaller blade in his hand this time. This blade looked like a black 

dagger with a ruby red hilt.  

The pirate looked at Parson with cold, black eyes, and then the pirate reached 

up and grabbed him by the throat. The car swerved at seventy miles an hour (yes, 

Parson was more than exceeding the 55 MPH speed limit). Parson caught a nasty 

honk from the driver in the car that had waited until the wrong time to try and 

pass. That car faded back a bit after the driver hit his brakes in order to avoid being 

sideswiped.  

The black pirate pulled Parson back against the seat by the throat and prepared 

to ram the blade into him. Parson wrestled the pirate’s hand free as he fought to 

keep control of the car. The black pirate was stronger, a firmer grip than the last 

time he had attacked. Parson wondered if the blade was also stronger. Maybe it 

could really pierce the flesh this time if it was able to scratch him ever so slightly 

before. That was a quick sobering thought as Parson fought the pirate and tried to 

maintain control of the car. 

Then, like a bolt of lightning, something occurred to Parson. As easily as he 

could, he applied the brakes – not hard, but hard enough to loosen the pirate’s grip. 

The car jolted forward from the applied braking, and the pirate thumped (yes 

thumped, the guy had weight and mass now) against the head rest and back of the 

driver’s seat. Then Parson gunned the engine by stomping on the gas.  

The pirate went backwards; and, just before he hit the back seat, a flash of light 

raced through the rear car door. This light grabbed the black pirate and pulled him 

across the seat and into the other door. The black pirate and the white light 
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evaporated through that door and out of the car. Parson slammed the brakes hard 

and slid the car off to the side of the road in a blaze of gravel and asphalt. The car 

came to a rest at a half-assed sideways stop. 

A car passed him with its horn blazing and a middle finger from the driver 

pointed towards Parson. He paid that driver no attention because he was too busy 

worrying about turning around to make sure the black pirate was gone and not 

lingering somewhere back there unseen. Parson was all alone. No sign of the black 

pirate or that mysterious white light for that matter.  

He checked the road to see if he was free to make an entrance. He was.  

Parson eased the car back onto Hwy 17 and got the machine up to speed. The 

rest of the drive would be uneventful. 

2 

The hotel Parson arrived at (and was currently sitting in the parking lot of, 

collecting his thoughts) was a small L-shaped two-story building that housed about 

twenty rooms. It was white from bottom to top because, when the summer started 

to cook down here, it cooked. No use inviting more heat by having a dark colored 

building. The doors to the rooms were on the outside; and, the way the building 

was sitting, provided maximum beach exposure to each and every room. The 

longest part of the L shape ran parallel to the beach, so that long stretch of building 

had a straight-on shot of the ocean. This long part ended in the shorter part which 

pointed directly at the ocean like a finger. This short part had beach views, but they 

were at an angle. The parking lot was wedged in between these two parts, facing 

the beach.  
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The main drag is where this hotel was located, and this main drag was the spot 

where all the action was in Myrtle Beach. It was the spot where all the kids went to 

party and get laid. If you wanted any peace of mind or any rest, you didn’t stay in 

that part of town. You stayed closer to the north end of Myrtle Beach, the family 

side. Parson didn’t want that. He wanted to be down in the heart of the beast. Down 

close to the place where the group “Alabama” got its start, down close to the youth 

and what he hoped were guys who had run the tropics – guys who had been far 

enough south that they had seen the island he was looking for.  

A knock on the window of his car pulled Parson out of his thoughts. He looked 

up at the face of a kind old man who looked like he had once been a sailor. His arms 

were covered in nautical tattoos, birth days, and other important things Parson 

couldn’t read in the time it took to scan them.  

“Are you okay, sir?” 

Parson rolled down his window. “Sorry, long drive.”  

“Are you Parson Slang?”  

“I am. You are?” 

“I’m Wiley – Wiley Jackson. I am the owner of this here establishment.”  

Awkward moments passed as they stared at each other.  

“Well, come on in out of the cold and welcome yourself to The Little Hotel on 

the Beach.” The old man made his way inside. Parson collected his things and then 

went about the business of checking in. Wiley wasn’t all that talkative, so the check-

in was short and sweet.  

Parson settled into his room and then took a small stroll down to the beach. He 

walked out onto the sand as a stiff breeze (there’s always one at the beach it seems 
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like) forced him to zip up his coat and pull the collar tight. Winter nipped at his 

face and tore at his hands like a dog with a frozen bite.  

He stopped at the water’s edge, just enough to get the tips of his shoes wet. He 

watched the waves as they crashed and banged onto the shore, unaware of the cold. 

It was amazing how factory-like the ocean was in producing its waves.  

Parson sucked in the cold salt air and listened as the palm trees chattered behind 

him, talking with palm fronds. This was the place he felt at home. This is where he 

belonged. Parson stood there as long as he could before retreating back to the 

warmth of his room. 

His room (the motif screamed – “I am at the beach, hear me roar”) was on the 

second floor of the longest part of the building. This was a small room with one 

King bed, a place for your luggage, a bathroom, a small fridge, and a TV. It had 

prime ocean views that would cost at least two hundred dollars a night in the 

hottest part of the season. Lucky for Parson, he got the winter rates.  

He ordered a hot pizza and made a few calls.  

“Parson, how are you?” 

“I’m good, Tony. How are you?” 

“I can’t complain.” 

“How’s the house?” 

“The agent came and did her thing. There’s now a sign in the yard. She said with 

what you are selling it at, it should go quick.” 

“I hope so. The budget can only bend so far before it breaks.” 

“How was the 5K?” 
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“Cold and snowy, but I managed to get my best time ever.” 

“Really?” 

“Twenty five minutes flat.” 

“Congrats, enjoying the beach?” 

“It’s cold, colder than I like, but I do feel at home here despite the frozen 

weather.” 

“Are you going to run some while you’re there?” 

“Some.” Parson paused as he looked out the window at the beach. “I will have to 

get in a few miles before moving on.” 

“I understand that.” 

“How’s your running going?” 

And on and on it went from there. The two buddies talked for over an hour about 

nothing in general as Parson munched on dinner.  

When the conversation with Tony was over, Parson hung up the phone and 

called Angie. She wasn’t there, so he left a message for her and took a seat on the 

bed. He tried to decide what to do next, watch TV, maybe shower, maybe sleep. He 

decided on none of those things. Instead he walked outside in order to get another 

look at the beach. His mind eased. It all seemed so much clearer for him when he 

was by the water.  

Parson felt the outer edges of sleep creeping into his eyes. He decided sleep 

would be better than anything else, so he retreated back inside to the warmth of 

his room. 

He turned on the TV and fell asleep ten minutes later.  
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That night Parson had a terrible dream, one of the worst he had ever had. It was 

the stuff nightmares were made of – the kind of dream that came out of the dark 

parts of the grey matter – an evil, foul thing, like a monster out of a horror movie.  

In this dream, Parson was on a ship at sea, one of those old pirate ships we 

always see in the movies, three masts, pirate flags flying, white skull and 

crossbones, yo ho ho and a bottle of rum, all that cliché pirate jazz we know and 

love. The flags were full, and the boat was sailing at top speed, busting through 

twenty to thirty foot waves as if they were nothing but an annoyance. The ship was 

a huge hulk with a bow shaped into a large mermaid. This mermaid was completely 

black from head to toe, the color of the rest of the ship. She was bare breasted and 

had big ruby red eyes that glowed. These eyes were alive and searching as if she 

was piloting the boat herself. Windows lined each side of the boat, three on one 

side, and three on the other and inside those windows was a gold grey light, like 

dusk on a late winter’s day. If you looked close enough, you could see something 

moving inside that grey.  

On the deck, with the waves crashing all around, was Parson, naked; and he was 

lashed to the middle mast, facing forward. His hands were tied together above his 

head with ropes that cut deep into the flesh. Blood ran free down his arms and 

covered his face like a red rain shower. His ankles were bound together as well with 

the ropes so tight they not only cut into his skin, but they cut into the bone. It felt 

to Parson that at any moment the ankles would snap off and he would just bleed 

out.  
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The black pirate appeared with a whip in hand. He raised the whip and slung it 

forward. The whip made contact, blood splattered, Parson screamed. The black 

pirate pulled the whip away and took huge chunks of flesh with it. Blood filled the 

open wounds as the pirate went for another slash. Just before the whip made 

contact again, Parson woke up, tumbled out bed and onto the floor. He fought the 

covers for a moment before finding his way out of them. He scrambled to his feet 

covered in sweat. He traced his eyes up and down his body, intact and whole. A 

commercial blared across the TV, and Parson jumped.  

It was then and there that he realized something was behind him. 

Parson turned, and the pirate in black was behind him, eyes glowing like the 

light from a lighthouse. A second later the pirate exploded, sending light fragments 

across the room like shards from a mirror. He shielded himself from the light 

shrapnel as he woke up, for a second time, on the floor battling the sheets once 

again. He scrambled to his feet and checked the room. No pirate to be seen. 

He sat down on the bed and dropped his head into his hands. While he sat there, 

he felt icy fingers slide into a death grip around his neck. Parson raised his head up 

as the hands locked on tight. His eyes bulged as the air ran out of his lungs. 

Moments later his eyes burst in a shower of white yellow eye goo, splattering the 

floor in a fan-like design.  

Parson woke up on the bed and drew in a deep heavy breath – exhaled. His eyes 

scanned the room above and around him.  

There was nothing, nothing to be seen. 

He slid his feet over the edge of the bed (mindful that something might be under 

there) and sat there for a moment, needless to say, jumpy.  
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He got up, took a shower, toweled off, and put on clean clothes. 

After that, he made a cup of coffee from the free pot and sample sized coffee bag 

sitting on a nice tray near the entrance to the room. The coffee wasn’t the greatest, 

but it took Parson’s mind off the dream.  

He put on his jacket and shoes, and then walked out onto the balcony. He sat in 

one of the two plastic white chairs, sipped the dark hot liquid, and just enjoyed 

something he missed. Something he couldn’t get back home. There’s nothing like 

it, a sunrise over the ocean. It eclipses any sunrise in any place on the planet.  

The nightmare passed almost in an instant as Parson sat there finishing his 

coffee. He took in a deep breath and just savored it all – the salt air crisp in his 

lungs, the sun warm on his skin, the caffeine settling his nerves, perfection, pure 

and utter perfection.  

3  

That afternoon (after eating left-over pizza for lunch and taking a long nap), 

Parson made his way down the second floor hallway, heading for the stairs that 

would lead him down to the ground and into the main drag of Myrtle Beach. The 

sun was doing a number on the nightmare – so much so that Parson’s memory of 

it had almost faded out. Only lingering bits and pieces could be seen in his mind, 

and those were going away as well. 

He reached the stairs and descended, feeling good, light of foot, only thinking of 

his own thoughts. A door opened on the lower level, and Parson went to avoid it; 

but before he could, he ran right into the woman coming out of the room and 

knocked her over. They both took a spill.  
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She went down hard on her back with the sound of air racing out of her lungs. 

It was a miracle she didn’t slam her head on the hard surface. That would have 

either killed her instantly or given her one hell of a good headache. Parson 

managed to catch himself, but he still took one for the team on the left shoulder. 

Lucky for him, nothing broke as he bounced off his shoulder and onto his back. . 

“What the hell!” The woman cried out as she lay on her back. She sat up and 

then stood up, steadying herself on the wall for a moment as stars formed in her 

eyes.  

Parson continued to lie on the ground. He didn’t want to get up. He was good 

down there for the moment.  

The woman walked over and looked down at him, ready to give him a tirade of 

everything she was feeling. She stopped herself in surprise, and quickly closed the 

door to the hotel room. It slammed shut with a loud click. 

Parson looked up at her and for a minute he was unsure of who he was seeing, 

sure it was the fall that had changed his view; but it was her, her in the flesh. 

“Angie?” 

“Parson?”  

He sat up and shook off the cobwebs. “Help me up.” 

Angie helped him to his feet, and they dusted each other off. Parson noticed how 

cute she looked today. Her hair tied back in a pony tail, jeans, tight-breast loving 

tee shirt, and sandals on her feet with fresh painted toe nails.  

The sun shined. 

The surf pounded. 

The world went by as they stood there. 
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“What are you doing here, Angie? I thought Saturday was a big night for you.” 

“It is. I came down after work yesterday.” 

“That would have been at least two in the morning.” 

“You know us young people; we just go, go, go.” Parson noticed she seemed a 

little nervous and not as comfortable around him as she usually is. 

“I know, but it looks like you are leaving already.” 

“What gave you that idea?” 

Parson motioned to the ground beside the door. Sitting there was a suitcase with 

two room keys on it. 

“Just a quick trip,” she replied. 

“I tried to call you last night after I got here.” 

“I was probably at work or on my way there.” 

“I thought you went in later than that on Saturday nights.” 

“Why the third degree? We found each other today. Why not let it just lay where 

it lays?”  

Her nervous nature from before had eased, and now she was back in the Angie 

mold of old. Parson felt a sudden and unexpected stirring between his legs. To bust 

one off with her right now would be just what he needed. 

“Sure. I guess I’m still tired from yesterday with the run in the morning and the 

drive. I’m not as young as I used to be, so I don’t go, go, go like I use to.” 

“I was on my way to check out. How about you go back up to your room and wait 

for me there?” She kissed him and then squeezed him right where it matters. “I’ll 

make it worth your while.” 
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Parson pushed her away for a moment. He wasn’t so sure he was ready to let 

this strange coincidence just drop with a roll in the bed, even though it would feel 

great.  

“Hold on. I still feel like you are putting me off something. This seems -” 

“Parson, I promise, nothing’s going on. It was just on a whim last night. I wanted 

to do some shopping at the outlet malls, so I drove down after work. That’s it, 

scouts honor.” She held up her hand like Spock from Star Trek. 

“That’s live long and prosper.”  

She looked at her hand. “So it is.” She changed it to the scouts salute.  

They laughed, and the tension broke.  

Parson let his suspicions slip. This was Angie after all. What could he possibly 

be worried about?  

“Okay. How about this? You check out, and I’ll take your bag to my room. We’ll 

go out for breakfast and shopping. Sound good?” 

“Sure Parson. Meet me out front?”  

“Okay.” Angie grabbed her suitcase and keys. “Out front?” 

“Sure.”  

She handed her bag to Parson, and the two left in different directions after a nice 

long kiss. Parson walked on for a moment, but that old suspicion kicked back in. 

Something just wasn’t right about all this. He saw an open door where he could 

hear a vacuum cleaner running. A quick glance over his shoulder showed Angie 

walking away with her back to him. He stepped into the open room and watched 

her until she left. She never turned around. 
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“What are you doing in here?” A strong Spanish accent with a touch of angry 

mixed into it, pushed him out of his thoughts. The vacuum cleaner had stopped, 

and Parson hadn’t even realized it.  

“Sorry.” Parson made sure Angie was nowhere in sight and then stepped out 

into the day once again. He stood there a moment. He turned towards his room 

and then back to Angie’s. 

He had to know. 

He walked up to Angie’s door and took out his credit card. He had seen this work 

in the movies so he had no reason to believe it wouldn’t work now. Parson stepped 

up to the door. A quick glance showed an empty area, no one around. He grabbed 

the handle and prepared to break in. He stopped himself.  

“What are you doing, Parson?” He looked around again, and this time he saw 

the cleaning lady with a scowl on her face – aimed right at him. She turned away 

and went back to work. “If you could get into that room, what do you expect to 

find?” The thing is, Parson didn’t know. He pushed the thoughts away and put the 

credit card back in his wallet. This was Angie after all. What really could there be 

that was so important behind that door? Probably nothing, he told himself and 

went back to his room.  

When Parson was gone and halfway up the stairs, the closed curtain in Angie’s 

hotel room cracked open. Someone peeked out to make sure the coast was clear.  

It was. 

The man (wearing a Hawaiian shirt (purple with white flowers), shorts, and flip 

flops) opened the door and stepped out of the shadows. He looked around. There 
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was only the cleaning lady moving from room to room with her cart. There was no 

one else. 

The man made his way over to a blue Chevy (stolen car, stolen plates), and 

climbed inside. A second later the engine came to life.  

Up on the second floor, Parson had put Angie’s bag in his room and was 

preparing to leave to meet her. He watched a blue Chevy leave the parking lot and 

turn off onto the main road. Funny what we don’t know about certain things even 

when we are staring right at them.  

Okay fellow readers, who is this mystery guy? 

4 

When Parson came around the corner, Angie was standing there waiting for 

him. He felt that old familiar member way downtown doing its thing when he saw 

her. It wouldn’t be long before he would have to take her back to the hotel room or 

somewhere else in order to get rid of the urge. Guys, it’s what we are. 

“Hello stranger.”  

Parson smiled. “Hello indeed.” He gave her a big kiss on the lips, and she 

returned it. 

“Shall we have some breakfast?” 

“I know a great little place that serves it all day, just down the strip.” 

“Then off to the outlet malls?” 

“Sure,” Parson replied. That strange feeling he had about her earlier in the 

morning was now gone, replaced by her sweet smile, tight body, and his hunger for 

food and sex. Guys, again, it’s what we are. 
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They had a quick breakfast, very small talk, and then it was off to the outlet 

malls.  

Myrtle Beach may be known for its beaches and its golf courses and its family 

themed attractions, but it is also known for its outlet malls. Women flock there like 

birds heading south in the winter. It’s the radar – the shopping radar that brings 

them in. 

Parson found a spot to park amongst the hordes of cars. It looked like the 

parking lot to a concert or a sporting event. It was crazy with crowds and activities. 

 “Okay Angie, where should we go first?” 

“How about we try the back seat? I saw the rocket in your pocket back at the 

hotel. I figure you need it about as bad as I do.” 

“What?” 

“You heard me.” She scrambled back there and started to take off clothes. Cars 

and shoppers, families were walking by, and Angie was about half-way from decent 

to non decent.  

Parson spied a place across the parking lot. Spaces as wide open as the Montana 

sky line. He turned on the engine as Angie grabbed the waist band to her 

underwear. She wasn’t stopping. He nearly hit a car as he backed up without 

looking. His mind was blank. A horn blared, and Angie laughed. In the rear view 

Parson could see she was now waving her white cotton panties – completely naked 

and starting without him.  

Parson managed to get the car over to no man’s land without hitting anything. 

A small miracle since his penis had taken over. When he was sure the coast was 
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clear, he hopped into the backseat; and for the next ten minutes – what’s that 

saying – if the car’s a rocking don’t come a knocking.  

“That was fun,” Angie replied, putting on her clothes. 

“That was crazy.” Parson was trying to catch his breath, bare butt on the seat, 

pants around his ankles, shirt still on.  

“You didn’t seem to mind it.”  

Parson pulled up his pants and looked around. The parking lot was still empty 

where they were sitting, but like a herd of metal buffaloes the cars were migrating 

in their direction. 

“Another hour we might have been toast.” 

“At least you brought the butter.” She laughed again.  

“What does that mean?”  

She laughed again, and the conversation dropped. Parson climbed out and 

stretched. Angie did the same. 

The next thing they did was to go shopping. That took them through lunch and 

into the later parts of the day. They found themselves back at Parson’s hotel room 

overlooking the water and the sunset before they knew it. After dinner, they made 

love one more time, and then fell asleep in each other’s arms. 

The sun woke Parson the next morning, and it showed him two things. 

A new day had dawned. 

Angie was gone. 

Parson lay on the bed for a moment, letting the sun warm him. He thought about 

the previous day and all the times they had spent together. He smiled and fell back 

asleep. 
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5  

Parson got out of bed a short time later, walked over to the double doors to the 

balcony, and looked out at the beach below him. He decided to go for a run. 

While he acquired the proper clothes and suited up, he munched on a granola 

bar and drank some water. He had to get hydrated even if the weather wasn’t all 

that warm, and it wasn’t. He grabbed his watch, set the GPS, stretched, and then 

went out and ran 5 miles. It wasn’t the best of runs, but it felt good to get the legs 

moving again. 

Back in the hotel room, Parson stretched again, and took a nice hot shower. It’s 

one of the best things to do after a long cold run. The water seems to know the right 

spots to get into in order to make you feel better.  

After Parson finished his shower, he dressed and went out for breakfast. That 

along with a cup of coffee was what the post-run body needed. 

Once all of that was done and the belly was full, Parson decided to ------ 

------ He stopped and had to sit down for a moment. He found a bench and took 

a seat in front of a little souvenir shop called The Gay Dolphin, a place where you 

can find your entire tourist-based needs from beach shells to those signs that say 

“40 or bust.”  

He watched the world go by around him – the traffic, the people, everything. 

Then the thoughts, scary thoughts, started to race through his brain. Fear gripped 

him and held him tight. Panic set in. He had no clue what he was doing here, where 

he was going to go, or anything like that. He was drifting like a sail boat with no 

motor and no wind to fill its sails. He was officially dead in the water. 
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He dropped his head into his hands and tried to gain composure. He had to 

think about his next move. He had to think about how to move his story forward. 

This idea of running off and finding buried treasure sounded great to him back 

home. Now that he was on the road and going after it, this was a whole different 

game. You were no longer living day to day with a paycheck deposited into your 

account every two weeks. This was the real world. This was the world of adventure. 

This was life. This was hanging it out on the edge. Parson never even thought of it 

in those terms when he made this leap. He was going on instinct, hopes, dreams, 

but not once did he let reality creep in. That word that starts with “r” is a big word 

and a heavy word when you make a leap like he did, so he just ignored it; and now 

reality was back, barking like a mad rabid dog with no fence to contain it. 

He looked up, and he saw The Golden Pirate standing across the street. People 

were passing through it as it stood there in its ghostly haze. Parson hadn’t seen him 

in quite some time; and, even though it was a ghost, it still gave him comfort. 

From the corner of his eye, Parson caught something running full force. He 

turned and saw The Black Pirate charging towards The Golden Pirate with his 

sword held high. The Golden Pirate turned just in time to stave off an attack.  

Swords clanged and sparks flew. 

Two ghosts locked in an eternal sword fight. 

Parson watched them duel as the crowds moved through them. They dueled up 

the side walk past the lights and sounds of the Myrtle Beach strip – tee shirt shops, 

fake tattoo shops, restaurants, kids pumping bass from their speakers, country 

songs blaring from some cars, hard rock in others, etc. and etc. it went. The ghosts 

noticed none of it as the fight continued, but it was fading, fading into the light of 
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the day. Then it was gone all together. Evaporating like a fog into that other world 

and out of this current place and time.  

Parson got up off the bench and looked around. He pushed the panic away, 

found his center, and regained his nerve. First decision he had to make – which 

bar and where? Where was he going to start his journey?  

He started to walk, and as he walked, he looked and searched; then his eyes 

locked onto it. He walked up to the door. The bar wasn’t open until five that 

evening. That gave him several hours to kill. He decided a movie would be a nice 

waste of time, so he went back to his room and ordered pay per view. A clean movie, 

folks, get your minds out of the gutter.  

Parson slept through most of it (the remake of Total Recall – boring). He woke 

up with the sun’s rays dropping out of the sky and a hunger in his belly.  

He got out of bed and went into the bathroom, splashed some water on his face 

a couple of times, and then reached for the towel. For a moment, he was blind and 

lost in the fabric of white cotton linen. He felt something, like someone was behind 

him; and he sensed movement. As instincts often do, his told him to move to his 

left.  

He removed the towel from his face and did just that. 

The blade of a large sword slammed into the counter, just inches from his right 

arm. The breeze from it stirred his shirt sleeve and caused it to rustle. Parson 

looked over at the black sword and then looked behind him.  

Standing there was The Black Pirate.  
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This time, the pirate wasn’t as ghostly, or as hollow as it was when it had 

attacked him in the car. It was thicker and more balanced. You could still see 

through it, but it was harder to do. Maybe it was Parson’s energy that was feeding 

it, or just the need to kill was doing it. Whatever it was, Parson wasn’t sure; but he 

did know one thing, it was getting stronger, more human, less ghost. 

Parson dove to his left as the pirate pulled the sword out of the counter. A 

bathroom wall greeted his shoulder (still store from the previous day’s fall) with a 

solid thud. Parson felt the pain, instantly. He groaned and went down to his knees. 

The pirate raised the sword above his head and prepared to swing it as Parson 

cringed, waiting for the death blow – the sword was now solid enough to do this.  

Without warning, the pirate stopped and turned. The Black Pirate dropped his 

sword from a killing motion to a defensive motion as The Golden Pirate ran out of 

nowhere with his sword held high, ready to strike. This pirate, like The Black 

Pirate, also had more volume and mass. He too was getting stronger, more human, 

less ghost. 

Swords clanged.  

Sparks flew. 

The two pirates were at it again. 

Into the main part of the hotel room they went, dueling, passing through the 

heavier furniture and knocking over the lighter pieces. The two dueled to the 

balconies double doors; and Parson steadied himself for what was surely going to 

be breaking glass, but somehow it didn’t happen. The two of them dueled through 

the glass and onto the balcony. They fought through the rail and out into thin air. 
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They were standing on nothing as they floated above the parking lot in their endless 

eternal battle. 

Parson opened the door and stepped outside. The coolness of the night was upon 

the world, and the breeze off the water was strong. The two pirates were starting 

to fade back into that other world. Parson watched them until they were no more. 

It was just the night and the sound of the crashing waves. The cold pushed Parson 

back inside, retreating to warmth and comfort.  

He dressed and collected his things. It was time to get down to the bar he had 

seen earlier in the day. He didn’t know why that place had called to him, but it did. 

His stomach rumbled as he walked. 

He hoped they had something good to eat. Bar food would do just fine. 

6 

Parson sat at the bar and watched the bar world around him, as he finished his 

wings and beer. There were people of all ages and sizes in here, but no one seemed 

to look like the person he was looking for, someone like one of the characters 

Humphrey Bogart had played back in the day straight out of “Key Largo” or “To 

Have and Have Not.” A guy that had seen a lot of oceans and sailed them to the 

end, a man who had seen the world at least once or maybe more than that, a salty 

kind of guy that looked like he slept wherever his heart took him, and took all kinds 

of women to bed. Parson didn’t see that guy anywhere in this bar. In fact, as the 

night wore on, he noticed that the crowd got younger and younger and the music 

got louder. The bass beat got stronger, and it was so loud that you couldn’t even 

talk to yourself let alone someone else. This was a college bar.  
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Parson finished his third beer (finally killing the last of the heat from the wings), 

paid his tab, and made his way outside. He took a long walk on the beach and went 

back to his hotel room. He was for sure that bar was the place, and it disappointed 

him to think it wasn’t. The search wasn’t going to be as easy as he thought. 

He fell onto the bed, fully clothed, and slept until morning.  

Monday was a bust. 

Tuesday – Parson ate his meals, walked the town and beach, shopped, and tried 

another bar that night. No luck. 

Wednesday – A 3 mile run, more eating, walking the town and beach, and 

another bar, still no luck. 

Thursday – A 2 mile run, more eating, walking the town and beach, and yes, 

another bar, and yes, still no luck. Something strange occurred to Parson on this 

day. It happened in the night as he was walking home from the bar. He could have 

sworn he was being followed. He couldn’t see who it was or if it was yet another 

ghost, but instincts told him someone was on his trail. Why? Parson couldn’t tell 

you, because he had never spoken a word aloud about the treasure to anyone in 

Myrtle Beach. He kept his mind focused and his eyes sharp as he ventured back to 

the hotel that night. He saw no one, but he was sure someone was tailing him. 

Friday – Parson was bummed, but got up and started the day none the less. He 

was starting to think this was a bad idea and that he should just go home when the 

phone rang and changed his life forever. 

It was Angie. 

“How’s it going, Parson?” Her voice sweet and smooth like a hint of soft cotton 

up against his ear. 
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“Good, but it has been a rough week.” 

“No luck.” 

“Nothing, nada, zippo.” Parson tried not to sound dejected, but it was hanging 

all over his voice; and, he knew it. 

“I have a place for you to try.” 

All this week I’ve been suffering and now you give me a tip? That was Parson’s 

first thought, but he swallowed it. Angie’s voice was nice to hear, and he didn’t want 

to have that voice turn into anger.  

“Shoot.” 

“Crabs.” 

“What? Do you have them?” Parson’s heart sank, and he scratched himself 

below the belt with the thought of the crotch critters. 

“No, moron, it’s a bar about three blocks from your hotel. I’ve heard a lot of salty 

guys hang out there.” 

“Why didn’t you call me sooner?” A sigh of relief washed through his head, and 

the itch died as well. He had been walking past that bar all week, but he had never 

bothered to stop in. It was off the main drag and down a long pier, so it just seemed 

like too much effort. He should have known better, more effort, more reward.  

“I’ve been busy this week, Parson. I thought about it last night as I lay in bed. It 

might be a great spot to find the guy you’re looking for.” 

“How do you know about this place?” 
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“High School days, summers on the coast, I knew enough about Crabs to stay 

away from it. That is the kind of place where you’ll find your guy. I promise you 

that.” 

“I wished you would have called me sooner.” 

“Drop it, Parson. I’m trying to help you out here.” 

“Sorry. It’s been a long week for me as well.” 

“Apology accepted. I got to get to class, but I thought I would let you know about 

it. Good luck.” 

“Sure. Thanks, thanks for the help.” 

“You’re welcome.” 

Parson hung up the phone and thought about her for a moment. He could use 

one of their good bedroom romps about now. He drew in a deep breath and put the 

name of the bar into his memory bank. He spent the rest of that day relaxing, too 

tired from the week and all of his adventures.  

7 

Crabs was a shack – let’s be honest about that. It sat in the middle of a pier that 

was only half a pier, and how that pier wasn’t condemned Parson didn’t know. The 

pier had been sheered in half by some massive storm or hurricane some years back. 

The shack was set right up next to this jagged ending of wood and metal as if the 

building itself were ready to commit suicide. A large thick orange rope ran from 

one side of this pier to the other, just beyond the back wall of the shack. This rope 

was supposed to keep people out of harm’s way and to warn them of the sudden 

drop. Though how it did this was anyone’s guess. Parson was sure that at some 

point in time someone in a drunken state had simply wandered out too far and just 
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tumbled into the water below. Would the fall kill them or the water itself? Parson 

wasn’t sure, but he knew it would be a rough fall and landing.  

Crabs looked, from the outside, not to be bigger than a prison cell; but it was, of 

course. Four tin walls, a tin roof, and two batwing doors like an old saloon made 

up the outside of this place. A sign hanging askew on the wall to the left of the doors 

said “OPEN” in big red neon letters. There was also a well worn sign that read 

“CRABS” just underneath the only light on this pier. This light was dingy, dirty, 

and old, barely enough light to see by.  

A seafaring song was going on inside as Parson stood outside and soaked it all 

in. He could picture the men singing (probably no women here unless they were as 

tough as the sea itself) inside, arms around each other, glasses high, clinks and 

clanks as mugs banged together, jovial times to be had by all. There was no doubt 

in Parson’s mind that this would be the place to find the person who would take 

him south. He found his nerve and made his way into the bar.  

The place looked better on the outside, Parson thought, as he stood there in 

front of a large anchor that once was painted either red or orange. The paint had 

been chipped away from years of abuse and people scratching or writing things 

upon it. Trust me when I say this. Most of the stuff written on it wouldn’t be found 

in a Sunday church service.  

Beyond this anchor, the bar opened up and presented itself in the form of one 

large room. A small stage sat in one corner with chicken wire wrapped around it, 

forming a protective cage over the top and sides. That musical cage was entered by 
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a door on the outside. Parson wondered if that door was just an entrance or a clever 

way to get musicians out quickly if the crowd turned ugly.  

The light was being provided by tiki torches with no flames in them. The owner 

must have realized how much jeopardy he or she would put themselves in if they 

introduced a live flame to this place. They had gotten smart and found tiki torches 

that were lit by orange light bulbs.  

The walls were covered in fishing nets, round life preservers, and images of the 

sea. Four tables sat inside a small square area in front of the stage with chairs 

attached to each one of them. The bar was made out of dark wood with a smoothed 

out sea shell surface. A lighted wall behind this bar showcased all of the liquor for 

sale. 

Everyone in this place was either in conversation or sucking up brews by 

themselves – lonely people drowning their sorrows in suds and buds. The image 

from before, of the men in jovial chorus, was just Parson’s imagination. It was the 

jukebox (at least fifty years old) playing a tune with men singing like sailors out at 

sea.  

The sights, sounds, and believe me when I say this – the smells of this place, 

reeked of beer, sweat, tears, b.o., and fish, fresh caught fish on dirty fisherman’s 

hands. This was a tough bar down by the water, and one does not venture into it 

without having some kind of nerve. Parson wasn’t sure if it was nerve or the hunger 

to see his fortune; but, whatever it was, he found his feet. He made those feet move 

up to the bar.  

He looked up and down its length and to the patrons who filled the seats. If 

Parson was looking for his Bogart character, then he would find him here. The 
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patrons of this bar were all tough-looking seafaring types or characters that just 

didn’t fit into the mold of this current day and age. These guys were all pirates, 

pirates who didn’t rape and plunder, but pirates against the natural order of things. 

You know the natural order, get up go to work, and raise a family, that sort of stuff. 

These guys lived the sea, they lived for life on the sea, and they lived to be free and 

to see their sails filled.  

“What’ll it be?” Parson looked up at the giant bartender. The guy had to stand 

at least six foot five with prison tattoos and muscles that wouldn’t be comfortable 

in most regular shirts.  

“Beer.” 

“You look like a lite beer man.” 

“No, just a Corona, no lime.” Parson did like a lime in his beer, and he liked 

Corona lite; but he thought he might show a little edge if he didn’t order either.  

The bartender went and got Parson his beer as Parson tried to figure out how he 

could approach a patron here. How he could just up and ask about Teschio? It 

seemed like these guys didn’t really want to be messed with. 

Someone behind Parson yelled, followed by another. Parson turned around to 

see two men standing up and pointing fingers. Seconds later punches were thrown 

as the bartender slammed down Parson’s beer – lite of course, and not a Corona. 

He went over to take care of it.  

The bartender grabbed one of the men by the neck and launched him towards 

the doors. That guy went stumbling and bumbling out the bat wing doors as the 
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other guy put up his hands in an “I give up gesture.” The bartender paid him no 

attention. That guy also went out the way the other one did.  

The bartender slapped his hands together and went back to the bar. No one in 

the place paid the fight any attention, and the music kept on playing. It appeared 

to Parson that this was status quo. 

“Tough crowd.” 

Parson looked to his right as he took a sip of his beer. The dude who had said 

something to him was a young man. He couldn’t have been more than thirty. He 

was wearing a pair of jeans, a Hawaiian shirt, and sandals on his feet. He had a 

long braided ponytail, and he had on a hat that said “Gone fishing . . .” in the front 

and on the back, just above the opening where you adjusted it, was the finish to 

that statement “. . . in your wife’s pants.”  

“It seems that way.” 

“Name’s Carson.”  

The man reached out a hand and Parson took it. The two men shook. 

“Parson.” 

“We rhyme. Parson, Carson. Funny how it works out like that.” 

“Funny, yeah.”  

“Where did you get a name like that?” 

“My mom.”  

“So what brings you in here, Parson? You don’t really seem like you are at home 

in an environment such as this?” 
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Parson didn’t know if this was a threat or a question, but this guy, this Carson 

guy, was starting to get on his nerves. If it came down to throwing punches, he 

wasn’t against it; but he wasn’t sure he was ready to do that tonight.  

“Look, I’m not trying to be a dick here or anything, but I would like to drink my 

beer in peace.” Parson could feel cold sweat on himself as he expected a fight. Lucky 

for Parson, Carson easily stepped away without a confrontation. 

“Sure thing. Have a good night, Parson.” Carson took his drink and left Parson 

alone. 

“You want another?” The bartender asked. 

Parson looked down at his beer which was almost empty and then up to the 

mountain who was serving drinks. He thought for a second – a very brief second 

–of confronting the guy about the lite beer gag, but he thought better of it. If this 

bartender wanted to serve him piss and call it beer, he was going to go right along 

with it.  

“Sure.” The bartender turned to leave as Parson found his back bone. “Could I 

ask you a question?”  

The bartender stopped and turned. Parson had his interest, but it wouldn’t last. 

He had to be quick.  

“I’m trying to find someone who can take me south. Someone who’s heard of an 

island called Teschio. Is there anyone in here that might have sailed that way or 

flown that way?” 

The bartender looked at Parson and then around the room. Parson was sure the 

bartender wouldn’t answer, but he did.  
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“That guy over there.” The bartender pointed to Carson. “He’s your best bet, but 

about anyone could do it. That guy though has flown a lot down there. Some say he 

was born with a map on his chest and a compass in his head.”  

Parson looked to where the bartender was pointing and his heart sank. The guy 

he had just rudely discounted as an annoyance was the guy who could take him 

south. Parson swallowed his pride and looked up at the bartender. “What’s he 

drinking?”  

“Whisky – rocks.”  

“Give me one.” 

The bartender did as he was requested and gave Parson his beer – Corona this 

time, no lime. Parson paid for both and then took the drinks over to Carson. He 

held it out to the guy as a peace offer. Carson looked up at Parson and took it. 

“Sorry about before. I don’t frequent places like this very often. I guess I was just 

a little nervous.” 

Carson pushed a seat out for Parson, and Parson sat down. 

“So what brings you in, Parson?” 

Parson still didn’t like the guy’s tone; but if this guy was as good as the bartender 

said he was Parson would just have to deal with it. 

“I’m looking to head south.” 

“There are lots of places south.” 

“I’m looking for an island, and I was told you were the man who knew it the 

best.” 

“Lots of islands as well.” 

“This island isn’t on a map. It’s called Teschio.” 
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“Heard of it?” 

Parson felt his heart lift. Maybe this would work out after all. “It does exist 

then?” 

“What’s your poison with this place?” 

“I need to get there.” 

“I can make it happen, but it will cost.” 

“How much?” Parson was hedging his bets here, but he knew this might be his 

only chance.  

“How about you pay for gas down and gas back, plus a finder’s fee?” 

“Finder’s fee?” 

“We will discuss that later. When do you want to leave?” 

Parson couldn’t believe this was happening so quickly. Almost too quick, but he 

was anxious to get traveling. “As soon as possible.” 

“Tomorrow night okay with you, around 8 P.M.?”  

“Sure, why so late?” 

“I have my reasons,” Carson paused. “There’s a dock with boats right near here. 

I’m docked there.” 

“How will I know it?” 

“It’s the only plane. I prefer water take-offs and landings. Trust me, better for 

my business.” 

Parson didn’t bother to ask what his business was, but he knew it wasn’t on the 

up and up. “I’ll be there.” 
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“It’s a Grumman HU-16 Albatross named Sweet Pea; and its blue, the color of 

the water.” 

“Thank you, see you tomorrow.”  

“Sure.” 

Parson shook his hand, left the full beer sitting, and exited the bar. The task was 

done and he wanted to be out of there as soon as he could. A good shower would 

be just the thing he would need to wash this place off of him. 

Carson finished his drink, watched Parson leave, and then finished the beer. No 

use letting good alcohol go to waste.  

8 

Parson got up the next day and went for a 3 Mile run. Morning was coming on 

strong when he made it back to his hotel room. He showered, put on some clean 

clothes, grabbed his stuff, and made his way down to the office. He checked out; 

and, as luck would have it, this was the day he was supposed to leave. Was it luck? 

Was it fate? Was he screwed? They were all valid questions that Parson asked 

himself as he stood at the counter. 

Check out complete, he ate some breakfast, and spent the day enjoying Myrtle 

Beach. Even in the winter there is still plenty to see and do.  

After a good seafood dinner he made his way down to the well lit dock. 

The slips were mostly full with boats of all shapes and sizes, moving with a gentle 

ease, bobbing up and down. Parson could hear the water as it slapped and smacked 

the wooden dock below his feet, and as he walked, he saw his destination. It was 

indeed a boat plane and sitting in a chair in front of it was Carson. He was smoking 

what looked like a cigar and he was wearing a Hawaiian shirt, shorts, and flip flops. 
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“Evening Parson.”  

“Evening.” 

“I see you packed light.” 

Parson held up his bag. “Mostly just running stuff.” 

“Not a lot of room inside there to run.” He pointed to the plane, his Sweet Pea. 

“Could I ask one question? Why do you call it Sweet Pea? It’s blue.” 

“Well, Parson, it’s because it has been a Sweet Pea to me. It has hauled my butt 

out of so many spots and never let me down.” 

Han Solo much, Parson thought, Carson reminded him so much of that 

legendary character. “Not once?” 

“Not once. We better get moving.” 

Carson put his chair away inside the plane and took Parson’s bag. He stored it 

right beside the chair. “There, nice and neat.” Carson looked at Parson who was 

standing on the dock waiting for his next command. “Climb on in. You can have 

the seat beside me in the cock pit.”  

Parson did as he was instructed, and once he got into the plane the lights showed 

him that this guy didn’t just fly the plane. He lived on it. The inside was home, a 

small apartment, a studio flat – whatever you want to call it. There was a bed and 

a TV with a DVD player, a fridge, a store away grill, and other things a roaming 

bachelor would need to live life free of obligations.  

Carson saw the surprise on Parson’s face when he climbed inside. “I live here.” 

“A nomad’s life.” Parson took his seat and strapped in. 

“I just don’t like to be tied down.” 
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Carson had untied the plane before he climbed in and he had closed and locked 

the door as well, so when Carson slid into his seat there was no turning back. 

Parson could feel his nerves tighten, tighten like a vice. He had to hold onto his 

stomach. It felt like it was about to blow.  

The engines came to life. 

The plane drifted out into the water as the two propellers spun into a blurred 

out rotation. Carson found a good spot to take off and looked at Parson. “You sure 

you’re ready?” 

Parson had a death grip on the seat. He looked at Carson and nodded. 

“First time is always the worst.” Carson smiled and pushed the plane forward. 

Parson drifted back into his seat as his stomach churned. He could feel the plane 

picking up speed, could feel the rush of take off, and then the plane was in the air. 

Water dripped off the metal machine as it gained altitude.  

Parson was now on the way to Teschio.  

What wonders would await him once he got there? 

What would his next life hold? 
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Chapter 5 

Smuggler’s Blues 

 

Life beside the ocean 

Under golden sun drenched rays of red 

Time is no longer the enemy 

When the tropics fill your head 

 

 

1 

Carson sat with head phones on, lost in a world of music – Slayer’s South of 

Heaven blaring heavy and strong – providing juice to the adrenaline he would 

shortly need. His eyes were steady and wide awake.  

Parson stirred and tossed about as the plane kept its pace smooth and steady. 

He was having another nightmare and once again, it involved The Black Pirate. 

This time instead of being lashed to the mast, he was standing on a wooden plank, 

which ended in an icy plunge into the water below. He had a blindfold around his 

eyes, and his hands were tied. A floating sword was hovering behind his back, 

touching him with the tip, prodding him to move forward. Parson had no choice 

but to walk. So he did, with each step bringing him closer to that icy water below.  

He walked until he reached the end.  

The Black Pirate stood on the boat, watching, as the tip of the sword poked 

Parson harder in the back, urging him to take that last step. 
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The ship hit a small wave (ocean turbulence), and Parson was thrown off the 

plank before he could make the jump. He splashed into the cold salty water and 

began to sink. His lungs lost their air the deeper he went, and the pressure built. 

He was about to be fish chunks as his head and eyes bulged, ready to explode. 

Parson woke up.  

He could hear the plane’s engine, feel the seat below him. He looked around. 

The night was still dark and black. The full moon, though, had lost its yellow 

color and had turned a bright red. The rays of that moon reached all the way into 

the plane, coloring the cockpit a bright crimson.  

Parson turned to say something to Carson, but he wasn’t there. The Black Pirate 

was now sitting in the pilot’s chair, dagger held in a stabbing motion. Parson went 

to scream and woke up to a descending world. The plane was gearing down for a 

water landing.  

Parson’s eyes darted to the water below as the plane drew closer to it. Someone 

was down there waving a soft white light, almost undetectable. 

“Did I wake you?” Carson took off his head phones so he could concentrate. 

Parson rubbed his eyes, pushing the sleep away. “Friends of yours?” 

“No – look Parson. I’m going to level with you. I’ve got a couple of things to do 

on my way to your destination. One of those things is now with these two guys, and 

the other thing will come later. I’ll get you to your island, but you have to work with 

me first.” 

Parson hadn’t signed on for this, but what was he going to do about it? He was 

miles (many) away from home and in the air heading towards his first water 
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landing. There wasn’t much he could do even if he wanted to. “Just get me there 

safe.” 

“Will do.”  

Carson brought the plane in for a smooth water landing.  

Parson noticed something right away, and it startled him. He looked over at 

Carson. “Where are the waves?” The water they landed on was smooth as glass. 

“I had to make a detour, but don’t worry. The Atlantic is only a few clicks away 

from here. I promise. We will do this and then be off.” 

The engines died and the plane slowed, first to a crawling pace, and then a 

smooth stop.  

The two men in the boat paddled over, the boat’s engine silent and unmoving.  

Endless seconds and minutes passed. 

The boat slapped up against the floating plane. Carson unhooked himself and 

grabbed a small pistol that was hidden somewhere under the dash. Carson didn’t 

check to see if it was loaded, and Parson knew why. It was. 

The metal door banged.  

Parson jumped.  

“Easy buddy, this won’t take too long.” 

Carson walked over to the door, cocked the gun, and placed it in a holster. This 

holster he attached to his side. 

The door to the plane creaked open. 

Parson listened with strong ears and wide eyes. 

 “How’s it going fellows?” 
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“You know your plane makes a lot of damn noise. The point of us coming out 

here is to not make noise.”  

Parson couldn’t see the guy, but by the sound of his voice Parson could tell he 

was tough. A chewing nails kind of tough guy. The other guy didn’t speak, but 

Parson assumed toughness ran on his side of the family as well.  

“You want me to take your stuff. You want me to do what it is that needs to be 

done so we get paid. The plane is the best thing for it.” Carson tapped the side of 

Sweet Pea after he said this.  

The man didn’t reply.  

Carson turned back to Parson. “Hey Parson, would you give me a hand back 

here?”  

Parson was frozen in his seat, stunned; this wasn’t the adventure he was hoping 

for when he left his sleepy little town. He wanted to cry, he wanted to pee, and he 

wanted to just be back in the comfort of his home. He wanted to be anywhere, but 

here. This was too much for him.  

“Come on Parson! The sooner we do this the better!” 

Parson unbuckled and walked over to Carson, who instructed him to stand on 

his left side. Parson did as requested, but he still couldn’t see the men. All he could 

see was the right side of one of them. On this right side, attached by a strap, was 

an Uzi, and Parson was sure it was cocked and loaded just like the gun in Carson’s 

holster.  

Carson slung the first canvas bag to Parson who caught it and nearly dropped it. 

“You got it?” 

“Yeah.” Parson put the bag on the floor and waited for the next. 
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Carson grabbed the second bag with his left hand while his right hand reached 

for the gun in the holster.  

It happened in a blink, a blink of an eye. 

Carson slung the bag back to Parson as he pulled out the gun, lightning quick. 

He emptied the clip into the men and didn’t hesitate. The shots rang out into the 

night as blood splattered the boat and the world around it.  

Parson was stunned. A cold sweat broke out on his neck as he stood there, the 

weight of the bag no longer an issue. He didn’t notice anything, frozen in fear, 

frozen in shock, frozen in the way normal people who live in a normal day world 

would be in a moment like this. He thought of his mom and dad, his home, he 

thought of his mundane life before all this. He wanted that world back. He wanted 

to drop it all and just head home. He was done with all this if this was what he had 

to go through in order to obtain his treasure, if there was a treasure, he was still 

unsure about that. One word issued by a ghost pirate does not a treasure make. 

“You might want to drop that buddy. Hey Parson!” Carson snapped two fingers 

in front of Parson’s shocked and frozen eyes. “Are you in there?”  

Parson came to, and the weight of the bag on his arms ran into his tight muscles. 

His brain felt the strain, and Parson dropped the bag without hesitation. His arms, 

for a moment, screamed at him with pain; and then those arms fell back to silence. 

“I thought I lost you there.” Carson put the gun back in its place (after loading 

it), and then grabbed a crate filled with six bottles. Each bottle had some kind of 

liquid in it that smelled like gasoline. Rags were hanging out of them like limp 

flowers.  
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Carson put the crate on the floor, leaned out the door, and pushed the boat away 

from the plane. He grabbed a bottle and lit its rag. He let it burn for a moment, his 

face evil and deadly in the flickering light. He tossed the bottle onto the boat. It 

exploded and flames rushed across it like a fire tsunami. The flames were eager for 

destruction, and they loved being unleashed. 

Carson put the bottles back, and then watched the boat burn from the open 

doorway. When he was sure it was fully engulfed, he closed the door and turned 

back to Parson. 

“What was that?” Parson broke his silence. “You didn’t say anything about that.” 

“The ice man speaks.” Carson made sure the door was holding tight. It was. 

“That, my friend, was food; and the money to keep this plane going.” 

Parson looked down at the two bags. 

“No, Parson, that’s not the money I’m talking about. I think you know what it 

is.” Parson did, but he didn’t want to. “This isn’t Sunday school out here. This is 

real life. This is the art of whatever Glenn Fry was saying in that song. This is 

Smuggler’s Blues buddy. You’re living it.”  

Carson popped open a couple of hidden spots in the floor. One was under his 

couch and the other under his bed. He stowed the bags there and then covered 

them back up with the furniture. No one would ever think to look for them there 

or at least that’s what Carson hoped. He had never had to put those spots to the 

test, and he hoped he wouldn’t have to. “Now, Parson, a few more stops for fuel, 

and one to get rid of these here bags. Then you will be at your island.” 

Was all this worth it? Parson wasn’t sure about that. 
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“We need to get in the air before the boy’s friends come looking for them or the 

locals start calling –” A siren went off in the distance, a fire siren. “I guess we either 

have us a night owl or an early riser.”  

Parson looked up through the window of the boat, and he could see several 

homes dotting the shore line. A few street lights were scattered among the trees. It 

wasn’t populated, but there were enough people here to cause an issue if they didn’t 

leave soon. 

“Why not choose a more secure location?” Parson asked as Carson slid back into 

his seat. The engines came to life, and the plane began to move. 

“You better sit down.”  

Parson found his seat as the plane screamed down the lake and took flight.  

“It’s getting harder these days to find secluded. Besides, by the time they get out 

to the boat, it will have burned to a crisp.”  

The boat echoed this statement when it exploded. Parson watched the fireball 

leap towards the sky, reach a certain height, and then fall back to the water below.  

“See what I mean.” Carson smiled and then looked over at his passenger. “Are 

you okay?” 

“I’ll deal.” 

“You found me in a bar, Parson. You climbed onto this plane on your own free 

will. Don’t you forget that. I didn’t know you, and you didn’t know me before we 

started.” 

How true that was, Parson thought, as the plane evaporated into the mouth of 

the cold dark night. 
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2 

Towards the earlier parts of the morning, as dawn was eating away the flesh of 

the night, Parson woke up and noticed Carson wide awake. “Do you sleep much?” 

Carson looked over at him. “Not much.” 

“I just wondered when you were going to have to sleep.” 

“Soon.” 

“How does it work?” 

“What?” 

“Sleep.” 

“I know a place that is nice and secluded. It’s more of a pond than a lake, so most 

people don’t want to build there.” 

“Do you ever get scared?” 

“Of landing?” 

“Running this kind of cargo?” 

“It’s like being a virgin. The first time is the worst part, but after that it’s all down 

hill. It becomes second nature after a while, like a regular job.” 

“The normal life never did it for you?” 

“What’s normal? Working till you die, family, kids, two car garage, mow the yard 

on Sunday. That’s not me. I would rather die out here doing this then get trapped 

in a life like that. I guess you could call me a modern day pirate. Yo ho ho and a 

bottle of all that bullshit.”  

Parson never thought about it like that, but smugglers might actually be a 

modern day version of pirates. I mean, what was the definition of a true pirate 

anyway? It was a man or woman who just didn’t fit society’s bill. They operated 
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outside whatever current system was in place. They lived day to day and to hell 

with the future. 

The sun came up in front of them. It was probably the single greatest sunrise 

that Parson had ever seen. It was one thing to stand on the shore and see it over 

the water, but to witness it up here, with the birds, was something to behold. 

Sunrise done, Parson drifted back to sleep shortly after. 

When he woke up, the plane was descending down to a small watery patch on 

the ground below – it really was just a big pond.  

“I love this plane, but daylight isn’t a friend to it. A plane like this, carrying this 

kind of load, has to be tucked away until the darkness comes back.”  

“Have you ever been caught?” 

“I nearly had a run-in one time, but I was able to get out of that before the heat 

got too bad. You have to have nerves of steel to do this job. I can tell you don’t.” 

“I lived a normal life and worked a job you work until you die, before all this.” 

“Were you happy?” 

“Actually, I really wasn’t, but at least that life had a base. It had substance.” 

“I guess we’re not cut from the same mold, my friend.” 

The plane made another water landing. Carson guided the machine into a 

narrow lagoon that fed into the pond, stopping it under some trees. Parson wasn’t 

sure how they were going to get back, but he could tell, they were perfectly hidden. 

Carson unhooked his belts, climbed out of his seat, and walked over to the door. 

He opened it, and a soft Florida sun filtered through the trees and into that open 

doorway. The air was warm and muggy.  
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Parson could hear all kinds of things chirping and moving about as Carson 

stepped outside. When he didn’t return, Parson decided to go investigate. 

He stepped out of the plane, stretched, and looked around. 

Carson was nowhere to be seen. 

“Carson.”  

Nothing, just the trees and jungle like undergrowth. 

Parson was starting to think his friend had left him when Carson appeared on 

Parson’s left side. 

“I shouldn’t be showing you this, but I don’t think you’re a rat. You aren’t are 

you?” 

“I have no beef with you, Carson. I just want to see my island.” 

“Good enough. Follow me.” 

Carson pushed back the vegetation as they walked, and Parson could see a path 

opening up before them. This path ended in an open spot (the only one for miles it 

appeared) that was free of the jungle-like vegetation. In this spot, sat a tiny shack 

that looked like it was about to fall over. The walls were metal and rusty; in fact, 

the thing was more rust brown than silver. The roof had a few holes in it, and there 

was only one window and one door, both of which were open. 

“My hideaway.” 

“It looks hot.” 

“As hell, but the trees provide enough shade to keep it tolerable.” Carson walked 

over and dropped into a hammock that was yellow and faded. It was strung 

between two palm trees, just to the left of this tiny building. “When I run this route, 

this is my day spot. I always get here and lay low.” 
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Parson walked over and looked into the shack. A bed that looked new, a chair, a 

battery powered radio and a small dresser were the only things in there.  

“It isn’t much, but it works for me.” 

“Do you mind if I take the bed?” 

“It will be hot in there.” 

“The heat doesn’t bother me.” Parson had left his coat in the plane, and even 

though the jeans were a bit hot, the thin shirt he had on was keeping him cool 

enough. 

“Be my guest.” 

Parson started to step into the building and stopped. He turned around and 

looked at Carson. “Why did you do it?” 

“Do what?” 

“Kill those two guys.” 

“It was part of the deal. I was told two men would meet me and to make sure 

those men didn’t leave. I didn’t ask any more questions.” 

Parson thought he had a response, but he didn’t. “I guess we move at nightfall.” 

“Indeed we do. By the way, need to take a piss. Shed’s out back.” 

Parson peered around the side of the small shack and he saw the tiny outhouse. 

It was made up of the same material the shack was made of, and it too was also 

more rusty brown than silver.  

“Why would you need a shed? Plenty of toilet’s out here.” Parson looked around 

at the jungle and thought of his childhood, peeing wherever he wanted to. 
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“Pee’s not the problem. Shit is, and you don’t want your trousers down when 

something comes crawling out of the brush.” 

Parson thought about it for a moment and had nothing to say. He stepped into 

the shack and dropped himself onto the bed like a crash landing. The bed was 

surprisingly comfortable.  

Parson closed his eyes, and he thought of home. 

He thought of running. 

He thought of his island that seemed so far away. 

He dreamed and he slept. 

3 

Night arrived or rather dusk, with its purple colors and its reds and oranges 

melted across the darkening sky. A picture-perfect tourist-loving Florida sunset if 

there ever was one. 

Parson woke up on the bed with a hunger in his gut that raged like a beast with 

teeth, large teeth that tore at the stomach lining and demanded to be satisfied. 

Parson was hot, sweaty, and he needed fluids. He couldn’t believe he had slept so 

long.  

He got up and stretched, and made his way outside to check on Carson. He 

wasn’t in the hammock, and he was nowhere in sight. Fear raced across Parson’s 

body like a runner heading towards a finish line.  

Was he left out here all alone?  

Was he left out here to die?  

It occurred to Parson that he was doing a lot of trusting in a man he barely knew. 

Parson had seen the pilot in action with the two guys in the boat. Parson knew 
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Carson was a drug smuggler – a modern day pirate, but what did he really know 

about the man? Zero kept popping into his head as he stood just outside the door 

with his eyes trained down the darkening path. 

Parson decided to go and see if the plane was still there.  

A short walk later told him, it was. A huge relief, like opened flood gates, ran 

through his body washing all that fear away. The plane was still in its spot with a 

single light burning inside. 

Parson walked over and climbed on board.  

Carson was sitting on his couch and he, along with his clothes, was clean.  

Carson looked up from the notebook he was reading. To Parson’s horror he 

realized it was his notebook of poetry and haiku.  

“Personal invasion much”, Parson thought, as he looked at the man on the 

couch. It wasn’t the notebook that bugged him, it was the map, the one hidden 

away that he feared being discovered. Parson hadn’t discussed why he was going 

to Teschio, and Carson hadn’t asked. He hoped that conversation would never 

come up. 

“Evening, Parson.” 

“I see you’re reading my stuff. Did you go through my bag?” 

“Take it easy with the accusations there buddy. A corner of it was sticking out, 

and I got curious. It was right on top.” 

Parson had thrown his stuff together rather quickly, so it would make sense that 

he left a few things hanging out. “Sorry. Just punchy. I can’t believe I slept so long.” 

“I was just about to wake you.” 
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Parson paused for a minute. “I wish I could get in a run right now. I don’t guess 

there is a time or place for that.” 

“Unless you want to run into something out here you don’t need to be running 

into. I would say it’s out of the question; and, even if you could, we don’t have time. 

The precious cargo needs to get home tonight.” Carson tapped on the floor to 

emphasize his point. 

“I see you’re clean. Is there a shower I haven’t seen?” 

“No, but I do have this.” Carson tossed Parson a bar of soap.  

Parson caught it, looked at it, and then his eyes went to the outside. Was he 

supposed to jump into that overgrown pond and take a bath? Forget it, he thought, 

I would rather smell. 

“You’ll also want that.” Carson pointed to a large chest. It looked like something 

you would buy at a surplus store in order to store weapons for the upcoming 

Apocalypse.  

Parson walked over to the chest and looked inside. Surprise met his face; and, 

that hunger from before, ran back across his stomach. Inside that gigantic crate 

were at least two cases of bottled water and three jugs of the stuff, beer, of course, 

and dry foods that wouldn’t go bad even if they sat here for years. Beef Jerky, 

Granola Bars, and cans of soup seemed to be the main food source; but there was 

a lot more, including at least five towels, all clean and new. Parson grabbed one. 

“The jugs of water are for bathing. The bottles are for drinking.” 

Parson lifted up one of the jugs, the one that was half full. 
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“When you get outside. Strip your top off, wash, dry, then put your shirt back 

on. Then do the same with the bottom. I wouldn’t advise anyone being completely 

naked out here, with certain areas exposed. Get my drift?” 

“Sure. Thanks. I’ll be quick.” 

“Do that, because we need to go soon. It looks like the night has finally arrived.” 

Parson looked out the door after Carson said this. It was now pitch black, and the 

world was alive with all kinds of nighttime sounds. “I would give you some outside 

light, but I can’t take the chance.” 

“I understand.” Parson fished out some clean boxers, deodorant, and a clean 

shirt from his bag. 

“Just hurry.” Parson turned to leave. “Also, stay close to the plane. The bugs may 

be biters, but the other things out there, are eaters.” 

Parson nodded and stepped out the door.  

The bath didn’t take long. It was harder getting the logistics of it right more than 

the washing; the washing was the easy part. 

Once he was done, Parson climbed back inside the plane, fresh and clean. He 

put his stuff away. Carson was up and moving about, the notebook was back in 

place, the map unnoticed. 

“What about this?” Parson held up the towel. 

“Toss it out. We don’t need it.” 

“Outside?” 

“Over in the bushes. Just launch it that way.”  

Parson paused.  
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“Do you have a problem with littering?” 

Parson did as was requested. “Now what?”  

“I’m going to untie the plane, and then you and I will have to push it back to the 

pond. Once we get it into open water, we can take off.” 

“Can I eat first?” 

“When we get in the air. Are you ready?” 

“Sure.”  

Parson followed Carson out the door, and the two men pushed the plane as far 

as they could. Parson jumped back inside, grabbed some food, strapped in, and ate 

while he waited.  

Carson grabbed a large paddle and pushed the plane the rest of the way. Once 

the plane drifted back into the big pond, Carson put the paddle back in place and 

shut the door. 

“Now comes the easy part.” Carson strapped himself in and fired up the engines, 

which came to life, the propellers did their thing. Carson found an open strip and 

taxied down the water – lift off. They were in the air again. 

Carson looked over at Parson. “I liked a couple of those poems you wrote. I read 

them several times. “The one called A Good Cup of Coffee and the movie one about 

Chinatown was really good. I always loved Chinatown, classic Jack.” 

A Good Cup of Coffee 

Caffeinated dreams 

Bring on the master liquid 

My mind needs a boost 

Chinatown 
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Film Noir Genre 

Classic detective story 

A doomed love affair 

“Thank you.” 

“Pleasantries aside, we need to get focused on what will happen next. Actually, 

you need to get focused.” 

Parson had tried not to think about the next part of this journey. Maybe deep 

down inside his mind he thought it wouldn’t be an issue. Maybe he thought he 

dreamed it; but, as he thought this, he remembered the canvas sacks. He felt the 

weight in his hands and the rough feel of their handles on his palms. They existed, 

and they were resting deep inside those compartments, inches from where he sat. 

“It’s going to happen like this. You or I will see a signal on the water, like before. 

It will be another small lake like the last time. I’ve been told which one. Once we 

are done, and the money is safe in my hands, we will go off and find your island. 

Now, any questions?” 

“What happens if they kill you?” 

“I’ll just make sure that doesn’t happen,” Carson said, cocky and brash. 

“But what if they do, what happens to me? What happens to the passenger who 

booked a ride with the wrong kind of guy?” Parson thought to himself, as he smiled 

back at Carson, trying not to let the nerves show through 

“If it gets dicey, I will need your help.” Carson said this as if it was just another 

part of the conversation. 

“What do you mean, help?” 
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“Have you ever fired a gun?” 

Parson thought about that for a moment.  

“I guess not. Parson has not fired a gun.” 

Parson regained his voice. “Never at a human, a deer, occasional squirrel, but 

never anything that knew what was about to happen.” 

“Even animals know, Parson. Anyway, there’s a shotgun under my bed. Just 

reach under and pull it out. It’s loaded.” Carson reached into a compartment below 

the pilot’s seat. He pulled out a box of shells and handed it to Parson. 

Parson looked down at the box. It felt cold and deadly in his hands. “I can’t kill 

anybody.” 

“You may not have a choice.” 

“You didn’t need me the last time.” 

“I wasn’t sure how to approach it last time. I didn’t know what stock you were. 

Now that I know you won’t puke your guts out or do something stupid, I could use 

you as back up, always nice to have an extra hand in case it gets dirty.” 

Their conversation died there, and they didn’t talk for a while. Parson held the 

box, held its weight. Was this really about to happen? He couldn’t believe it.  

The plane drifted through the night for what seemed like hours. Trust me when 

I say this folks, it wasn’t. 

Parson was the first to see the small light radiating up from the ground below. 

Was that a light? He wasn’t sure until he saw it again. The man or woman wasn’t 

flipping the light much, but it was enough to catch his attention. Parson looked 

over at Carson and hoped the pilot hadn’t seen it. He then looked down at the box 

still in his hands. The engines were at full speed and the plane hadn’t started 
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descending. Maybe Carson hadn’t seen it, maybe he wouldn’t. Parson’s hopes 

changed when he felt the plane start to decline. His heart sank as the plane 

dropped. 

Parson found his nerve as Carson brought the plane in for a smooth water 

landing. 

The engines died, and the plane drifted to a stop. 

4 

There comes a moment in everyone’s life when we take stock. We sit back, and 

do a mental inventory. We, in essence, see our life flash before our eyes. 

Parson Slang was taking that mental inventory as he sat on the edge of the bed, 

waiting, box of shells beside him, hands within reach of the shotgun, a shotgun that 

would end a human life. He hoped it wouldn’t come to that, because the deal was 

done once the body went cold. There was no turning back.  

This was what was running through Parson’s head as he sat there sweating: He 

thought of his parents and how he had barely been in contact with them over the 

last few years. How he had just sent an email to let them know he was going away 

for a while. He had spent more time on the phone with casual friends than the 

two who had brought him into the world and given him a solid life. Parson 

thought of the day he was born, December 25th, 1972, and what it must have been 

like for his parents, holding him for the first time. He thought of what his parents 

went through with him when he was a child. He was always on some adventure, 

breaking bones, skinning knees, in fact skinning about everything. He thought of 

the visits to the hospital for those injuries and the way his parents never hesitated 
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in taking him. He thought of his church upbringing that never really took, but as 

Merle Haggard said – Mama Tried. He thought of his first love, his first kiss, his 

first lay, and every first he could think of. It all ran through his head like a TV 

signal in a matter of moments. But the one thing that haunted him the most as he 

thought was this. What would his parents think about him right now? What 

would they say if they could see their boy – their flesh and blood sitting on a bed? 

Waiting for a door to open that could change his life forever. Parson made a 

promise to himself that if he made it home with riches, he would buy his parents 

anything they wanted. 

The door to the plane opened, and Parson looked over at it. 

Carson was standing there, and Parson could hear the gun blast going off. He 

could see Carson’s lifeless body careening backwards into the nearest wall of the 

plane. He could see the gun pointed at him. He could see his death. 

“Parson!” 

Parson looked up. 

“Parson! Can you hand me the bags?” Parson looked down at his feet, and he 

saw both of them sitting there looking so innocent. They were just bags, strung 

together with string and fabric. Their family members were somewhere in the 

world, probably holding all kinds of legal things right now, but here these two sat. 

These two had their fate chosen in a different way. They were to be passed from 

one dirty hand to another.  

Parson stood up and handed the bags to Carson. Carson took them and handed 

them, one by one, to a man or men, maybe a woman. Parson never saw them. He 

could hear Spanish being exchanged that had a Cuban dialect. Then Carson was 
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handing another canvas style bag back to Parson. Parson took it; and, as he was 

instructed, put the bag down and took a seat on the bed.  

He looked down at the bag before him. “I guess you also are one of the unlucky 

ones.” He leaned over and unzipped a corner. A quick peek showed a lot of white 

and green.  

Carson was saying something back in Spanish as the boat outside fired up. 

Carson closed the door, and the deal was done. There was no gun play this time, 

no law enforcement agents racing up to the plane, no drama, no shoot outs, 

nothing. The deal happened, and the deal ended. Both parties got what they wanted 

and then went on their care free way. 

Carson turned around to Parson, who looked up at him. “Have you ever seen 

that much in your lifetime?” Carson walked over and took a seat on the bed. “Go 

ahead and open it.” 

Parson did as he was instructed; and, as the zipper rolled back, a mountain of 

money opened up before his eyes. Bundles all tied up and neatly stacked, at least 

six layers deep. It was a fortune. It was more money than Parson ever thought he 

would see. It took your breath away. Maybe he should skip this island business and 

start smuggling – Parson pulled back on the reigns of that thought chain. He knew 

he didn’t have the stock for this, no matter how much money was involved. 

Carson took out a stack and thumbed through it. The wind from it pushed back 

his hair, and Parson got a whiff of that rich man’s breeze. It smelled like money, 

old and used money, been around for a while money.  

“So. No drama this time?” 
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Carson looked at Parson (who had started to lose the sweat). “You’ve seen too 

many TV shows. It’s not always drama. Sometimes we just exchange, and that’s it. 

I’ve run a lot of stuff for this guy. I ask few questions, and he likes that. He needs a 

pilot, and I need a living. As long as I don’t dick it up, everything is okay.” Carson 

leaned down to put the stack back in place. He looked up at Parson. “You can have 

a couple of bundles if you want. You earned it.” 

“No thanks. I’m good.” 

“You sure? It could go a long way down here. It could help a man get even more 

lost.” 

“I would rather not.” 

“Too good for it? I know your type. I’ve seen it.” 

“I would just rather earn it.” 

Carson leaned back after zipping the bag. He then stood up so quickly that 

Parson nearly sprang off the bed. “I don’t need you judging me! I don’t need you 

thumbing your nose at me! I don’t know where you get off thinking you are who 

you are, but get over it! Life’s tough all around pal.” Carson climbed into the pilot’s 

chair. The engines came to life as Carson hooked up his belts.  

Parson sat there a moment, and he ate his rage. He held it in. Carson had shown 

that he could kill on command. It was best not to make him mad.  

Parson climbed up into his seat as the plane started to taxi across the water.  

“Look, Carson. I’m sorry. I’m not running you down. Up until I met you, the 

worst thing I ever did was steal a pack of gum. This is a lot to take in.” 

Carson got the plane off the water and into the air before turning to face Parson.  
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“I understand, the hard part is over. Two more fuels stops and then I will take 

you to your island. We’re done after that.” 

Parson relaxed. He hadn’t lost his ride, and the temporary bonds of friendship 

between them had been, somewhat patched.  

Tensions eased. 

The plane evened out. 

The flight was smooth. 

5 

“One stop in Martinique” sounds like a good title for an old Bogart movie. That 

was what Parson was thinking as he watched the plane getting fuel.  

This was the last stop before he reached his destination, it was late afternoon, 

and the day had been uneventful. Just a stop for fuel in the early parts of the 

morning with some much needed rest, hiding out from the brightest parts of the 

day, and then back to it they went.  

Parson’s nerves and stomach were in a bunch as he sat there and thought of the 

next step. He had the treasure map, but he didn’t have anything else to go on. The 

map led him to the island, and that was it. There was no X marks the spot-here’s 

where the treasure lays-anywhere on the map. For some reason, Parson hadn’t 

even thought of this dilemma until he was half-way down the Eastern shoreline 

line, flying in a boat with wings. He hoped once he got to the island that he would 

be able to figure it all out, figure out where his treasure might lay, and if he didn’t 

figure it out, well – well nothing. This trip was a complete bust if he didn’t find 

something.  
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When the plane was fueled, Carson leaned inside. “Parson, are you hungry?” 

Parson turned around and looked at Carson. “I could eat.” 

“I know a good place for local seafood.” 

“Anyway I could get a run in after we’re done. The legs really want to go.” 

Carson gave it a thought. “Sure, there’s a nice little beach nearby and a couple 

of untraveled roads you could use as well, whatever your poison.” 

Parson got up and made his way over to the door. He was glad to feel some fresh 

air as he stepped out onto the small wooden dock. This dock stretched out to a set 

of wooden steps, which led up a small hill to a road. 

“Is that the road?” Parson put his head back and closed his eyes. The warm sun 

of the dying day, so much hotter and closer down here, warmed his body and filled 

his skin cells. The wind swept gently over the water and cooled the small amount 

of perspiration on his skin. This was truly paradise on Earth. 

“It is, one of them anyway.”  

The place they were docked was a very isolated area of Martinique. It was just a 

small dock for people who didn’t want to get noticed. There were no homes around 

or people for that matter. The dock was big enough for about three to four boats 

and maybe two planes. The only thing docked today was Sweet Pea. 

“Does he take care of it?” Parson chucked a thumb at the attendant as they 

passed him. An older man covered in sweat, wearing dirty shorts and a black tank 

top, no shoes on his feet. He was sitting on a stool, watching a rabbit-eared black 

and white TV, waiting for the next paying customer to show up. The sounds of The 

Big Bang Theory echoed out of the tiny room. 

“Believe it or not, this stop actually does turn a profit.” 
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“Really?” 

“This is a good stopping-off point for a lot of people -” 

“- Like you.” Parson didn’t mean it to be a jab, but it came out that way. 

“We’re not all drug runners down here Parson. A lot of pleasure boaters and legit 

pilots and sailors come through here as well. If you would have walked into the 

shack (small wooden building, tin roof, and enough space for a register, a counter, 

and a stool) you would have seen signed photos on the wall of celebrities who have 

come through here.” 

“Sorry about that jab.” 

“Sure.” 

Silence between them. 

The two men walked up the wooden steps and stopped at the edge of the road.  

“If you go right, Parson, you will eventually see civilization and the restaurant I 

am talking about. If you go left, you can run at least three maybe four miles before 

the road ends.”  

Parson looked up and down the road. It was a dingy grey color with faded yellow 

lines and holes scattered throughout its paved surface. Grass, tough as nails and 

hard to discourage, had started to push through spots of it as well.  

“It doesn’t look used.” 

“I think most of it is foot traffic these days. I think at one time this used to be 

more popular, but they’ve started to build up the island in other areas. They don’t 

bring the tourists in this direction.” Carson walked onto the road and turned right. 

Parson followed after him.  
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The two men crested a hill, and before them appeared a small restaurant. It 

looked like it was no bigger than the shack where the fuel attendant was currently 

located. It was made up of three brown wooden walls and a tin roof. The front of it 

was open to the world, and from inside this opening spilled forth tables and chairs. 

People (mostly locals) were propped up on the chairs, eating fresh seafood. 

“Why don’t you grab us a seat? I’ll get us some food. I think I know what you 

may like.” 

Parson did as he was told, and he went over and claimed a table. The evening 

was fast approaching as Parson looked out across the hill to the water below. This 

was a breathtaking sight, and Parson wished he had a camera. The white beach 

stretched out below him for endless miles, evaporating into the distance in either 

direction. The crystal blue water beat upon the shore and pushed in and out like it 

was breathing. The sun hung low in the cloudless sky painting it with a crayon box 

full of color. Postcard for tourists – take 1. 

Carson returned with the food, and both men ate in silence. The meal consisted 

of fish and other local delicacies Parson knew nothing about. He did know one 

thing though, it was great eating.  

The two men, an unlikely pair, finished their dinner and then headed back to 

the plane.  

The time passed.  

Silence between the men again.  

The dock arrived. 

Feet upon the wooden boards. 

The two men were back at the plane. 
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“Are you going to run?” 

“I think I’ll hold off. The walk was enough for me.” 

“That’s smart. It’s not a good idea to go off on your own with night approaching.” 

Parson thought of The Black Pirate, and he shuddered. He looked up at the 

empty road, the shadows so deep they could eat you, and the spooky desolation of 

it all. That was enough for Parson. If he had any doubt about not running, that 

sealed the deal. It’s not fun running in the dark, and it’s even less fun when you 

have an ancient ghost chasing after you. This put a thought into his head, that he 

hadn’t seen either pirate in a while; and he was wondering if the two entities were 

done.  

“I booked the slip for the night, so I think we should sleep here till morning. A 

good night’s sleep and then off to your island.” 

“What about the day?” 

“You mean traveling in it?” 

“That’s why this trip has taken so long. You’ve been hiding from the sun.” 

“Where we are going Sweet Pea won’t draw attention. I can promise you that.” 

“So flying in the day is okay?” 

“Yep.” 

Parson realized he was more tired than he thought. A good night’s sleep on the 

open water without the hum and shaking of a plane would feel like heaven. He 

couldn’t wait to feel his body at rest. 

The night arrived. 

Both men found their respective spots and slept.  
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6  

Something was wrong. 

Parson hadn’t opened his eyes yet, but something told him to open them slowly. 

He did just that. 

The first thing he saw was a dark round hole. This hole led down a black 

chamber. At the end of this chamber was a loaded bullet, and below this loaded 

bullet was a handle. Around the handle was a hand with a finger ready to squeeze 

the trigger. The hand was attached to an arm, but it wasn’t Carson’s. This was a 

female’s arm; and, as Parson looked up into her face, he got the biggest shock of 

his life.  

“Morning Parson. Are you surprised to see me?” 

“Angie?”  

Behind her was Carson, and he was smiling. He was the mysterious stranger 

who crept out of her room so long ago on that Myrtle Beach morning. Remember 

him, folks? 

“In the flesh.”  

Parson started to rise up.  

“Easy there Parson, nice and slow.”  

He did as he was asked. “Why?” 

“Carson here is a friendly fuck of mine. He’s also been a pretty good supplier for 

some much-needed drugs. I met him some time ago when I was spending a 

summer on the coast.” 

Carson, again, smiled behind her; and, if he could have, Parson would have 

slugged him right between the teeth.  
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“So, you heard of the map and the possible treasure and then cooked up this 

entire scenario?” 

“Wow, Carson, he’s quick. Did you really think it had all fallen into your lap so 

easily back at Myrtle Beach? Did you ever stop to think it might have been just a 

little too easy?” She laughed, and Parson nearly vomited from the sound. Forget 

punching Carson in the mouth, he would rather do it to Angie. Parson never 

thought he would hit a woman, especially not Angie; but she deserved it.  

“After all we’ve shared and all we’ve meant to each other.” 

“Money rules Parson. That’s all there is to it. If you hadn’t gone to Myrtle Beach, 

none of this would have happened. What dumb luck you must have or maybe it 

was me, maybe all those stories I told you about my summers there got into your 

subconscious. Whatever it was, it sure worked out well for me and Carson.” 

Parson hung his head. He couldn’t believe how cold she had become. He also 

couldn’t believe he had actually fallen for her at one point in time. That, too, also 

made him want to vomit. He looked up from his hands, eye to eye with Angie; and 

this part made him smile a bit. “I don’t know if you know this, but the map is 

useless.” 

“What’s that?” Angie asked. 

“It shows the island, but it doesn’t show the location of the treasure. I was 

hoping when I got there that there would be something else, something telling me 

where to go.” 
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Carson pushed Angie aside and yanked Parson up to his feet. He slugged him 

right in the jaw, knocking him back onto the bed. Carson went in for another 

punch. Angie stopped him. 

“Easy Carson.” 

“I’ve just had enough of this guy. I did what you asked, and now there is no 

treasure!” 

“Did he say that? No. He said the map just led him to the island, that’s it. Once 

we’re there, we’ll figure it out.” She looked down at Parson who was now rubbing 

blood from his lip. “Right, Parson?” 

“Stick it! Both of you!” 

Carson grabbed Parson by the shirt, arm cocked. 

“Stop! You can beat on him later once we get the treasure.” 

Carson dropped Parson back onto the bed. “You better be right, Angie, because 

if there isn’t a treasure, then I’ll do both of you. They will find your body and his 

buried deep in the sand. I promise you that.” 

Carson left the plane so he could untie it from the dock, kicking and punching a 

few things as he went. 

“Nice people you hang around with Angie.” 

“Bite me Parson.” 

“I thought we had something, maybe not endless love, but something, 

something that meant more than this. I guess I was wrong.” This next statement 

wasn’t true, but he wanted to give her something that would sting. “It didn’t mean 

anything to me anyway, just another lay on the highway of lays.”  
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The words bit into her, but Angie just ignored them. She really did care for 

Parson; and this did hurt her, deep down, but the money was too big to pass up. 

Emotions had to go to the back of the bus when cash like this was involved. 

“Is Tony okay?” 

“He’s fine. He has nothing to do with this.” 

Carson stepped back into the plane and closed the door. A second or two later, 

the plane started to drift. Carson waved to the attendant as the man pushed the 

plane off the dock. 

“All right Carson. Tie him up.” 

Parson looked at Angie. “I would have shared it with you. You didn’t need to go 

through all this.” 

“Just shut up,” Angie replied, turning away from him. 

Carson grabbed some rope and tied Parson’s hands behind his back before 

situating himself in the pilot’s seat. 

Angie took her seat in the co-pilot’s chair after grabbing the map from Parson’s 

bag. She opened it and spread it out across her lap. The map was lifeless, gone was 

the activity it had in the past. In fact, it would never show that activity again.  

“Is the prick right?”  

Parson looked up at Carson. He couldn’t believe this was the same man, the man 

who bought him dinner last night and was nice enough to bring him this far. They 

had their issues sure, but it was nothing like this. It is just funny how so much hate 

can show up in a moment of greed. 

“He is.” 
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“Remember, if I have no treasure and I have no money, then you both have no 

life.” Carson fired up the plane and taxied down the waterway without even 

blinking an eye after he said that.  

Angie felt the coldness of that statement wash over her like a frigid wave; and 

now she was wondering if, maybe, she had made a big mistake getting mixed up 

with him, money or no money. She thought of her life and the one she left behind, 

her friends, her family. Was it all worth it? In the end, was it truly all worth it? 

As for Parson, all he could do was sit there and think about how quick it had all 

gone wrong. He watched Carson push the plane into the air, and he wondered why 

he had let this treasure cloud his thoughts and common sense? He felt trapped. He 

felt alone. He just wanted to go home.  

As for the pirates and why we haven’t seen them in a while. They were storing 

up their spiritual energy and preparing for one more big push, one big jump from 

their side to our side; and, this time their century’s old feud will finally come to an 

end, with only one of them walking away. 

Teschio looms folks. 

The island draws near. 

Buckle up. 

We’re almost there. 

Chapter 6 

Teschio (tes-key-o) 

 

White sandy shoreline 

Castaway from the mainland 
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Palm trees, island sounds 

 

1 

Isolation – I’ve found your definition.  

The island stood all alone in the Caribbean water, as if its very presence, warned 

off the other islands, kept them at a distance. It was round, a perfect circle, with a 

beach that wound around it like a sandy track. The sand was made of grains that 

were all colors of the rainbow, as if a kid had taken sidewalk chalk and colored the 

beach. The islands most prominent feature was a lone mountain that rose up out 

of its center, ending in a sharp point. The mountain was covered, like fur, with trees 

of all shapes and sizes, their bark the color of black and white candy canes. Spruce 

trees, Pine Trees, Palm trees, Maple trees, and Elm trees mixed and mingled as if 

this was a natural everyday occurrence. It wasn’t the most elaborate of islands, 

maybe it’s not even what you might have seen in your head, fellow reader; but, it 

was Teschio, and to Parson that’s all that mattered.  

 “Do you see that? The way the side of the mountain looks like a skull?” Carson 

was pointing at it as he spoke. Angie and Parson were in awe of this natural 

phenomenon, Parson allowed, for the moment, to stand behind her so he could see 

the island. “If you look at the island from anywhere you will see that skull. I’ve 

flown by it from all directions, and I’ve seen it each time.” 

“That’s impossible.” Angie let her voice be heard, and her eyes continue to stare. 

“That’s why they call it what they call – it’s the Italian word for skull.” 

Turbulence. 
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It shut off their conversation.  

This wasn’t normal turbulence.  

This was violent turbulence.  

It shook the plane and tore at the wings, pushing the metal beast up, like it was 

on a rising wave, and then dropping it a second later. This went on for a good 

minute or two – the plane tested to its limits as bolts broke loose from their 

holdings, the door rattled, and the windows shook.  

Luckily for Carson and Angie, they were strapped in, but Parson wasn’t. He was 

thrown down to the floor from his standing position and then bounced like a 

basketball. In fact, that’s what Parson felt like as he bounced up and down on the 

metal floor, his hands still tied behind him, that someone was just bouncing him 

like a human basketball. How he didn’t break his neck, bust his head wide open or 

break anything important, was a miracle.  

Then it all came to a quick and sudden halt, as the plane slowed, moved like it 

was pushing its way through a thick caramel topping. Metal creaked as if 

something was trying to squash it like a can. Their ears popped from the pressure, 

and their heads felt like a vice grip was being applied to each and every one of them. 

They tried to scream from the pain, but none of them could find their voice – the 

pressure was too much. When it felt like their heads were going to split open like a 

volcano, it stopped, just like the turbulence, quick and sudden.  

Angie looked from Carson to Parson, now lying on the floor. She unhooked her 

belt and went back to check on him. Carson continued with his normal flying 

duties, but what he didn’t know, was that he wasn’t flying the plane. 

Angie helped Parson get to a sitting position on the bed. “Are you okay?” 
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“Why would it matter to you?” Parson felt the first signs of pain reach his body. 

He was sure nothing was broken, but he was going to be sore. 

She was about to respond when Carson cut into their brief conversation. “Angie. 

You might want to strap him into one of the extra seats in the back.”  

She looked back to that part of the plane and saw two rectangular cutouts in the 

wall. “Why?” 

“I think that turbulence is going to hit us again.”  

She and Parson looked towards the front of the plane.  

“Help me up,” Parson replied 

“You won’t try anything?” 

“Have I tried anything so far?” 

She thought about it for a moment and then helped him up. They both went over 

to the cockpit and looked out the window. 

“I thought I was imagining things when we first evened out, but now I’m sure of 

it. We’re inside something. Look at the windows, look closely.” 

“What do you mean?” Angie asked the question just as she saw it, saw what 

Carson had seen. Parson was also catching on.  

It was all over them. This milky slimy haze covered all the windows. It was like 

looking through snot, mucousy, running nose, heart of a cold snot. The kind of snot 

that is all chunky with various pieces of yellows and greens mixed into it.  

“It’s some kind of membrane,” Parson replied. 
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“There’s something else.” Angie had noticed something new this time. “Do you 

hear anything?” The plane was silent, but they were still flying. “Take your hands 

off the controls Carson.” 

“What?” 

“I don’t think you’re flying this plane.” 

Carson looked down at his hands and then released them from their duties. The 

plane continued on its forward path and it didn’t take an immediate nose dive. 

Angie continued, “Take a look out your window, farther than the window pane. 

Look at the propellers.” 

Carson looked out his window as Parson crowded into Angie’s space so he could 

do the same. The propellers were jammed like they were trying to move, but 

couldn’t. They were shaking violently and appeared to be on the edge of an 

explosion as they tried their hardest to spin, to do the job they were meant to do. 

Carson shut them off on an instant, and the shaking stopped. The plane was now 

moving forward through the gelatinous ooze, like it was floating on a river. They 

were going wherever it was taking them, and they were powerless to stop it. 

As they stood there, needless to say, dumbfounded, the light of the world beyond 

this membrane was drawing closer.  

“Strap him in, Angie. When we reach the edge of this thing it is going to birth us 

out; and we won’t be flying. I’ll have to hope I have time to get the engines started 

before we crash head first into the water.” 

Angie led Parson back to the extra seat as Carson tightened his belts.  

“Why are you doing this, Angie?” 

“Not now Parson. Just sit down.” 
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The edge of the membrane was drawing closer. 

“To think I wouldn’t have shared it.” 

“Just shut up! It’s complicated, all right.” Her mind was flustered and she was 

unsure of what was up or down anymore. In some ways, she hoped this was a 

nightmare she would wake up from because the way this was going was not the way 

she had envisioned it to be.  

Parson sat down. “I can’t sit in this seat like this. You will have to untie me and 

re-tie me in the front.” Angie looked up towards her seat and the gun that she had 

left there. “So little trust.”  

The edge of the membrane was drawing closer.  

“I’m going to do it, but if you try anything.” 

 “I won’t.”  

Angie unloosened his hands and brought them around to the front. She held 

them for a moment. Parson still (even with all this) enjoyed her touch, and he still 

wanted her, still cared for her.  

The edge of the membrane was drawing closer. 

“Chop chop Angie.” Carson had his hands ready to start the plane once it pushed 

out of the snotty goo they were floating in.  

Angie let go of Parson’s hands. 

He reached up and grabbed her neck. She pulled away, thinking it was an attack, 

but it wasn’t. She realized what he wanted and let him pull her lips down to his lips. 

The kiss was deep and it was passionate, tongues dancing, memories passing 

through saliva.  
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The edge of the membrane was drawing closer. 

Angie pulled away from him and then re-tied his hands. They looked at each 

other, eyes saying it all. She strapped him in and then went back to her seat. 

The tip of the plane was just pushing out of the muck. Carson started firing up 

the engines, but they weren’t turning over. The plane had stalled, engines jammed 

with snot.  

“Shit! Come on Sweet Pea! Come on!”  

The plane was being birthed out of the membrane, so it was only a matter of 

time before they reached the tipping point.  

Parson closed his eyes and thought of home. He went to his happy place. If this 

was the end, then he would go out knowing he at least took a chance. That’s more 

than most people can say. 

The plane was further out, not long now before it tipped forward. There was still 

no engine response. 

“Do something, Carson!”  

“What do you think I’m doing, Angie?” 

Then it happened. 

The plane tipped forward and the two people up front were looking straight 

down at the water below. Parson squeezed his eyes closed and prayed as his body 

slid forward and was caught by the seat belt – without it he would have gone 

through the window and fallen to a watery death.  

The plane dangled for a moment as the ooze slowly finished its birthing push. 

The engines sputtered. 

Died.  
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The plane was pushed out.  

There was no turbulence this time.  

The plane had a smooth exit, but it was falling nose first and silent, no spinning, 

just straight down it went. 

The water rushed at them, ready to eat them alive in a salty tomb. 

The engines sputtered. 

Died. 

Carson flipped the switch violently, trying, cussing, hoping that the engines 

would roar to life. 

Nothing. 

Silence. 

The water below was closer now. 

Then a sputter, a spark of life. 

The engines caught. 

Propellers spun. 

The plane was still diving. 

The water was getting closer; they could see the waves on top of it. 

Angie closed her eyes – death was imminent. 

Carson pulled back on the yoke with sweat standing out on his head and body, 

heart racing, blood pumping, looking like a mad man. His eyes were bulging and 

his teeth were clinched so tight, that it was a wonder they didn’t shatter from the 

pressure. 
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The engines were alive again, but they were still crashing, still heading 

downward. 

It was all over.  

Then, just at the point of impact, the plane evened out; and Carson guided Sweet 

Pea over the water and into a somewhat anti-climatic water landing.  

They had survived. 

Somehow they had survived. 

2 

As the plane moved across the water, like a boat, the three survivors drew in 

breaths of sweet relief. They still had life, and for that they were all very thankful. 

There was no talking. All of them just happy to still have a place on this Earth.  

Carson looked out towards the shoreline as the sweat dried, and his body 

returned to normal. A dock appeared out of thin air, magic like in the way it just 

formed. Carson blinked to make sure it wasn’t a mirage. Opening his eyes, he saw, 

that it wasn’t. It was big enough to tie the plane to, so he moved it in the direction 

of the small brown wooden dock. 

“Can I see the island?”  

They both looked back at Parson. 

Angie went and unhooked his seat belt. She grabbed the map as she led him to 

the front of the plane.  

Carson brought the plane up to the dock and stopped it there. The engines shut 

off. Carson got up and pushed past Parson and Angie, heading towards the door. 

“Wait! Where are you going?”  

Carson stopped, hands poised, just inches from the door handle. “What Angie?” 
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“Can’t you see we are in some kind of dome?” 

“So.”  

“What happens if the air is poisoned and you can’t breathe it?” 

“If we are going to find that treasure, we can’t stay in this plane, now can we?” 

“I guess not,” she replied.  

“Besides, Sweet Pea isn’t exactly air tight.”  

Someone on the outside knocked on the door to the plane, interrupting their 

conversation.  

They all jumped. 

The knock came again. 

“Parson, Parson Slang. Is that you in there?” 

“Expecting someone Parson?” Carson replied. 

Parson looked from Carson to the door.  

“I need to see Parson Slang.” It was a female’s voice pushing through the metal 

fabric of the door.  

Carson grabbed the handle. 

“Wait!”  

“What now Angie?” Carson was getting tired of this. He needed to tie up the 

plane before it drifted back into the water.  

“What happens if she’s armed? What’s the plan?” 

Carson thought about that for a moment. “Good point. You go first Parson.” 

Parson held up his hands. “Forgetting something.” 

Carson undid the ropes that bound him. “No funny stuff.” 
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“Guys, the map, it’s changing.” They both turned to Angie as the knock came 

again.  

“You have to be Parson Slang or you wouldn’t have gotten through. Only 

someone with the map can make it past the barrier.” 

Angie held up the map; and, as they watched, the words and images erased, 

leaving just a blank canvas. Then something started to take shape, rising up, like 

in a child’s pop up book. When it completed its transformation, it was the island in 

full detail, sitting in the center of the map. An X appeared where the treasure could 

be found, flashing like a neon sign in multiple colors of red, green, purple, and 

yellow, a beacon to the riches that lay just beyond the plane. 

“X marks the spot Angie,” Carson replied. “Now answer the fucking door 

Parson.”  

Parson turned his eyes away from the map and made his way to the door. Angie 

and Carson watched as the door popped open. A milky, snotty sun light drifted in 

through the open door way. Parson took in a deep breath, and the air came back 

breathable. He stepped out of the plane, dodging the dripping snot-like substance 

that covered it, and onto the dock.  

Parson took a moment to survey the world outside, and it was shocking. It 

looked like a boat and plane graveyard, a place those machines went to die. It was 

a wonder no one saw the destruction from the plane because it was everywhere.  

At the spot where the membrane touched the water, littered upon it, were parts 

of boats bobbing on the tide, stuck in a state of unsinkability. There was so much 

debris in the water that you could only see small pieces of blue in between the litter. 

It was so thick and so deep, that you could walk across this trash field without ever 
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fearing a drop into the water. This trash field was also growing. Parson could see 

its outer edges creeping closer to the shore. It wouldn’t be long before the water 

inside the dome was impassable by anything that made it through. 

Parson could also see bows of ships, still stuck in the membrane, held forever in 

suspended forward motion, the rest of the boat gone, sunk somewhere on the other 

side. It looked like someone had taking these bows and pinned them to this massive 

membrane wall. Like the debris in the water, you could hop from bow to bow and 

make a circle trip around the island without ever getting your feet wet.  

The beach was also littered, but not with boats. Planes in various forms of a 

crash landing were scattered all over it. A circle trip around the island by beach 

would show you more of the same. Upon looking skyward, you could see various 

parts of planes sticking out of the membrane, their noses pointed forward, still 

flying, with no tail section, their engines now silent and dead. Luckily, they were 

all non-commercial boats and planes; mostly pleasure ones, but there were a lot of 

them.  

Parson turned away before he vomited and looked at the woman standing in 

front of him. Carson and Angie heard this as they sat waiting – neither one really 

sure what to do next.  

“Parson Slang?” 

“That’s me.” 

Then their voices fell down to a whisper, unable to be heard by those in the 

plane.  
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Carson wandered up to the door in order to see what was going on. A second 

later, he started to back up with his hands in the air. The woman who was on the 

outside was now on the inside, and she was pointing an Uzi at him. Angie froze 

where she was sitting, map open in her lap. 

The woman stood about five feet tall, wearing a tee shirt, shorts, and hiking 

boots. She had long brown hair tied back in a ponytail, and her left and right arms 

supported sizeable muscles. Her skin was bronze and tan from years of life in the 

Caribbean.  

Parson was standing behind her. “That’s them.” 

“So you guys are here to take what rightfully belongs to Parson.” 

“It belongs to no one,” Carson barked – somewhat defenseless with the Uzi in 

his face. 

“Nope, that’s not true.” 

“What gives you the right to point that at us?” Angie chimed in with her bravest 

of voices, but it wasn’t very brave. She really wasn’t cut out for this line of work, 

and it was starting to show in tears running down her cheek. 

“What gives me the right?” The woman paused, and then continued. “You see, 

someone from my family has always been here, waiting until the rightful heir came 

along and claimed what was rightfully theirs.” 

“Your family has been here, on this island, for that long?” Angie couldn’t believe 

it as she wiped away the tears. 

“Get your map Parson.” He went to reach for it as the woman answered Angie’s 

response. “There’s a small island just beyond here where we’ve set up our home. 

We check in from time to time, but usually we just find a shattered wreck.” 
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“So you saw the plane enter, and then you hopped on over?” 

“I was told last night in a dream to come looking for Parson Slang. I was also 

told that the map will allow him to get through the membrane, but he’ll need help 

once he is on the island, and lo and behold, here he stands needing help. I guess I 

was lucky to arrive when I did.” 

Parson held the map, but he was unsure of what to do next. It wasn’t exactly 

foldable in the condition it was in; and, to run around the island with it like it was, 

would be about impossible. “Now what?” 

She looked at Parson and touched a corner of the map. The mountain slid back 

into the paper as easily as it had appeared. Once this was accomplished, the map 

lifted up into the air, folded itself, and slid into Parson’s back pocket for safe 

keeping.  

“Magic touch.” 

“How did you do that?”  

“The map is full of wonders Parson, something else I learned in my dream last 

night. You just need to know how to touch it.”  

“What’s next?” Carson asked, impatient, ready to be done with all of this. 

“It’s up to Parson,” the woman replied. 

“How about some fresh air?”  

“You heard the man, move it.” The woman waved the gun in a sweeping motion 

at Carson and Angie. They got the hint and filed out single file. The woman then 

stepped out of the plane followed by Parson. 

3 
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Carson took off his hat and let out a breath of air as he and Angie stood, looking 

at the destruction. How he had managed to navigate Sweet Pea across this carnage 

was a mystery to him. He was either that good or someone really wanted Parson to 

see his treasure. “When I started flying these parts,” Carson paused and put back 

on his hat. “I was told about the legends of this island - how boats and planes had 

gone missing when they got too close; so I avoided a direct fly over. Seeing this, I’m 

glad I did.” 

“The membrane cloaks itself; it’s a defense mechanism and feeding one as well. 

So when you are sailing along or flying over you don’t realize it is there until it is 

too late. Then, it has you where it wants you. A perfect Venus Fly Trap,” The woman 

replied. 

“Feeding?” Angie was surprised to hear that. 

“Sure. It lives and breathes needs to eat.”  

“Lucky we had the map.” Parson looked at the membrane above; and, for the 

first time, he really saw it, moving and squirming, like a million slimy snakes 

crawling all over each other. 

“Yes, lucky for you.” 

 “So, are you going to kill us now or what?” Carson had decided enough was 

enough. Death or no death, it was time to decide once and for all.  

“That’s up to Parson. We can kill you or tie you up and come back for you later. 

However, when that membrane gets hungry, that membrane needs to eat. It won’t 

be long before it starts crawling out here looking for some food and I would 

assume, without the map, you two guys might finally register on its radar. Killing 
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you might be better than letting you sit here and wait for a death that may or may 

not come.”  

Carson and Angie turned to look up at it.  

So did Parson, again.  

Two tentacles slithered out from the slime and ooze and then slimy hands 

appeared on the end of each one of them. The tentacles descended down towards 

the water and then into it. A second later, the two hands brought up a fish the size 

of a whale. The tentacles pulled the dripping wet squirming thing all the way back 

up and into the membrane. The fish, of course, was gone. 

“How do you get in?” Angie had been wondering this since they arrived. 

“Your name dear?” 

“Angie.” 

“You ask a lot of questions, Angie.” 

“It’s not every day I pass through a snotty membrane and wind up in a world 

like this.” 

“I guess that’s true.” The woman thought about the question for a moment. “I’m 

not sure exactly how to answer that, but for some reason my family can pass 

through the membrane and back out again with no issues. It doesn’t attack us.” She 

looked up at the membrane, and when she spoke she had decided to change the 

subject. “I’ve been told it hasn’t always been so strong or so large. Once it lay like a 

snake around the treasure, guarding it. Somewhere over time it grew as it got 

hungrier, reaching out for fresher food. It still has fish, as you see, but fish can only 

hold it for so long.” 
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“Did people ever come here?” Parson asked before Angie could, but both of them 

were thinking it. 

“Before it grew to where it currently is this place use to get visitors all the time. 

The world, though, quit exploring and moved on. Legends set in. People stopped 

coming. That’s when it started to grow and search for more food.” 

“If you want to leave us here, can’t you leave the map? You know, where the 

treasure is, right?” Angie thought this might be a solution to the imminent death 

she and Carson may be facing. 

“No. We were never told where it was. We were just supposed to look after the 

island.” 

Angie’s heart sank.  

“So, what are you going to do with us? I’m tired of the history lesson.” It was 

Carson chiming in this time, smug and confident; he really wanted this to be done 

with. 

The woman turned around to Parson. “It’s up to you.” 

Parson thought about it for a moment. “We have to take them with us. There’s 

no other way. As much as they’ve insulted me, I still can’t bring myself to let them 

die.” 

“So nice of you Parson.” Carson smiled his smug smile, and that was the final 

straw. Parson hit the guy so hard that it knocked Carson onto the wooden planks 

of the dock. Carson looked up at Parson, surprised. He jumped up and charged 

Parson like a linebacker attacking a quarterback; both men flew off the dock and 

into the sand below.  

They started to fight as both women looked at each other.  
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The woman quickly put the gun on Angie. “Don’t do anything.” 

Parson and Carson were now on their feet exchanging punches to the face and 

the body.  

Carson was winning.  

He had too many years of living life like this for Parson to actually come out the 

victor. Parson was starting to get pummeled when the woman let off a shot from 

her gun.  

“Enough!” 

The fight stopped. 

Carson looked up at the dock as Parson took a hard seat in the sand. His face 

was going to show signs of this fight tomorrow, and his body, still sore from the 

turbulence, was going to be extra sore as well. 

“All right guys! We’ve got to work together on this! Whatever beef all three of 

you have, it will be settled in due time. It’s time to go get that treasure.” The woman 

replied as she motioned for Angie to move.  

Just as Angie did, the woman stopped.  

A blade materialized out of thin air; and it lay across her throat, ready to slit it 

from ear to ear. Then a handle appeared, followed by a fleshy free floating hand 

that was holding the blade in place. This hand was attached to the Black Pirate who 

appeared a second later behind her. This time he was no ghost. This time he was 

solid. This time he was born out of the spiritual world and into the warm soft body 

of human flesh.  

“Not so fast. I think we need to discuss this a little further.” 
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“Did you think it would be so easy?” The Black Pirate froze as The Golden Pirate 

appeared behind him. The Golden Pirate’s sword pointed squarely in the back of 

The Black Pirate, and just like The Black Pirate, The Golden Pirate was living life 

in a human body once again. 

“Haven’t we settled this over the centuries? Shouldn’t you just give up?” The 

Black Pirate replied. 

“As long as I can stand against you, I won’t.” 

“Neither will I.” The Black Pirate moved, raising his blade as he did, and turned 

quick, quick enough to bring the blade down onto The Golden Pirate’s sword.  

A clang of metal echoed across the island, amplified by the slime dome. 

The Golden Pirate went on the defense as a sword fight broke out. Metal on 

metal, sparks flying, both fully aware they were flesh, that they could now die with 

the right piercing of the blade.  

It appeared that no one could find an advantage, both equally skilled; but when 

the Golden Pirate reached the edge of the pier, the water below, he had no choice, 

but to stop and balance. The Black Pirate saw his chance to end this feud, once and 

for all. He stopped and raised the point of the blade up to the other pirate’s throat.  

The Uzi went off behind them, both men were startled.  

“Leave him alone!” It was the woman this time and she had the Uzi pointed on 

the two pirates. “Give him some air.” 

“No so fast, bitch!” Angie had brought a gun from inside the plane with her, and 

she had found the right time to pull it. “Now drop that gun and step back.” 

The woman did as she was told.  

The two pirates stood motionless at the end of the dock.  
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Carson and Parson remained frozen on the beach, both unsure of what to do 

next.  

Angie picked up the Uzi and tossed it down to Carson. He caught it and gave 

Parson a hard smack across the face with the butt of the gun. Parson fell forward 

and hit with a soft landing, out cold.  

“Cut it out Carson! Get the map and let’s get out of here!”  

Carson retrieved it, and then climbed back up on the dock. He looked over at 

the pirates when he was back on the wooden planks. “You, in the black, do you 

want in on this?” The Black Pirate nodded as Carson went into the plane to gather 

supplies for their journey.  

The Black Pirate said this to The Golden Pirate before he left. “We’re not 

through, and the only reason why I won’t kill you now is that I want to defeat you 

man to man. You may not think this, but I have honor; and it wouldn’t be honorable 

to kill you in cold blood.” 

“Honor?” The Golden Pirate spit the words out. “After what you did to Laura.” 

He paused. “You should have killed me when you had the chance.” 

“Soon.” The Black Pirate joined Angie as Carson stepped out of the plane, bag 

slung over his back. They said nothing to each other as they climbed off the dock 

and evaporated into the distance. 

Two tentacles reached out of the membrane above. They went down into the 

water below, and another gigantic fish was plucked from its watery home. 

The woman and the pirate went down to check on Parson who had managed to 

get up and stand on wobbly feet. 
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“Do you think you can move?” The Golden Pirate asked, as he put one hand 

firmly on Parson’s arm. The woman got the other one. 

“I’m not sure. The legs are a little wobbly.” 

The woman was anxious. “We really need to get moving before the others get to 

the treasure.” 

“If he can’t move, then he can’t move.” The Golden Pirate replied, as he tried to 

buy Parson a few minutes. 

“I think I’ll be okay.” 

“Are you sure?” The Golden Pirate asked with concern in his voice.  

“Yeah. You guys have worked too hard to lose the treasure this way. Wobbly legs 

or not, I have to find a way to get moving.” Parson pushed their hands away and 

stood by himself for a moment. Stars formed in his eyes, and the world spun like a 

top. He thought he was going to pass out, but he steadied himself. He rubbed his 

head, stretched his jaw, not broken, just sore. The bad feelings started to pass. 

“Let’s go, but take it slow.” 

“Which direction?” The woman looked at The Golden Pirate.  

“We can reach it either way. I think we should go in the opposite direction.” 

“Meet in the middle,” Parson replied. 

“Maybe we can get there before them. Are you sure you’re ready?”  

The woman was starting to pace, but The Golden Pirate showed nothing but 

patience. 

Parson took a couple of steps forward and realized he wasn’t going to fall over. 

“Let’s do this.” 
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They started to move, taking it slow at first, with a quick stop at the plane to 

gather supplies they would need. They left the dock after that and picked up the 

pace once Parson started to feel better. 

Day turned to evening and evening to night. 

The race to the treasure was on. 
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Sidebar 

 

There is a rich back story between The Golden Pirate and The Black Pirate that 

I want to take a few minutes of your time to talk about. This won’t be a lengthy 

back story, more of an abbreviated version; so, if you are anxious to get back to 

the main story, I promise, you won’t be here too long. Okay, here goes. 

1. 

It all started with a girl. Her name was Laura, the third child in a family of ten. 

It really is as simple as that.  

This girl was pure love, and any man smitten with her affections was bound to 

fall. It was inevitable.  

Who wouldn’t have loved her?  

She had a small figure and stood about 5 feet tall. She had a strong heart, fair 

skin, blonde hair, and blue-eyes. She was eighteen at the time, and both pirates 

were well into their twenties. Love is easier to throw around at that age, and both 

pirates did, richly.  

The girl these two pirates fell in love with was very wealthy; and, once she was 

married, a treasure was to be given to the lucky couple. They would live out their 

lives together without a worry, and so would their children, their children’s 

children, and many generations beyond that.  

As the weeks and months wore on, both pirates wooed her; but it was The 

Golden Pirate she fell in love with. He was in it for love and not the treasure. She 

knew that and she also knew that he would have married her even if she was a poor 

peasant girl. He was a good pirate, one who helped service the seas, not take from 
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it. The girl’s father, seeing how much they loved each other, gave The Golden Pirate 

his blessing to marry her.  

Then, in a jealous rage, spurred by his love for the treasure, and upset with the 

riches he would not have. The Black Pirate raped and tortured Laura, and 

eventually killed her. Eating her heart as a sick symbol of how he felt about their 

lost love. 

The Golden Pirate, upon hearing this, went on the attack, vowing revenge and 

vengeance for the one he had lost.  

This fight between the two pirates raged for months, and it took them from land 

to sea and back to land again.  

The father of Laura was so disgusted by what the treasure had created, told The 

Golden Pirate to take it away and bury it, get rid of it. He never wanted to see it 

again because her treasure brought him nothing but grief. 

The Golden Pirate searched out a wizard, who had been upon this earth for 

many, many years. He paid this wizard in gold (his own, not Laura’s) to sail with 

him across the seas. This wizard ran his hands through his long white hair and 

stroked his long white beard as he ponder upon it, for a moment. He agreed, and 

they set out across the Atlantic Ocean with a small crew to man The Golden Pirate’s 

ship – a ship large enough for the trip, but small enough to slip in and out of the 

tiniest of ports.  

The Black Pirate chased after them; but after a long battle at sea, lost out to his 

enemy. The Black Pirate was mortally wounded in battle by the blade of The 

Golden Pirate. As he lay dying, with The Golden Pirate standing over him, he 
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vowed that he would have his vengeance, even from the grave, and that the treasure 

would always have his curse upon it. That any man that seeked it or claimed it 

would have to deal with him first, before that man could ever enjoy the spoils of 

victory. The Golden Pirate told him, that if he ever tried to harm one of Laura’s 

descendants that he personally would make sure it didn’t happen. The Black 

Pirate’s last words were, “Challenge accepted.” Then he died and the crew of his 

ship was forced to return home or join their enemy. Most of them returned home.  

The Golden Pirate continued on until he found the right spot for his island – 

deep down in what is now called The Caribbean Sea. It was there that the wizard 

created the island, standing on the deck of the ship and casting his spell into the 

water. Then from the depths it arose – covered with all the trees, plants, and 

animals (big and small) The Golden Pirate loved, complete with a warm sandy 

beach, and miles of endless sunshine. The treasure was hidden deep inside a cave 

and a white mist placed around it. This mist lived and breathed and needed to eat, 

but it was always supposed to guard the treasure.  

There was another safeguard put into place as well, a guardian, someone who 

could look out for the island and the treasure. They were told they would be paid 

as long as the island existed, that their family and families beyond that would be 

paid, paid until someone came to claim the treasure. They were never told the 

location of the treasure and because of how well they were paid no one from that 

family ever went in search of it.  

The Golden Pirate then ordered the wizard to make a treasure map like no other. 

This map was made out of fire and darkness – made to do magical things that a 
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normal map of paper could never do. With the map created, The Golden Pirate put 

these safeguards into it: 

That each generation of Laura’s family would have a chance to carry the map 

to the treasure, but the treasure would have to lie in wait for at least 100 years. 

Only then, could he be certain that the riches, when found, would not create a 

hassle.  

The Golden Pirate also wanted to take the map with him into the spiritual 

world. To hold it in safe possession within his spiritual form until he found the 

right heir to give it to. Upon visitation, Laura’s heir, would either accept it or deny 

it.  

Generations passed and so did the map from hand to hand, no one brave enough 

or strong enough to claim what was rightfully theirs until Parson Slang took the 

challenge. 

2 

So, that’s it fellow reader. You have a very brief version of how it all came to be. 

Will there be a longer version someday? Perhaps, but for now let me put you back 

into the main time line of the story. I know we are all hungry to find out how this 

will all conclude.  

Before I go, I would like to tell you one more thing. It’s not really that important 

story wise, but it is interesting to note. 

Laura’s dad had a tiny chest of treasure set aside for each of his kids. The coins 

inside each box were specially marked. They had the name of the child they 
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belonged to etched in raised gold lettering on one side, and on the other side were 

three simple words: I LOVE YOU. 

Okay, enough with my ramblings, let’s get on back to the story. 

Will Parson get the treasure or won’t he? Will The Black Pirate win or will The 

Golden Pirate? How does it all conclude?  

It will all be answered soon enough, now onto Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 7 

Skull Cave 

 

The palm trees blow easy behind me 

Sand shifts between my toes 

Standing in the shallow surf on an island 

A quiet little place nobody knows 

 

 

Parson and the woman have now learned all about The Golden Pirate and The 

Black Pirate, their history, and why they came to be, which is the information you 

just read in the Sidebar section. Let’s now rejoin our travelers as they move 

forward on their quest for the treasure. 

1 

The island lay in nighttime’s grasp. Fires burned in both camps, and tales were 

being told. 

“That’s where it ends, with you.” The Golden Pirate looked across the fire at 

Parson, who sat there mesmerized. So was the woman. Her family was only sent to 

guard the island, and they were never told the things she had just learned. “Do you 

know Parson that you are the only one that has taken the map this far? Of all the 

ones, who were presented this chance, only you have made it to the island. The 

others before you were either scared off or they were killed by The Black Pirate 

along the way.” 
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Parson thought of that statement for a moment. The guy mostly likely to be 

voted least brave, if there was a category like that back in High School, was the only 

one to take the map this far. It really was hard for him to believe. 

Something popped in the small fire sending ash flying in sparks.  

The fire settled. 

The membrane of slime ebbed and flowed above.  

Something was plopped from the water, and this time it screeched as it was 

pulled to its untimely death. The screech echoed out across the night – trapped 

sound, inside the Slime Dome. 

The Golden Pirate turned his head towards the screech. “It’s hungrier now than 

when we created it.” He paused for a moment and looked back at the fire. “We 

never meant for it to be so large or to do what it has done.”  

“What stops it?” 

“Stops it?” 

“If it’s hungrier and bigger than when you created it. What stops it from coming 

down here tonight and eating us?” 

“I think its content. It either doesn’t care about us, or it hasn’t noticed us. It 

doesn’t matter though.” 

“Why?” The woman chimed in as she looked up at the sky. 

“When we reach the treasure tomorrow, it will know we are here, and it will try 

to defend its prize. It’s what it was meant to do, and I promise you, it will.” 

Parson looked at the pirate, the ghost now flesh and blood. “You really went all 

out trying to protect the treasure, didn’t you?”  
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 “Maybe protect isn’t the right word. Maybe I was just trying to keep it. Keep it 

safe until -”  

The fire popped again.  

“- I’m rambling.” 

“Why didn’t you spend it? Wouldn’t she have wanted you to?”  

“Parson, I didn’t have the heart for that or the need. After she died, it became a 

curse to her father and to me. It was like a noose around my neck, weighted down 

by gold. I thought maybe if I put it away that after time passed, the evil it created 

would end. I had no idea that evil would follow me into death itself.” 

“Do you think it will ever end?” Parson asked. 

“The feud?” The Golden Pirate looked down at his body. “I think we’ve both been 

given this flesh for a reason. We are to end it right here and right now. I think our 

souls will be at rest once this is settled.”  

Silence around them. 

The fire popped.  

The flames licked the sky and ate up the darkness.  

Parson tried to start up another round of conversation. “You must have been 

able to see the world grow. Being who you are – were.” 

“My trips to this plane of existence are brief. It takes a lot of time and energy to 

break down the barrier from my world to yours. You have to be certain you are 

ready to do it when you do. Though lately, it’s been easier to cross over, which also 

tells me, that maybe something is different now.” 

“When is the last time you saw the island?” 
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“When I created it, I never returned until today.” 

“We should sleep a bit,” the woman chimed in, as she studied the fire and 

thought of the treasure. 

“Shouldn’t we be moving?” Parson was anxious.  

“The treasure is close, but the other group will need their rest. I don’t think they 

will make it to Skull Cave any sooner than us.” 

“Skull Cave?” Parson asked. 

The woman interrupted him. Sleep, for the moment, was gone. “How do you 

know which one it is? There are four, right?” 

The Golden Pirate looked at her. “Three of the skulls you see are mirages; a trick 

of the eyes, there is nothing there but the forest. The other one, the one that holds 

the treasure, is an actual cave carved into the mountain side,” the pirate paused. 

“They have the map so they will know which one it is, but there is something they 

don’t know,” he paused again. “Only I hold the key.” 

“The key?” 

 The Golden Pirate looked into those big open eyes of Parson Slang. The light of 

the fire danced inside of them as he waited for more tales of pirates, treasures, and 

years gone by. “You will learn soon enough. Sleep now, both of you. Time will pass 

quickly.” 

“One other thing,” Parson replied. 

“Yes.” 

“How did you die? You never told us that.” 

The Golden Pirate looked at Parson, and realized that was true. His ending was 

never revealed to them. He thought on it a moment. “I know this may not seem 
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logical or maybe even plausible, but I know it’s true.” He studied the fire for a 

moment; tears at the edges of his eyes, human tears, ready to drop and roll down 

his cheek, Laura on his mind, always on his mind. He held the tears back and 

continued. “I died of a broken heart. On the way home, after creating all this, I fell 

ill. There was no reason for this illness. No one else on the ship had it, just me. I 

could feel my heart slowing; the pain of her loss was just too much for me to bear. 

Once I buried the treasure the one thing I had to do was done. My life’s purpose 

was complete and with nothing to focus on but her, my heart just couldn’t take it. 

I was buried at sea.” 

Parson let this sit on him a moment and it sat heavy, like a lead weight. It was 

such a tragic tale.  

“I guess you’ll stand watch,” the woman replied, her eyes flapping open and 

closed like a window shade, trying to end this round of conversation.  

“I will,” The Golden Pirate replied. 

“So you don’t need to sleep?” 

“Parson, I haven’t slept for centuries.” The Golden Pirate motioned for both of 

them to take it easy for now. They did their best to get comfortable. Both of them 

were asleep in minutes.  

The Golden Pirate returned to his thoughts as he stood watch. Laura, it was 

always Laura. She haunted him. He missed her so much and he hoped, as he had 

for so long, that he would see her soon. That once this was over his soul would rest 

and he would be able to gaze upon her one more time. He pushed the thoughts 
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away the best he could, watched the fire burn, keeping it warm all night, while he 

waited for morning to arrive. 

2 

Somewhere on the other side of the island, the other group was hunkered down, 

just under a large hanging rock. Like the fire at the other camp, it popped and 

creaked as the flames ate the wood and burned off the dark. 

The Black Pirate was telling Carson and Angie his side of the story, the who, 

what, when, where, and why. Of course, this was his version; and he had tweaked 

it so he would seem like the hero. That he was the victim, not the other way around, 

even though he knew it to not be the truth. 

“I guess you really do hate this guy. He killed and raped your girl and stole your 

treasure. Then he killed you. That’s a bummer.” Carson was smoking on a joint as 

he talked and watched the fire burn.  

 “Why don’t we scale up the mountain and get the treasure tonight? We have the 

map.” Angie was trying to figure out how to get it open, the magic touch the woman 

had before didn’t seem to be working for Angie. The map was still folded as nice 

and neat as it was when Carson pulled it out of Parson’s back pocket.  

“We need our rest – you need your rest.” 

“So you aren’t sleeping?” Angie asked as she found the magic spot and the map 

opened up before her, with the child’s pop up mountain rising out of its center, X 

marks the spot, flashing like before. Angie opened and closed it a few times in order 

to make sure she could do it, easily enough.  

“I’m still only a ghost. I’ve manifested into this form, but it will only last as long 

as I am here.” 
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“Then what?” Angie and the pirate looked over at Carson. “Did I fart or 

something?” 

“Yes, then what?” Angie was curious as well. 

“I think it all ends here, the centuries of fighting between me and the other 

pirate. We will be at rest once this is all over.” 

“Can you die twice?” The weed was getting Carson into a talking mood, but soon 

he would sleep the heavy sleep of a person coming down from the marijuana high. 

“I honestly don’t know the answer to that one.” Angie took a hit and listened to 

the man talk some more. “Whatever lies beyond this island for us will be shown in 

due time.” The pirate adjusted himself against a log. “You should sleep now. 

Tomorrow will be a trying day.” 

“I can’t wait to see that treasure.” Angie was feeling that Christmas morning 

rush. Isn’t it funny how the human animal loves its riches, money rules? 

“Sleep now. You will see it soon enough.”  

Angie and Carson finished the joint; and then Carson tossed the bud into the 

fire, which consumed it eagerly.  

The high took over, and Angie settled into Carson’s arms for the night. Carson 

held her tight and wondered if they could have a quickie. He looked around to see 

if there was a private spot, but he realized that would involve getting up. He was 

too high to try, so he just held her and let her sleep. 

“I need to know something,” Carson replied, his eyes were heavy, and he knew 

sleep would come soon. He took out the pistol and put it on his lap, with the safety 

off, finger just above the trigger, poised for quick action.  
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“Yes.” The pirate was tired of talking to them, but he put that aside for the 

moment.  

“Are you going to kill us while we sleep?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“We have the map. You need the map. You don’t need us.”  

“I have no intention of having your blood on my hands. I don’t know what will 

happen when we get to the treasure, but I know you two are safe for now.” 

“What could you do with the treasure?” 

“What do you mean?” 

“The other pirate has Parson to leave it to, but you, you have no one. I assume 

you can’t take it with you.” 

The Black Pirate thought about that for a moment; and, lucky for him, he didn’t 

have to answer it, would never have to answer it. Carson fell asleep and started to 

snore. 

The pirate was glad to be done with the questions and accusations. He had no 

idea what was going to happen once he reached the treasure or what his ultimate 

goal was, if he did win and claim the treasure for himself. He did know this though, 

that he was tired, tired of battling, tired of roaming; and that whatever happened 

at the cave, he would be glad when it was over.  

The fire cracked and popped. 

Morning was on its way. 

3 

Parson woke up in a milky sun puddle with no one around him. He stood up and 

stretched, looked up at the hazy sun above, its rays distorted as they made their 
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way through the slimy membrane. His legs cried out for a good run, but there was 

no way he could do that here, the beach maybe, but that would involve going down 

to get his running gear, and leaving the camp. That would set all of them behind, 

and they needed to get to the cave before the other group.  

Something caught his attention, so loud, that he nearly jammed his neck looking 

up at the sky above.  

It was a loud crack.  

It’s the sound you hear when someone breaks open a crab; but instead of it 

sounding like a cracking shell, it was the sound of cracking metal and plastic.  

What Parson saw, to his horror, was a plane. This plane was a small twin engine 

machine that couldn’t have held more than six living souls, and all of them were 

screaming, so loud, that Parson could have sworn he heard them from where he 

stood. 

Two slimy hands (attached to two slimy arms) were holding this plane so it could 

be split open in the middle, where the seats were. The membrane was smart 

enough to know that if you cracked it open too much that the people would spill 

out. So, what it did, was hold the plane on either end and then split it open just 

enough so a long white snotty tentacle could crawl in and devour the precious meat 

inside. This tentacle went from brain to brain until each person was linked together 

and in a coma, stunned by either oncoming death or something within the 

substance. This tentacle then began to suck. It was like a bottomless vacuum 

cleaner as it emptied out everything within their human bodies. It didn’t matter 
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what it was, this thing ate it all, the brains, the bones, the blood, the intestines, it 

just loved the internal parts of humans. The only thing it didn’t eat was the flesh. 

Once it was done feasting, it broke the plane in two and tossed the pieces down 

onto the beach below. As what was left of the plane fell, Parson could see all kinds 

of debris falling; but the thing that got to him the most, were the seats, and what 

was left of the people sitting in them. Their empty bodies were still locked in place 

by the seat belt, skin flapping in the wind like a flesh flag. He had to turn away in 

order to keep from vomiting.  

The plane came to rest in two pieces at separate spots on the beach without 

exploding.  

“Creepy isn’t it?” 

Parson jumped and then turned around to see who had spooked him.  

“Sorry.” It was the woman, solo. 

“It’s awful. How many times and how many years has it been doing that?” 

“It seems to get worse every year. I think it’s getting hungrier, like the pirate 

said. It use to just let the boats or planes get stuck and then sheer them in half, 

feasting that way, but that method must have been too slow. So it started doing it 

this way. Grabbing a boat or plane and then cracking it open. I figure it is just so 

hungry it doesn’t want to snare them and wait. It just wants to get right to it. What 

you just saw is a plane it just plucked out of the air. That plane wasn’t anywhere 

near this island before it grabbed it,” she paused. “I also think it’s starting to 

expand.” 

“Expand?” 
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“I’ve noticed over the last couple of years that it is taking longer to get through 

the membrane when I come over to check on the island. Once it knows of the other 

islands and the lives on them, who knows just how far it will go?” 

“Then we better get to the treasure and put an end to it.” The Golden Pirate 

replied behind them, causing them both to jump. 

“Where have you guys been?” Parson asked, trying not to look at the sky above, 

fearing he would see something else grotesque. 

“Scouting,” The woman replied. 

“Is there any news on the others?” Parson asked. 

“They’ve started moving,” The Golden Pirate replied. 

“Then let’s get started.” Parson was anxious, really anxious, so much so he was 

almost bouncing. 

“Sure. Just take it easy or you will have a heart attack.” The woman said this as 

she made sure the fire was out and the supplies packed away. “Is anyone hungry 

before I finish this?” 

“You know, I could eat.” Parson had forgotten about his stomach, but his 

stomach hadn’t forgotten about food. It growled as the woman fished in the bag 

and produced a granola bar.  

“I think this is about all we have in the way of breakfast.” 

“That’ll do.”  

Parson ate his granola bar and the woman ate one as well. The pirate wasn’t 

eating – the ghost thing. Ghosts don’t eat. No need for it.  

When they were done, they packed up and got their feet moving. 
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It was time to go get that treasure. 

4 

The morning bled into afternoon, and the climb proved difficult, because there 

was no path leading up to the cave. They stopped and rested, tired, hungry and hot 

once they reached a place that was hidden, but close enough to the cave’s mouth 

that they could see what was going on. Food was simple again, granola bars, candy 

bars, bottled water, and a little bit of beef jerky. While they ate, they peered through 

the bushes, and looked at the entrance.  

The opening to the cave was carved into the shape of a mouth that looked like it 

was either yawning or screaming – take your pick. In front of this entrance was a 

bare sandy circle. This made the cave look like it was sticking out a tongue, a sandy 

white tongue filled with a thin layer of grains. Teeth lined the upper portion of this 

cave entrance mouth that hung sharp and deadly, just inches from your head. 

There were six teeth in all and each one of them would prove to be a formidable 

weapon if need be. The ground below these teeth was smooth so you could walk 

right into the cave without any obstructions to get in your way. 

There was no sign of Carson and his group or the membrane for that matter. It 

was either resting comfortably, watching them, or full from recent meals it had 

eaten.  

“We’re in its lair.” The Golden Pirate whispered to Parson as they all looked out 

at the clearing, backs unguarded.  

“Just ignore it guys.” 
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“Ignore what?” Wait, Parson thought, that voice wasn’t from our party of three. 

He turned from the clearing to the voice now standing behind them; the other two 

in his party did the same. 

It was Carson, and he had his pistol pointed at Parson. 

“Now you guys need to move or Parson’s head may just take a vacation from his 

body.” They hesitated. “Do it now!” They all got up from their hiding positions and 

walked into the clearing. “Okay, guys. You can come out now.”  

From the other side of the clearing stepped The Black Pirate and Angie.  

“I told you I saw something,” Carson replied, boasting. “Always trust your 

instincts. The only good advice my father ever gave me.” 

“So what do we do now guys?” They all turned to look at Parson.  

The truth is, none of them knew what to do. They had been so focused on getting 

here that of all the scenarios playing through their heads, none of them involved a 

stand off, six people standing in an open circle, waiting for a sign, a sign of what to 

do next.  

The Black Pirate looked at The Golden Pirate. “This is your island; you made it. 

What’s next?” 

The Golden Pirate drew in a breath and spoke. “Take out the map, whoever has 

it.” Angie did as she was asked. “Open it, I assume you know how.”  

She did and she did as requested. The map opened up before her and she held 

it in her hands, the others watched, and waited.  

“We need to do this first before we do anything.” The Golden Pirate snapped his 

fingers together. The map started to shrink in her hands. She had to move them 
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closer and closer together as the map grew smaller. When the map was down to a 

small square, her hands were touching, like they were cupping something. The map 

flashed out, and in its place was a large gold key.  

“That key will unlock the treasure,” The Golden Pirate replied. “It will also end 

it all.” 

“That’s all we need to finish this,” Carson replied. 

“It’s not complicated. It was never meant to be.” The Golden Pirate looked over 

at The Black Pirate when he said this. The Black Pirate paid him no attention. 

Carson was eager to get inside and see it. “Where is it? How do we find it without 

the map?” Carson trained the gun on The Golden Pirate.  

“When you reach the opening, which holds a hundred tunnels, stand in the 

center of the room. You will see a sun on the wall directly in front of you. From that 

sun count to twenty going right, the twentieth tunnel entrance will be where the 

treasure lays. Walk until you see the skull that lights up. You will find the treasure 

there.” 

“You got your answer, Carson, now why don’t you just go ahead and kill us? You 

don’t need us anymore.” Parson was trying to go out in a defiant way. “I’d rather 

die here than spend the last moments of my life inside that cave.”  

Carson trained the gun on Parson, finger itching to pull. “That’s not a bad idea. 

I probably should have done it sooner.” 

“Wait!” Angie cried. She had to buy some more time for them. That old heart 

talking to the brain, telling it that she couldn’t let Parson go just yet.  

“What?”  
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“Who knows what kind of booby traps there are inside there? We might need a 

couple of bodies to sacrifice.” Angie looked over at The Golden Pirate. “Are there 

booby traps?” 

“Enter and find out. You will get no answer from me. I’ve already said and shown 

you way too much.” 

“I guess your girl bought you some more time Parson. Now it’s time to start 

moving. Let’s get this over with, one foot in front of the other, nice and easy. I want 

the woman to lead, Parson will be behind her. Our group will take up the caboose.” 

Carson motioned them forward with the gun, towards the cave.  

The Golden Pirate didn’t move.  

Carson looked at him. “Come on, you too.” 

“You have all you need. You don’t need me. Besides, I have some unfinished 

business to take care of.”  

The Black Pirate silently agreed. He seemed to know what that statement meant. 

The Golden Pirate looked at Parson and Parson back to him. “Good luck, thanks 

for taking it this far.” 

Parson nodded. “Thank you and good luck to. I hope you can finally get some 

rest.” 

“Okay, Hallmark moment is over. Let’s move.” They started to move, but Carson 

stopped them suddenly. “Angie, step into the cave and see if there is a torch or 

something to show us the way.” 

“How about we use this?” She produced a flash light from the bag and turned it 

on. 
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“That’ll work.” Carson again motioned them forward and into the cave they 

went, the darkness quickly swallowed them up.  

The two pirates were now alone.  

“It ends here,” The Golden Pirate replied, taking out his sword. 

“So it does,” The Black Pirate replied, as he did the same.  

The two stepped towards each other, honor amongst the duel. They raised their 

swords high and gently tapped them together. When they did this, a hole opened 

up beside them. The two men stepped into it and the hole to the other side closed.  

Above them, the membrane noticed something wasn’t right in the area of the 

treasure. Why now? Who knows? It just noticed that there was a disturbance it 

hadn’t felt for a very long time.  

The slime dome that surrounded the island fell away, splashing into the water 

below. The parts of boats and planes still stuck in its grasp sank into the sea, 

disappearing into the depths. They had found their final resting place. 

The membrane reformed under the water and slithered out of it and onto the 

shore. It was now in the form of a gigantic boa constrictor – a slimy, transparent, 

oozing, dripping with water, boa constrictor. It looked up towards the spot where 

the treasure was; and it began to move, breaking apart trees and grass as it raced 

to the thing it never wanted to lose and was put here to protect. 

5 

The two pirates stood opposite of each other on a large grey platform, that was 

free floating on a pocket of air, all alone in a desolate and barren place. There was 

no sky, no ground, no landmarks, nothing, just emptiness. Two corners of this 

platform held chairs that were raised up high off the stage. Imagine if you will a 
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tennis court and the chairs the judges sit in to officiate the match. On one chair sat 

a demon, dark skin, black wings, long pointy forked tail, red piercing eyes, with a 

face like a gargoyle and two horns protruding high above its head. In the other 

chair was an angel, white robe, golden wings, with a face that was hard to 

determine if it was male or female. When you looked at it a certain way it was one 

gender and then when you looked at it the other way it was another. These two 

beings oversaw the match, like judges, waiting till the end to take the soul that 

rightfully belonged to them.  

The two pirates were mindful of the audience, but they were so intent on ending 

this feud that they paid them no attention. 

Swords rose. Words were unnecessary now. The duel began. 

6 

The membrane snake reached the edge of the clearing, just behind the trees, and 

stopped. It sniffed the air and flicked its white gelatinous tongue, trying to find the 

source of the disturbance. Nothing, nothing at all on the outside of the cave, but it 

was still there, somewhere. 

It crawled out from behind the trees to investigate further. 

The clearing was empty. 

The membrane snake slithered over to the edge of the cave, and smelled, the 

disturbance was in there. Its mass suddenly came together with violent force into 

one giant blob. It looked like a gigantic pile of clear jelly as it sat there, wiggling, 

from the impact.  
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This blob didn’t stay stationery for long. It changed and transformed into a tiny 

creature about four feet tall. It had the head of a snake and it was covered in scales. 

Its body was made up of a clear jelly like substance and it stood on two hoofed feet, 

with blue glowing eyes, and clear fangs for teeth. At the end of each arm, serving 

for hands, was a gigantic crab-like pincher. This little thing stood there a moment 

and got use to its new form. When its legs were ready to move, it made his way 

down into the tunnel in order to make sure its prize was still safe. 

7 

The woman was in front, Parson second, Carson third, and Angie with the key 

and light, fourth. They walked on, listening to water drip, watching the light 

shimmer on the slick bare black onyx surroundings. The tunnel from top to bottom 

was laid out with this hard surface.  

“Not much on interior decorating,” Carson joked, as he held the gun on Parson 

and the woman.  

“I’ve never seen a tunnel like this,” Angie chimed in, as she held the flashlight 

forward.  

Parson and the woman had nothing to say.  

“I guess -” Carson stopped right there. “Did you guy’s hear something?”  

“Nothing,” Angie replied. 

“It sounds like a clicking sound or a running sound, something down low, not 

up here with us.” Carson was sure he heard it, and it was getting closer.  

They stopped. 

Angie turned the light behind them, and into the dark.  

The tunnel was empty.  
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The noise came again, this time it was closer, still in the black, somewhere just 

beyond the light.  

“I heard it,” Parson chimed in, and all of them turned to look at him, then back 

to the tunnel. Angie heard it next and then the woman.  

“Get to the treasure. We’re sitting ducks right here.” Carson started to push 

them forward. “Move!” He fired a couple of shots in the direction of whatever was 

heading down the tunnel. 

The four of them took off at a steady click. Parson was in front, the woman 

behind him, Angie with the light, and then Carson.  

They moved on down the tunnel, towards the treasure, towards a dead end. 

8 

 “You can’t beat me,” replied The Golden Pirate, as he went to lay a blow on The 

Black Pirate. The Black Pirate countered and the two metal instruments slammed 

into each other. A lightning bolt ran across the empty sky like a crooked blue wire. 

Thunder erupted like cannon fire. 

“I think I can.” The Black Pirate lunged forward and The Golden Pirate knocked 

his sword to the side. “Do you know what she said as she lay there, taking it?” The 

Black Pirate smiled when he saw the distraction on The Golden Pirate’s face. “She 

was pregnant with your child, and she begged, like a dog, not to kill her. I laughed 

when I plunged my blade into her, laughed as she lay dying. I laughed as I sat there 

eating her raw still warm heart, covered in her soft warm blood.”  

The Golden Pirate saw what The Black Pirate was doing and just before the 

sword met his flesh, The Golden Pirate knocked it away. A black anger, like a wave 
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from head to chin, ran across the face of The Golden Pirate; and for the first time 

in a long time, The Black Pirate felt fear, and he knew that he had just said too 

much.  

Blue Lightning raced. 

Thunder echoed. 

The Golden Pirate decided he had finally had enough, and he decided to put all 

of his hate and anger into one last attack. He was tired of talking, tired of dueling, 

and tired of all the stuff The Black Pirate had done to him throughout the centuries. 

He wanted it to be over, and he wanted it to be over now. 

“No words. I’ve rendered you speechless,” The Black Pirate replied.  

The Golden Pirate kept his mouth shut and steadied his mind. 

A door appeared in the floor and opened, flames leapt up out of it, leaving the 

edges blackened and burnt. 

Another door appeared above them and fell open. Soft white light and peaceful 

classical music spilled forth from it. 

The demon sensed the end and began to jump up and down like a monkey. He 

knew the victor, and he knew the loser. He couldn’t wait to bring that soul down to 

his master in Hell. He had waited too long. 

The angel also knew it was about to end, that the duel was almost done, but he 

didn’t trust the demon even though he knew the outcome. A white sword appeared 

at his side, just in case, just in case things didn’t go according to plan. 

9 

When the group of four reached the end of the tunnel, the creature was close 

enough that they could all hear it breathing, fast and heavy, like a runner at top 
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speed. It had been running like this since it entered the cave, and it wasn’t tired, it 

was more than ready to protect what rightfully belonged to it. 

The four of them raced from the tunnel and into a large round room, arena like 

in its mass, arched ceilings like a dome. Torches sprung to life like automatic lights 

upon the walls in various spots and they could see that his room was bare, black 

onyx shiny like the tunnel. A mind boggling number of entrances to tunnels circled 

the gigantic room. Their dark circular entrance ways were oblong and misshapen, 

not a true circle, but they were big enough for a full grown person to walk through 

standing up. What lay inside the ones that didn’t hold the treasure? Parson was 

unsure of that answer, but he wasn’t curious enough to find out. 

Carson stopped them. He checked his pistol and replaced the bullets he had 

spent a moment before. “Hand me the Uzi!”  

Angie slung it off her shoulder and tossed it to him. Carson tossed the pistol to 

Angie, who had turned off the flashlight and put it away.  

“Okay guys, this is it. Whatever is coming down that tunnel will be here in a 

moment. Angie, I want you to find the treasure tunnel. Take Parson with you.” 

Carson pointed the Uzi at the woman after he said this and surprise lit her eyes as 

he pulled the trigger. Bullets rattled out of the gun and sent the woman flying 

backwards and into the wall. She dropped to the floor and slumped over into a pile, 

with a crimson river spilling forth from her wounds. Blood and human pieces 

covered Parson as he stood there beside her, stunned. Carson showed no remorse 

as he turned the gun on Parson, who was trying to wipe the human debris away. 

“Get moving!” 
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Parson looked at Angie who was staring with blank eyes at the dead woman on 

the floor. She was nowhere close to moving.  

“Angie?” Parson looked directly at her, and she didn’t blink. 

The creature was closer. 

Carson eyed the tunnel, pointed the gun, and realized no one was moving. “What 

now?” He looked over at Angie and Parson.  

“She’s stunned. Have some heart, if you have one.” 

“Heart! I’ll give you heart! Whatever is in that tunnel is almost on us! You guys 

need to get moving while I take care of it!” 

“Okay, just take it easy.” Parson snapped his fingers in front of Angie’s face. She 

blinked and looked into his eyes. “It’s okay. We need to get moving.” He took the 

key from her left hand, not worried about the pistol in her right, which was now 

pointing at the floor. 

“Moving?” 

“Just follow me.” Parson took her left hand and found the center of the room. 

He saw the sun on the wall and counted out the tunnels until he found number 

twenty. He led Angie towards the treasure tunnel as she dropped the pistol on the 

floor. It didn’t fire. 

Carson saw the gun hit the floor as Parson led Angie into the tunnel and out of 

view. “Rookies, I’ll be glad to be done with both of you as soon as I get the treasure.”  

Carson stepped over to grab the pistol as the creature launched itself into the 

room. He watched as it sailed through the air, pinchers snapping, fangs bear, and 

killing on its mind.  

Carson turned to fire, but the Uzi never went off.  
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This creature hit Carson in the dead center of his chest, and when Carson hit the 

floor, his body slid. This creature balanced on top of Carson like a surfer riding a 

giant wave, pinching off pieces of his body as they moved, leaving a trail of blood 

and body parts (fingers seemed to be the easiest thing for it to clip off, it also got a 

part of his nose, an eye, several parts of his cheek, and a tooth) in their wake.  

Carson washed up against the wall, head first, opening up a gash that wouldn’t 

matter in a second or two, rendering him dizzy, which also wouldn’t matter very 

soon. The creature’s left pincher latched onto Carson’s right shoulder – Carson 

screamed. Then the other pincher opened and closed. Carson’s head popped off 

like a champagne cork to a bottle that hadn’t been shaken all that much. He 

twitched twice and then went limp.  

The smell in the air told the creature it still had another disturbance to take care 

of. It growled and snapped its pinchers. It hopped off the body and began to walk 

towards the treasure tunnel, the place the smell was coming from. Feeling anxious, 

it went from walking to a slow jog; and nearing the tunnel this jog turned into a 

run. 

10 

When The Golden Pirate decided to put all of his strength and hatred into his 

last attack, well folks, it was more than The Black Pirate could fend off. 

The Golden Pirate charged The Black Pirate, forcing him to back up. While The 

Black Pirate was defending himself, The Golden Pirate was throwing every blow he 

could at The Black Pirate. The only thing The Black Pirate could do was shield 

himself with his sword because there was no way he was going to get a counter 
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attack. There was a speed and an agility he had never seen in his centuries old foe. 

The Black Pirate knew this was going to be his end. He tried one last attempt to get 

the upper hand, and it was at this moment that he left his side open. The Golden 

Pirate saw his chance, his chance to end it all, to justify everything.  

He took it. 

The Golden Pirate shoved the sword so far in that the tip of it came out on the 

other side, no blood; both pirates were hollow inside, a flesh ghost.  

When the death blow was committed, six lightning bolts ran across the empty 

sky. Each lightning bolt had its own color, red, green, yellow, blue, violet, and 

purple. Then a clap of thunder went off that was so loud, it shook the platform 

underneath them.  

The Black Pirate dropped his sword and looked down at what would cause his 

second and final death. There would be no return as a ghost this time. He knew he 

wasn’t coming back. 

 “It ends.” The Golden Pirate spit the words at The Black Pirate, now down on 

his knees, dying, fading into eternity.  

The demon leaped down from his chair.  

The angel remained seated, hand on the hilt of his sword, just in case. 

The Golden Pirate backed up from the demon as it approached The Black Pirate. 

This demon hissed and bared its claws, like a cat, as it looked at The Golden Pirate. 

Its eyes then turned and focused on The Black Pirate as flames rose up from the 

hole in the floor. There was a bright red smile plastered across these flames, Satan 

was happy.  
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The flames died, and the demon gripped The Black Pirate by the shoulder. As 

The Black Pirate finished his last breath, he was tossed into the door like a sack of 

garbage. The demon then leaped in after him. The door closed, and the floor 

returned to normal. The Black Pirate was now in his eternal home. 

“Henry.” 

The Golden Pirate turned around when he heard his name called. He hadn’t 

heard it in so long he almost didn’t recognize it. “Laura.” 

She was standing there, his love, the one taken from him so many centuries ago. 

She was dressed all in white with a glowing light radiating behind her. She was 

(pardon the wording here) heavenly.  

She walked up to him, and he fell into her arms. “I’ve missed you so much.” 

“You’re home now. You can finally rest.” 

The angel glided down from the chair and landed on the platform. It wrapped 

them in its arms; and, as they drifted towards Heaven, Henry’s old clothes fell away 

and in their place was a long white robe. Henry was now going home to spend 

eternity with his love and the child he never got to meet. 

The door closed.  

His tale was told. 

11 

Parson was half way down the tunnel (same style and design as the main tunnel, 

and the room that led into this tunnel. The old wizard wasn’t much for interior 

decorating, just keeping it plain and simple) when he first heard it. 

Click. 
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Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

It was rhythmic, and it was closing fast. 

Parson was slowly leading Angie, who was still locked in a state of shock, and 

now, he realized, they needed to move. “Angie, we need to go.” 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

“Go.” 

Parson knew she was no good. Lucky for him, she was light. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Parson lifted her up like he was scooping up a child, and then proceeded to not 

walk, but run towards the end of this tunnel. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Parson left the tunnel and ran into a dark open room. How did he know he was 

in a room and not in a tunnel? Because, it suddenly felt open and cooler, not hot 
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and closed in. He found a good spot and put Angie down onto the floor. She didn’t 

say a word, only sat there in the dark, stunned. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

“Dammit, where are the automatic lights?” Parson was thinking about the skull 

that was supposed to light up. If it was here, it wasn’t glowing; and he could sure 

use the help. He realized Angie had once held the flashlight, but he then realized it 

was in the bag, which wasn’t on her at the moment. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Parson didn’t know what to do. Cold sweat formed and ran down his body, 

mingling and dancing with the hot sweat he was already covered in. Then he saw 

the flash, a glint of something, coming from Angie’s direction. 

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

Clack. 

He walked over to her and he saw it again. Whatever it was, was glowing, and 

Angie’s hand was covering most of it.  
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He opened her hand with no protest and then stepped back for a second. The 

key glowed from bottom to top a hot white, and its light reflected off of something 

on the wall. Parson could see bits and pieces of twinkling diamonds above him; 

and he could tell they formed a picture, but he wasn’t sure what it was.  

Click. 

Clack. 

Click. 

There was no clack, and Parson heard it. 

He stood there. 

Sweating. 

He looked down at the key as it glowed, hotter and brighter than before.  

He reached for it, and it was then and there that Angie came to. She snapped up 

the key, causing Parson to miss. He stumbled forward and bumped his head on the 

wall. 

“Not so fast.” 

“Angie, you don’t know what’s going on.” 

The sounds of breathing were close to him now. 

The thing was stalking towards them. 

“You want the treasure and you were willing to steal -” 

“Angie?” 

Parson heard a small hiss and then a gurgle, a sound of flesh ripping, like a limb 

was being cut off with garden shears, and then a thud. It sounded like a sack of 

rotten potatoes hitting the floor.  

The key tumbled out of Angie’s hand as she slumped to the floor. 
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Words echoed into Parson’s head: “The key will end it all.” 

He thought quickly, and that was probably what saved his life. He scooped up 

the key and ran back up the tunnel. The creature of course gave chase, but Parson 

had runner’s legs. He was quick, quick enough to make it into the lighted room and 

out pace the creature.  

Once in the room, he ignored the human debris field left behind by Carson’s 

death surf, and grabbed the Uzi. He had never fired a gun like this, but once the 

creature exited the tunnel and Parson saw what he was facing, he gave it his best 

try. 

Gun shots echoed out across the room as Parson put as many bullets into the 

advancing creature as he could. The bullets landed on their mark, but they stuck in 

the goo that this creature was made up of, and they hung in suspended animation. 

They did no damage, only momentarily stopped it. 

“Crap!”  

The creature advanced and Parson swung the gun like a baseball bat into the 

creature’s head. It did nothing. The gun just stuck there in the goo. The creature 

looked up at Parson and growled. He released the weapon as he backed away. He 

had no idea what to do next.  

“Think Parson, think. What did he mean by the key will end it all?”  

The creature, now confident it had its prey right where it wanted it, took its time 

advancing on Parson, who suddenly felt the heat of the key in his pocket. He 

reached into it; and, when he pulled the key out, it started to shape shift. 
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The creature realized something was wrong; predator had somehow become 

prey as the key changed, turned into a handle, glowing white. Then from this 

handle a sword rose, towering to about 36 inches, thick and silvery, glinting and 

twinkling from the light of the room. 

The creature saw the sword and it knew that its time was at hand. It did the only 

thing it could do. It charged at Parson hoping its speed and agility would somehow 

give it an advantage. 

Slow motion filled the room. 

Parson took his stance. 

The creature was running towards him, pinchers snapping, face pulled back in 

a sneer, growling, dripping goo like saliva. Then it leaped and sailed through the 

air. 

Sword held back like a baseball bat. Parson swung as if his life depended on it 

and the creature, vulnerable in its mid-air flight, powerless to stop it, was sliced 

cleanly in half. The two halves of the creature sailed into the nearest wall and 

splattered across it like someone had just blown their nose. Snot, like a river, ran 

down the slick black surface and pooled onto the floor below. The creature was 

dead. 

The sword shape shifted back into the key as Parson took a moment to look 

around the room. So much death, so much carnage, was all this really worth it, just 

for some treasure? He wasn’t sure it was.  

Parson took the key, grabbed the flashlight, and made his way back down the 

tunnel. While he walked, he realized how alone he was; the silence screamed like 

thunder. It was enough to make a person go mad.  
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He reached the room and stopped. The diamond-like reflections he had seen 

before on the wall turned out to be a big skull. This skull was embedded into the 

wall and it was made up entirely of diamonds, which formed its shape and size.  

Parson stared at the skull for a moment in the light. There must have been a 

fortune in that wall, but without the proper tools, one was powerless to pry them 

free. He would have to leave them, but he wouldn’t have to leave the thing lying at 

the base of the skull. 

He shined his light down to the treasure and walked over to it. He knelt down in 

front of his fortune. The chest was about the size of a small loaf of bread, brown in 

color, with a gold lock in the center of it shaped like a heart. Parson pushed the key 

into the lock and turned it. The lock clicked, and the top of the chest popped up. 

What Parson saw before him were small gold coins, stacked so tight and high, that 

they almost fell out of the chest and onto the floor. He picked one up and looked at 

it. He could see Laura’s name on one side, and on the other, the words: I love you. 

“Yo, ho, ho, a pirate’s life indeed.” Parson closed the chest and put the key in his 

pocket. He was about to stand when a hand reached out of the darkness and 

grabbed his leg. Parson was so startled that he sat right down on his butt and 

dropped the flash light. It didn’t break, and its light kept on shining. 

“Parson.”  

It was Angie; and, from the sound of her voice, she was very weak. 

“Angie?”  

He found her in the beam of light.  
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She was on her stomach, one arm missing, and blood flowing from the open 

wound. It was amazing she wasn’t dead yet, but she would be soon. 

He slid over to her and cradled her in his arms. He stroked her hair and tried to 

help her find peace in her last moments. 

“I’m sorry.” 

“Shhh, don’t talk.” 

“I didn’t deserve you.” 

“Nonsense.” Parson felt the tears forming. Even with all she had done, he still 

cared very deeply for her. He was going to miss her. 

“Please don’t let my parents know -” She coughed and spit up blood. “- don’t let 

them know ______________________”  

Flat line.  

Angie was dead.  

Parson kissed her on the forehead and cried. He held her and took his mind back 

to all the good times they had. “I won’t let them know how it ended. I promise.” He 

was sure now; none of this was worth it.  

He laid her down on the floor, kissed her cold forehead, and placed the flashlight 

in Angie’s one remaining hand, so she wouldn’t be alone in the darkness. She 

always got scared in the dark. 

He then walked over to his fortune. He lifted up the treasure (which was lighter 

than he expected) and took it with him as he left. At the end of the tunnel, he 

stopped. He could see the light as it shone bright, cutting through the dark of the 

room. 

“Good by Angie. I’m sorry too.” 
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Parson found his feet and made his way towards the main tunnel. There was 

now cause to celebrate, because Parson was currently in a new tax bracket as one 

of the richest men in the world. 

12 

Parson reached the shoreline. He couldn’t fly a plane, so the Grumman was of 

no use to him, but he did retrieve the money from the plane. It was dirty money, 

for sure, but it would go a long way to help out a lot of needy charities in the world. 

Maybe those bags could be put in the right hands, and that money would do some 

good instead of evil. He found the boat the woman had used to get to the island 

and shoved off from shore, money and treasure (the box inside a duffel bag, so as 

not to draw attention to it) fully stashed away.  

While he was paddling away, he heard a loud rumble and the sound of 

crumbling. He looked at the island and saw the top of it had fallen in. A thick plume 

of dust and debris hung in the air above it. Then the rest of the island started to go 

as Parson paddled faster to get away.  

The island went quick once it started to sink.  

In a matter of minutes the island was reclaimed by the sea; and everything on it 

and in it, went into the drink. It wasn’t a violent conclusion. It was gentle; and, in 

fact so gentle, it just sunk without causing any waves. The island disappeared as 

quickly as it had appeared so many centuries ago.  

Parson paddled away, whistling a happy tune. 

His next life had just begun. 
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2 YEARS LATER 

 

Tony stood on the dock and waited for the ship to arrive. The wind was off the 

sea, blowing back his hair, cool breeze, salt taste on his tongue. Winter was fast 

approaching Nova Scotia, and he wanted to be home before it arrived.  

The ship he was waiting on was the kind used to transport goods all around the 

world, able to conquer the toughest of seas, the roughest of storms. No ship is truly 

unsinkable, but it would take something gigantic or catastrophic to sink this one.  

Tony had taken his week’s vacation from work; and with much fussing and 

cussing managed to drive his family up from North Carolina. They had decided to 

make it a family trip, see Canada, pick up an old friend, and then go back home.  

Today, while his family went off to do some family stuff, Tony stood on the dock 

and waited.  

A ship found its spot and then came to a stop. A ladder was placed up to its big 

iron side, and the crew, came ashore.  

One of those crew members was Parson, and he had beefed up and slimmed 

down, his hair hung past his shoulders and he had a big heavy long beard. He 

looked healthy, as if he had been running, a lot. 

Parson went over to his friend and gave him a hug. “How are you doing man?” 

“You look fit.” Tony studied him for a moment. 

“Man, I’ve run all over the world. I’m writing a book on it.” 

“You’ve had a good time, I guess.” 

“Take care, Parson!” One of the crew members said as he passed – big dude, 

strong, muscular, masculine man, much like the rest of the members of this ship.  
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“Thanks.” He turned back to Tony. “It was an absolute blast.” 

“Work wasn’t too tough?”  

“It’s a lot like warehousing. You get up, go to work, and just try to be the best co-

worker you can be. On a ship like that you really have to step up.” Parson paused 

and motioned for them to make their way to the car. The two men started to walk. 

“How’s the heat?” 

“Your publicity has died down a lot. I still get some calls, but not as much as 

before.” 

“I hate that it got out, but when you start looking for a way to unload a box full 

of treasure. It has a way of getting known.” 

“I’m still not sure I would have let anyone know about it.” 

“I had no choice. It’s not like you can use currency like that. I had to find a 

buyer.” 

“Did anybody on the boat give you any hassle?” 

“About the treasure? No, most of those guys are just there to do their jobs. They 

really don’t care about what kind of baggage you are carrying around as long as you 

do your duties. We also didn’t get a lot of TV or Internet coverage, so it really wasn’t 

known, all that much.” 

“I guess that’s good.” 

“So we found a buyer?” 

“He lives in Key West.” 

“I’ve never been there.” 

“Me either.” 
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 They reached the van and climbed inside.  

Parson took a moment to look around as Tony let the engine warm. “How’s the 

family?” 

Tony looked around the vehicle, and he saw the mess his kids had created, candy 

wrappers, stains, chip bags, empty containers, and some food that lay by itself 

waiting for a mouth to claim it. “Good. The ride up was a little challenging.” 

Parson smiled.  

Tony backed the van up and found his way to the highway. 

“So, Key West, when does he want to meet me?” 

“As soon as possible.” 

“I can’t wait to go.” 

“Just on shore for what, twenty minutes, and you are already itching to go 

again.” 

“I guess I’m just a pirate at heart.” 

The two men laughed as the van continued on its journey. 

+++ 

Well, that’s it folks.  

This is where the story ends.  

As for that trip to Key West and the trouble that came out of it? Well, that is for 

another story, in another time, and another place. 

 

THE END 
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BONUS SHORT STORY: THE LIVING SAND 

 

 

1 

 

 

The old man sat on his wooden porch, rocking slowly back and forth in his 

rocking chair. He watched the waves of the ocean, crashing salty onto the shore. 

His two grandkids were sitting upon the wooden steps of the porch, waiting 

patiently for his first tale. He lit his pipe and then turned his eyes upon them. Ryan 

and Alex smiled with child-like glee. They loved their granddad’s stories, and to 

them he was everything.  

“Let me tell you kids a story,” he replied, with his old gruff voice, which sounded 

like sandpaper being rubbed softly across wood. He took a puff on his pipe as the 

smell of cherries permeated the warm autumn air. “This is a story about The Living 

Sand, a true tale about two boys, both about your age.”  

Ryan and Alex let out a short gasp as they heard this.  

The old man just smiled; his wrinkled face creasing as he did. “These two 

adventurous boys had found this cave, but were unaware of the hidden beach it 

opened up on.” He took a puff on the pipe, a pause, and then went back to the story. 

“The youngest boy, let’s call him Seth, and the oldest we will call him Junior. When 

these two found the cave, they began to dare one another to go in first, each one as 

scared as the other, but Junior, went first. He took the flashlight and stepped into 

the moss covered entrance to the cave . . .” 
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A puff of the pipe, the smell of cherries wafted and floated, as the story began. 

2 

Seth waited a moment as he checked his scared nerves. The flashlight cut off in 

front of him. Junior had just plunged into sudden darkness. He was nowhere to be 

seen. 

“Junior!” He screamed, nothing, just Seth’s own ghostly echo screaming back at 

him. 

Seth began to move into the cave as Junior launched out of the darkness in front 

of him. The flashlight was on, the light pointed upwards making Junior’s face look 

like a goblin at Halloween. “Boo!” Junior screamed as Seth jumped backward, 

farting as he did, echoing throughout the cave. A loud laugh erupted out of Junior. 

“Shit your pants.” 

“Junior, you bastard, don’t you ever do that again!” 

“Sorry man. I just couldn’t help it. You know how I get around little frady cats 

like you.” He punched Seth on the shoulder.  

Seth came back with a punch of his own. “Just don’t do it again!” 

“Come on.” Junior moved on into the cave as Seth reluctantly tagged along.  

The boys went deep into the cave, but instead of it getting darker, it started to 

get lighter.  

Seth was the first one to see why this was. “What is that all about Junior?” 

Junior dropped the rock he was looking at and turned to see what Seth had 

found. He couldn’t believe he hadn’t seen it himself. “I don’t know, let’s go check it 

out.” 

What the boys saw was a hole of bright light, a bright light that somehow 
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couldn’t be seen until you were upon it.  

Junior wasted no time. He walked over to this hole, and stepped through. He 

disappeared, no that’s not the right way to say it, he was swallowed up, would be 

more appropriate. Seth, once again, followed after him.  

A white sand beach greeted their feet, undisturbed, and trampled. It looked 

magical as it spread around the small crescent shape. The pristine waters of the 

Atlantic were crashing upon the shore, and a bright orange sun hung high in a deep 

blue sky, but the sky, along with the water, were a richer blue on this side of the 

cave. It was a surprise to both boys to see no one on the beach, even though it was 

mid-summer in North Carolina.  

This small crescent shaped beach was flanked to the right by a huge cliff, jagged 

and steep, all the way to the top. This cliff not only extended upward, but it also 

stretched far out into the sea. To their left, about a half mile from where they stood, 

the beach ended in jagged rocks and broken coral. 

“Isn’t it great?” Junior replied. 

“What’s so great about it? It’s just a beach.” 

“Just a beach? There’s nobody here. It’s all ours.” Junior did a little dance when 

he said this. 

“This place feels weird.” 

“Don’t be a sissy.” 

“I’m not a sissy!” Seth scanned the area as Junior bounced and played around 

on the beach, throwing sand, spitting it out, cussing, and just being obnoxious. 

Then Seth saw it and froze. The words fell out of his mouth like ice cubes. “Junior! 
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Get over here!”  

 “What?” 

“Over here, now!” 

Junior let out a sigh and walked over to Seth, never seeing what Seth was seeing, 

how, who knows? He just didn’t. 

“What is so damn important?” 

“The wall.” Seth turned Junior’s face and pointed him towards it. 

If Junior could have pissed cold yellow ice, he would have, at that moment.  

On the wall, beside the entrance to this beach, was a skull and crossbones, blood 

red, dripping like it was bleeding or freshly painted? Below this skull and 

crossbones was this message: 

‘let yea who pass here be warned, this be the devil’s virgin sand, he be the 

beast that walk amongst the ground, life within the sand, life is in the sand, so if 

you be here when the moon is high, use the seas water, create an image in the 

sand, next night, life it will have’ 

They turned to look at one another, fear upon their faces; and without a word, 

they ran. 

3 

Weeks went by, and the boys (best friends their entire short lives) barely talked 

to one another. 

Junior was the one that broke the silence. 

He walked Seth out into the backyard one late morning so Seth’s mom wouldn’t 

hear them talking. “Do you remember that cave man?” 

“Yeah. Why?” Seth’s reply filled with question, and wonder. 
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“I’m going back tonight. Do you want to go? It’s a full moon.” 

“Are you crazy man? Did you not read what I read?” 

“You know what your problem is!” 

“What?”  

“You are just a scared little sissy boy. If mommy was going I bet’cha would go.” 

“I am not scared. You just don’t want to go by yourself. You’re the one that’s 

scared.”  

“Look, if you want to be a baby, then I wouldn’t want you to come. You may start 

crying and wet yourself or something. Just forget it. I will go by myself!” Junior 

turned to go; but before he could, Seth grabbed him on the arm. 

“Wait, Junior. I’ll go with you.” 

“Great!” Junior was happy now that he got what he wanted. “I’ll be here tonight 

around eleven.” Junior turned and walked away. Seth watched him and wondered 

if he had done the right thing. 

4 

Seth spent the rest of that Friday shopping for the upcoming school year. He 

hated to shop for clothes and school supplies, but it was keeping his mind off the 

near future. As he approached home, late that afternoon and the night fast 

approaching, the task was now closer. Junior was always getting him into some 

form of trouble. He hoped tonight would be different, even though he knew, it 

wouldn’t. 

Junior spent the day at home, watching scary monster movies. He loved the old 

black and white films; The Wolfman was his favorite of the bunch.  
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When the day started to fade into the night, his parents came home from work, 

and they all had dinner.  

Then it was off to bed. Junior was so excited. He couldn’t wait to get out to that 

beach.  

5 

Seth kissed his mom and dad good night as they tucked him in. They turned off 

the light, and issued him pleasant dreams; and then it was dark, dark like the inside 

of that cave. Seth fought sleep for awhile, but still managed to fall into it.  

Around eleven that night, a knock came upon his window. Seth looked up from 

his sleeping position; and, sure enough, there was Junior dressed in jeans and a 

tee-shirt.  

Seth got up, slid on his jeans, put on a shirt, and then put on his shoes.  

He looked for light under his bedroom door, but he didn’t see any.  

The coast was clear.  

He moved over to the window and opened it. He took out the screen (pausing at 

the screeching noise, no movement in the hallway), and made his way outside. 

“Ready?” Timidness was written all over his tone, and it made Seth feel better 

knowing that Junior was just as scared as he was. In Junior’s hands were two 

things, a large flashlight and a bucket. 

“Yeah.” Seth was just as timid, and he was sure it was all over his voice as well. 

“Let’s go.” Junior moved off towards the cave while Seth took one last look back. 

He pulled the window almost down to a closing spot and then followed after his 

friend.  

6 
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When they reached the cave, they stopped.  

Junior turned on his dad’s flashlight, which pushed out a light that was almost 

worthy of spotlight status. This light was somewhat soothing to the boys even 

though their heart rate didn’t agree. They were now beyond timid. They had now 

moved on to full blown scared, but they weren’t about to turn around now. 

They made their way into the cave, with caution and ease, as the darkness 

wrapped around their small little bodies. It was a suffocating darkness, and Seth 

could swear he couldn’t breathe once they were inside. He wondered if Junior was 

feeling the same effect.  

Seth looked behind him, and it was disheartening to see the full moon light was 

now gone, none of its beams could penetrate this darkness.  

They moved on, deeper into the cave, Junior’s beam of light doing its best to cut 

through the black. Seth thought it looked like it was struggling to do its job, but it 

gave them enough light to see by.  

In every corner there stood a ghost or goblin, or some fiend ready to snuff out 

their young life, vague objects picked up by the struggling light. The coolness of the 

cave helped to add to this and so did the wind. Its voice inside the cave (stronger 

than the last time they were here) was one of a ghost like howl.  

Somehow they found the entrance that led to the abandoned beach, found it or 

were guided to it – something to ponder upon.  

“Are you sure about this?” Seth didn’t care if he was called a baby or not. He was 

on shaky knees, and he wasn’t afraid to admit it. 

Junior surprised him with this answer. “We can turn back now if you want.” 
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Seth thought about it for a moment. “We’ve come this far. Why turn back now?”  

The boys gave one more pause, and then they stepped through the hole and onto 

the abandoned beach.  

7 

The boys kneeled down in the sand and took a look around.  

The waves crashed onto the shore or did they roar onto the shore? Their 

pounding sounded like a feral animal trying to unleash itself upon the beach.  

The cliff beside them was looming large and dark into the sky. Seth could see 

things, or thought he saw things, moving about on top of the cliff. Was that eyes? 

Were those eyes looking down at them? Seth turned away from the cliff. His 

imagination could do anything in a place like this. 

The moon hung above them, painting the beach in a soft yellow light, but this 

light was unnatural on this beach. It was too bright and too shiny.  

“What do you want to make?” Junior was as eager to be done with this as Seth 

was. 

“I guess if that saying is right,” Seth chucked his thumb back towards the cave 

opening where the message was written. “Whatever we create in this sand should 

be timid, a turtle or a rabbit because I don’t want to give life to anything else.” 

“What? That’s baby stuff.” Junior went down to the water, ignoring that odd 

roaring sound, and grabbed a bucket full. It sparkled, gleamed an unnatural blue, 

inside the tin pale.  

“What would you want to make?”  

“I don’t know. Let’s just throw something together and see what happens.” 

Junior said this as he ran back up the beach to where Seth was kneeling. 
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“Let it be on your head.” 

Junior ignored him and went about making their sand figure. Seth started to 

help, but was paused by an eerie feeling. They were being watched from the mouth 

of the cave that led onto the beach. 

“This sand feels weird.” Junior said this as he noticed the living texture that the 

sand had. It was as if the sand was moving in his hands like live squirming maggots. 

Seth turned around, in order to reassure his mind, that they weren’t being 

watched. It would be easy to tell with the light of the moon so bright upon them.  

A figure darted back inside the cave. 

Seth wasn’t sure if he saw it or not because his imagination was jacked up to ten 

right now, no make that eleven. “Did you see that?” 

Junior looked up from his now finished product. “See what?” 

“The figure, the cave.” 

“What figure?” Junior looked up at the cave. 

“The one that was there a minute ago.” 

“There is no one there Seth. It’s just your imagination.” Junior finished up his 

creation as Seth continued to stare at the mouth of the cave. When he was sure 

nothing was there, he turned around, and helped Junior finish up the sand 

creature. 

They stood up and admired their work. It was a very crude-looking turtle with 

bunny ears. Junior had decided to go along with a combination of the safer choices. 

“What do you think?” 

“Crude, but I think it will work.” 
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“Now what happens?”  

Wasn’t this sand supposed to make life?  

The crude sand figure was still just that, a crude sand figure. It wasn’t moving 

or getting up and dancing or anything. It was just a rough version of a turtle/rabbit 

hybrid.  

“What a load of crock.” Junior kicked the creation until it resembled nothing. 

“Let’s go home.” Junior poured out his bucket, and the two kids turned to leave. 

They paused. 

In the light of the moon and Junior’s spotlight flashlight, they noticed that the 

words and picture beside the cave entrance had changed. In its place was this 

ominous saying: 

‘ your life for my creature, death to all’ 

“That isn’t what it said the last time we were here, is it?” 

“Really. Genius?” 

“Don’t mock me Seth. I may not be as smart as you, but I know what that said 

when were here last. I thought we created something, and it came to life. Then . . 

.” 

“Then what Junior? What happens when we give it life? Did you ever stop to 

think about that?” Seth himself hadn’t either, but he played it off like he had 

thought of it days in advance. 

“You came. What did you think would happen?” 

While they were standing there, the words evaporated into the wall; and, in their 

place, was a gigantic face. This was a big red smiley face; and, as the kids looked 

up at it, the face began to laugh. It was a dark, ominous laugh that seemed to echo, 
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not only onto the beach, but through the cave itself. 

Seth and Junior wasted no time. They fled back into the cave and out to the 

safety on the other side. They never stopped running until both of them were in the 

comfort of their own home, tucked away in the warmth of their beds. 

8 

Junior and Seth were sitting together, having a soda, after a long day of doing 

what boys do in the later parts of summer. They watched the girls go by and talked. 

“We were wrong on the beach,” Seth replied, as a hot blonde in very tight shorts 

walked by.  

“What do you mean?” 

“The saying said, the next night, it was the next night, that life it will create or 

something like that.” 

“So. What’s your point Seth?” 

“You got upset last night because our little turtle/rabbit combo didn’t come to 

life. It wouldn’t have, it would be tonight.” 

The light went off in Junior’s head. “So we should go back out there tonight and 

see if it is up and walking around? Is that what you are saying?” 

“No. I don’t plan to ever go back out there again. I just mean that it would 

happen tonight.” 

“Oh. So what’s your point?” 

“I guess I don’t have one. I think I just needed to clear that up, been bugging me 

all day. Besides we destroyed what we created so it wouldn’t live anyway.”  

They sat there in silence for a moment watching the girls.  
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Seth had some more stuff on his mind. “What about the other saying?”  

Junior wasn’t interested in Seth’s neurotic, not going anywhere, train of 

thought. He just wanted to sit and watch the girls. 

“The sign changed. It said something about life it will create.” 

“Who will create? What are you talking about?” 

“Are you even listening to me?” 

Junior put his attention back onto Seth. “Full attention.” He took two fingers 

and pointed them at Seth’s eyes and then back to his own. 

“I got it.” Seth took a sip of his soda. “I guess what I am getting at is this. One 

day it says whatever we create gets life, and then the next time we are there it says 

something else. I guess what I am saying is, what if it was a trap?” 

“You mean it lured us there and got us to put some water in the sand so it could 

create life? Then, what would it do, run amuck and kill everybody? Earth to Seth, 

it’s a beach; water is on it all the time. Duh!” 

Seth ignored him. “Maybe it just needs us.” 

“What?” 

“You read that second sign. It said something about us. I don’t remember the 

words exactly, but it did say something about our lives for the creature. Whatever 

it is?” 

“Hey Girls!” Junior ignored Seth as three hot girls walked by. The girls didn’t 

respond. They just kept on walking. 

“Tonight is the night is what I’m trying to say, just in case, would you want to 

stay over at my place?” 

“In case what? You are being ridiculous, Seth. Nothing is going to happen; but, 
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if little sissy girl needs someone there, I will be there.” 

“Quit calling me that.” Seth punched Junior on the arm. 

“Now did you see what you did?” 

“Come on Junior. Not that.” 

“You didn’t wipe it off.” Junior balled up his fist and hit Seth with all of his 

might, right on the upper part of his arm. 

“Dammit, Junior!” Seth moved his arm back and forth. 

A car pulled up in front of them.  

It was Junior’s dad.  

Junior got up and made his way over to the car. “I’ll be over tonight.”  

Junior got in the car and was gone. Seth sat there a moment longer before 

collecting his things and heading home. 

9 

Sometime in the middle of the night, as the boys slept, a little tap developed on 

the window in front of Seth’s bed. It was just a little tap, sand grains upon glass.  

The tapping grew louder. 

Then louder still. 

Seth awoke, rose, stretched, and then slid out of the bed, trying hard not to step 

on Junior, who was passed out like a comatose victim on the floor, snoring.  

Seth walked over to the window and peered out into the yard. He couldn’t see 

anything. He was about to turn and go back to bed when he noticed something, 

something glowing white just below the window sill. Seth strained his eyes to see 

what it was as the glowing thing leaped up into the air without issuing a single 
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warning.  

Seth, in his fright, stumbled backwards, tripped, and fell onto Junior.  

Junior woke up, and he was none too pleased. “Get off me queer!” Junior pushed 

Seth off of him. Seth rolled off easy enough. 

“Look at the window.” 

“What are you talking about?” 

“The window, look at the damn window.” 

Seth stood up as Junior trained his eyes on the window. What he saw next made 

his blood run cold, chills do the tango up his spine, and his arms come alive in 

goose bumps. 

Staring at them through the glass was a creature. It was a glowing white 

werewolf made entirely of the sand from the beach. Its fur-like outer shell moved 

and squirmed like it was made up of a billion tiny maggots, crawling over it from 

head to toe. It was a living pulsing thing with white fangs for teeth and red eyes, 

red eyes that were now trained on the boys.  

The creature put its forehead on the window and began to push. While the boys 

watched in horror, every open crevice and crack on the window began to pour forth 

with sand.  

The boys were helpless to stop it. 

When the creature had made his way from the outside to the inside, the pile of 

squirming glowing sand reformed into the werewolf creature. It stood there and 

looked at them. 

The boys made no noise as they held each other and shook, shook with fear and 

every fright they knew or would ever know.  
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The creature finally had enough of the waiting game, the studying game. It 

pounced towards the two boys.  

Somehow the boys managed to pull their wits together enough to dive out of the 

way, splitting up, diving off in opposite directions.  

The beast hit the wall head on and splattered into a thousand pieces of 

squirming, wriggling, sand. In a flash it reformed, but this gave the boys enough 

time to get to the window and get it open. 

Junior got out, followed a second or two later by Seth, who managed to slam the 

window shut, just as the creature slammed into it. Sand once again went 

everywhere, and Seth wasted no time. He was gone, following Junior towards the 

only place that made sense. 

The cave. 

10 

“What’s that?” Junior was pointing towards something. 

“What’s what?” Seth replied, as he looked towards the spot where Junior was 

pointing.  

In a back corner of the Cave (a spot they did not see days ago) there was a pool 

of glowing red light.  

Seth and Junior walked over to it as the werewolf tore its way through the forest 

just outside of the cave.  

The boys stopped at the edge of this glowing red anomaly. What they saw when 

they looked down was this, a small pool of glowing blood that had somehow been 

frozen solid. Above this frozen red pool of blood was this note: 
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‘to kill the beast that stalks you, 

take the piece of frozen blood, 

jab it into the evil heart’ 

“So do we break it or what?” Junior had no clue what to do. 

“We can’t very well stab the creature with it the way it is now, can we?” 

“Man, you’re a smart ass.” 

“Just find a way to help me break it.” 

The werewolf was stalking closer, and the boys could feel it. In moments, maybe 

seconds, it would be upon them. 

Seth found a large rock and so did Junior. They turned their attention back to 

the pool as the werewolf appeared behind them. It growled, sending the boys into 

A Momentary Lapse of Fright.  

They turned towards the creature, rocks still held above their heads.  

The werewolves’ eyes burned red, and its saliva, now visible for the first time, 

glowed, white inside its mouth, dripping and oozing, pooling onto the floor below.  

It leaped, and the boys broke their stance long enough to get out of the way. 

Seth dove right, fracturing his right shoulder as he hit the ground. He let out a 

small oomph sound as the breath left his body for a brief moment. Junior moved 

left, tripped on a rock, hit his head, and passed out cold on the floor. The werewolf 

missed them both and smashed into a rock nearby, disintegrating on contact.  

Seth managed to find his breath. He got to his knees and chucked the rock into 

the large frozen pool of blood. The blood smashed open and exploded. A large beam 

of red light shot out of it and blew out part of the ceiling above. Red chunks of 

frozen blood and rock debris rained down. 
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Seth looked over at the beast that how now reformed. It came charging after him 

as Seth got up off the floor and grabbed a large piece of the frozen blood.  

The creature grabbed Seth’s right ankle just as Seth started to run. A smell of 

burning flesh reached his nose as Seth turned and kicked the creature right 

between the eyes. The creature’s head split open; and, when it took a second to 

reform, Seth saw his chance. 

He moved from the cave and onto the beach, smelling the burning flesh on his 

right ankle (that spot on his ankle would be bald for the rest of his life, and the 

hand print (like some evil tattoo) would never leave).  

Seth stopped where he was. 

He turned and faced the cave. 

The creature was barreling towards him. 

It leaped. 

Seth jabbed the frozen piece of blood into the spot he thought would be the 

heart, and as luck would have it, he hit his mark.  

The beast let out a scream and then fell hard into the sand, exploding on impact. 

Seth shielded his eyes from the immense light.  

It was done, easy as that. The werewolf was dead. 

Seth stood there a moment longer, watching the pieces of the creature dissolve 

into the sand.  

Satisfied, he went back into the cave. 

Junior was just getting up to a sitting position.  

The glowing blood was gone, and the cave was back to its normal suffocating 
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dark.  

“It’s all over buddy. Let’s go home.” Seth helped Junior to his feet and helped 

him walk back to his house.  

Tomorrow they would have to explain their injuries, but tonight they were just 

glad to be alive.  

11 

The phone was ringing somewhere inside the house as the old man got up and 

went inside to answer it. When he rose, the kids noticed for the first time, the bald 

spot on his right ankle that looked something like the shape of a hand. 

 

THE END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


